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Vidak Vujicic, “Optical Multicarrier Sources for 

Spectrally Efficient Optical Networks” 

Abstract 

 
During the last 30 years the capacity of commercial optical systems exceeded the 

network traffic requirements, mainly due to the extraordinary scalability of wavelength 

division multiplexing technology that has been successfully used to expand capacity 

in optical systems and meet increasing bandwidth requirements since the early 

1990’s. Nevertheless, the rapid growth of network traffic inverted this situation and 

current trends show faster growing network traffic than system capacity.  

To enable further and faster growth of optical communication network capacity, 

several breakthroughs occurred during the last decade. First, optical coherent 

communications, which were the subject of intensive research in the 1980’s, were 

revived. This triggered the employment of advanced modulation formats. Afterwards, 

with the introduction of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and 

Nyquist WDM modulation techniques in optical communication systems, very efficient 

utilisation of the available spectral bandwidth was enabled. In such systems the 

spectral guard bands between neighbouring channels are minimised, at the expense 

of stricter requirements on the performance of optical sources, especially the 

frequency (or wavelength) stability. Attractive solutions to address the frequency 

stability issues are optical multicarrier sources which simultaneously generate 

multiple phase correlated optical carriers that ensure that the frequency difference 

between the carriers is fixed. 

In this thesis, a number of optical multicarrier sources are presented and analysed, 

with special focus being on semiconductor mode-locked lasers and gain-switched 

comb sources. High capacity and spectrally efficient optical systems for short and 

medium reach applications (from 3 km up to 300 km), based on optical frequency 

combs as optical sources, advanced modulation formats (m-QAM) and modulation 

techniques (OFDM and Nyquist WDM) have been proposed and presented. Also, 

certain optoelectronic devices (i.e. semiconductor optical amplifier) and techniques 

(feed-forward heterodyne linewidth reduction scheme) have been utilised to enable 

the desired system performance. 
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Introduction 

 

Demand for bandwidth, driven by media-rich applications, shows no sign of abating 

and is pushing service providers to deploy optical transport and access networks with 

increased capacity. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology has been 

successfully used to expand capacity in these optical systems and meet increasing 

bandwidth requirements for more than two decades. Previous WDM systems have 

been based on simple modulation formats which provide poor spectral efficiency. On 

the other hand, such modulation formats based on intensity modulation and “square 

law” direct detection enabled simple upgrade of existed systems by increasing 

number of channels and/or data rate per channel, providing sufficient throughput for 

service providers. However, the bandwidth limitations of optoelectronic devices, and 

the limited speed of commercially available electronic circuitry, has motivated 

researchers, vendors and service providers to use available resources more 

efficiently. This has caused the revival of coherent optical communications in order to 

enable the use of higher order modulation formats and, consequently, increase the 

spectral efficiency of communication links and throughput. Additionally, the recent 

introduction of modulation techniques such as optical orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM) and Nyquist WDM has enabled significant reduction of guard 

bands between adjacent optical channels, and the generation of highly spectrally 

efficient multicarrier systems and optical superchannels. In addition to deployment of 

high capacity optical networks, an exponential increase in the amount of network 

traffic due to cloud computing and other emerging web applications has created the 

need for more powerful data centres. WDM is gaining significant attention as a 

promising solution offering high throughput, reduced latency and power consumption 

for optical interconnects within and in-between data centres. 

Along with the development of high capacity and spectrally efficient optical systems 

and interconnects, the requirement for compact optical sources with sufficiently good 

inherent properties, such as optical linewidth, phase noise, relative intensity noise 

(RIN), optical carrier-to-noise ratio (OCNR) and frequency stability, has been created. 

Recently proposed spectrally efficient multicarrier systems require closely frequency 

spaced lasers at the transmitter and receiver side. However, conventional WDM laser 

banks struggle to provide a constant frequency separation between channels without 
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additional control mechanisms. Furthermore, conventional WDM lasers sometimes 

struggle to provide a sufficiently narrow linewidth. Therefore, high performance 

integrated laser arrays are needed to enable the required performance. An attractive 

alternative is an optical multicarrier transmitter, sometimes referred to as an optical 

frequency comb, which simultaneously generates multiple phase correlated optical 

carriers. A number of optical multicarrier sources have been proposed, such as 

mode-locked lasers (MLL), fiber lasers, electro-optic based multicarrier sources, gain-

switched comb sources (GSCS), Kerr microresonator combs and parametric 

frequency comb sources.  

Optical multicarrier sources with good spectral flatness, frequency stability, low 

linewidth and RIN on each tone, tunable free spectral range (FSR), high power and 

OCNR per line are highly desirable in multicarrier transmission systems. All of the 

aforementioned optical multicarrier sources exhibit certain advantages and 

drawbacks relative to each other. Conventional multicarrier sources, such as mode-

locked and fibre lasers, can generate multicarrier signals over a wide bandwidth, but 

they suffer from relatively large linewidth and RIN of individual comb lines and usually 

do not offer FSR tunability. Electro-optic based multicarrier sources provide tunable 

FSR and central wavelength, typically with low linewidth and RIN on each individual 

tone, and high power per line and OCNR. However, inherent modulator properties 

such as bias drift and high insertion loss make this technique less attractive for 

practical deployment. Externally injected gain-switched comb sources feature 

tuneable free spectral range and centre wavelength, good spectral flatness, good 

OCNR, low RIN and low optical linewidth. The GSCS has only a finite available 

spectral bandwidth, which limits the number of optical carriers. Kerr comb sources 

can provide a large number of lines, but require sophisticated pumping schemes and 

the line spacing is inherently tied to the free spectral range of the underlying 

resonator. Broadband frequency combs can also be generated by multi-stage 

parametric mixers. However, this approach requires strong optical pumps and large 

interaction lengths in delicately arranged sequences of specialised optical fibres. 

Main contributions 

The main contributions of this work are:  

 Investigation of the inherent properties of optical multicarrier sources and 

their performance in optical systems.  
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The semiconductor MLL, electro-optical modulation based comb source and 

externally injected GSCS have been characterised in terms of RIN and OCNR which 

have been recognised as limiting parameters for the performance of back-to-back 

(B2B) intensity modulated and directly detected (IM/DD) OFDM systems. The 

influence of RIN and OCNR on the system performance has been investigated 

experimentally and by simulations. 

 The first demonstration of downstream transmission of single sideband 

OFDM signals (SSB OFDM) in a WDM access network where a mode-locked 

laser is employed as a multicarrier transmitter.  

The downstream transmission also demonstrates the use of semiconductor optical 

amplifiers (SOA) in spectrally-efficient, IM/DD WDM-SSB-OFDM passive optical 

network for the simultaneous amplification of optical multicarrier OFDM signals using 

a single SOA. Furthermore, a performance comparison with an Erbium doped fibre 

amplifier (EDFA) shows that the SOA exhibits performance similar to an EDFA at 7% 

forward error correction (FEC) limit. The spectral efficiency of the system is also 

optimised, as the upstream data is placed in the spectral gap between downstream 

channels. 

 Demonstration of Tb/s optical interconnect solutions based on Quantum-

Dash passive mode-locked lasers (Q-Dash PMLL) and SSB-OFDM modulation.  

An experimental demonstration of high capacity WDM transmission (400 Gb/s, 1 

Tb/s, 2 Tb/s and 4 Tb/s), for interconnect applications within and between data 

centres based on a Q-Dash PMLL is presented. Inherent characteristics of Q-Dash 

passively mode-locked lasers, such as RIN and OCNR, have been analysed in detail. 

The effect of RIN on the system performance is investigated by examining the error-

vector magnitude (EVM) of OFDM subcarriers over the desired frequency range. This 

work represents (at the date of the publication) the highest reported transmission 

capacity for Q-Dash based comb sources, to the best of our knowledge. The 

maximum spectral efficiency achieved was 2.76 bit/s/Hz. 

 Demonstration of Tb/s superchannel architectures using gain-switched 

comb source in coherently detected system. Demonstration of Tb/s WDM 

coherently detected system using Q-Dash PMLL.  

Six different superchannel architectures with different carrier spacings and modulation 

formats are investigated, and their performance for transmission over different 
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distances is evaluated. Spectral efficiencies up to 7.8 bit/s/Hz are obtained using 

polarisation division multiplexed (PDM) 16 state quadrature amplitude modulation 

(16-QAM) format. Capacities up to 2.112 Tb/s and transmission up to 300 km of 

standard single-mode fibre (SSMF) have been reported. The aforementioned spectral 

efficiency and capacity are the highest reported for GSCS. Also, the reported spectral 

efficiency is among the highest for 16-QAM modulation format superchannel systems. 

Furthermore, a feed-forward heterodyne (FFH) phase noise reduction scheme that 

enables simultaneous optical linewidth reduction of multiple comb lines derived from a 

Q-Dash PMLL is proposed. The scheme enables the coherent transmission 

experiment using Q-Dash PMLL as an optical source for the first time, even though 

this optical multicarrier source exhibit linewidth higher than 10 MHz. Tb/s data rates 

have been achieved within the limits of standard FEC. 

 

Thesis Structure  

This thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 1 describes the evolution of optical communications networks as well as the 

motivation behind their continued growth in capacity today. The optical network 

topology is introduced with descriptions of each network layer given. The capacity 

scaling approaches are discussed, with particular attention on WDM systems, 

advanced modulation formats and coherent detection. The theory behind recently 

proposed modulation techniques such as OFDM and Nyquist WDM have been 

discussed in detail. Also, different types of OFDM and Nyquist WDM systems have 

been presented. Finally, key components which are used to construct optical 

communication systems are discussed. 

Chapter 2 is focused on various optical multicarrier sources. Mode-locked lasers, 

electro-optic based multicarrier sources, gain-switched comb sources, Kerr 

microresonator combs and parametric frequency comb sources have been analysed 

and compared. Typical methods for the generation of these comb sources are 

presented, as well as inherent characteristics of each individual multicarrier source 

(linewidth, RIN, OCNR, complexity, power per line and etc.). 

Chapter 3 includes the characterisation and implementation of three optical 

multicarrier sources in the intensity modulated and directly detected OFDM system. 

RIN and OCNR of the semiconductor MLL, electro-optical modulation based comb 
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source and externally injected GSCS have been measured and presented as the 

limiting parameters for the performance of B2B IM/DD OFDM systems. The influence 

of RIN and OCNR on the system performance has been investigated experimentally 

and by simulations.   

Chapter 4 examines the use of SOAs in WDM-OFDM systems. The SOA is used for 

simultaneous amplification of multiple OFDM channels and the system performance 

is compared to the case when an EDFA is employed instead of an SOA. A detailed 

characterisation of the SOA employed is presented. Furthermore, the optical access 

network architecture where a MLL is used as an optical multicarrier source is 

proposed. 

Chapter 5 is focused on Tb/s optical interconnect solutions based on a single laser 

source. The Q-Dash PMLL is used as an optical multicarrier source for high capacity 

WDM-OFDM optical interconnects within and between data centres. RIN and OCNR 

of Q-Dash passively mode-locked lasers have been analysed in detail, as well as 

their influence on the system performance. A potential future chip-scale terabit-per-

second optical interconnect transceiver incorporating the mode-locked lasers used in 

this work is also presented. 

Chapter 6 presents Tb/s superchannel architectures using GSCS and advanced 

modulation formats in coherently detected Nyquist WDM system. Six different 

superchannel architectures with different carrier spacings and modulation formats are 

investigated, and their performance for transmission over different distances is 

evaluated.  

Additionally, a coherent Tb/s communications experiment using Q-Dash PMLL is 

presented in this chapter. A feed-forward heterodyne linewidth reduction scheme is 

used to simultaneously reduce optical linewidth of a multitude of comb lines.   

Chapter 7 gives a brief summary of conclusions that can be drawn from the results 

presented in this thesis. The potential for future work in the areas discussed 

throughout the thesis is outlined also. 
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Chapter 1Optical Packet Switched Networks 

1 Optical Networks 

 

As part of cultural and technological evolution, communication is imperative for 

human kind. Overall technological development is closely related to the evolution of 

communication systems, especially during the last number of decades as high speed 

terabit/s data transmission became requisite. This chapter gives an introduction to 

optical communications and the fundamental concepts behind. It also presents an 

overview of past and current optical networks, and provides details on the key 

devices and techniques used in various optical networks. 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

The invention of semiconductor lasers in the 1960s as well as the development of 

low-loss optical fibres in the 1970s [1], created the foundation for the development of 

optical communication systems. In the late 1970s, the first fibre-optic systems, used 

for telephone communication, were tested and deployed in the United States [1]. The 

first optical communication systems operated at low data rates, e.g. 45 Mb/s in 1980. 

The steady development of technology during the early years of optical 

communications made foundations for gradual change of the optical transmission 

windows from 850 nm to 1300 nm, and finally to 1550 nm, and therefore a slow 

increase of bit rate in the single channel systems, as shown in Figure 1.1 [1-3]. 

The rapid growth in the capacity of optical communication systems is related to the 

advent of optical amplifiers to optical communication systems in the late 1980s [1, 4, 

5]. Optical amplifiers became available commercially by 1989, enabling significant 

growth of the bit rate-distance product (BL) as shown in Figure 1.2 [1, 3]. During that 

time, the Internet was commercially deployed, and those technological breakthroughs 

triggered significant investments in optical communication systems, which led to rapid 

growth in the capacity of optical networks (Figure 1.1). The Internet quickly evolved 

from primarily text based to a multimedia platform and has been the main driver 

behind rapid growth of optical communication systems.  
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Figure 1.1. Capacities of optical lightwave systems over last 3 decades. Single channel time 
division multiplexed (TDM) systems (black filled squares), and WDM systems (red filled 

circles). After [2] 

During the first three decades of development, the capacity of commercial optical 

systems increased more than 100 000 times (Figure 1.1). For more than two decades 

the capacities of installed optical systems exceeded the network traffic requirements 

[2]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Evolution of bit rate-distance product for single wavelength (diamonds, open 
symbols for optical TDM), WDM (triangles), single and multi-band orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) (filled circles) and coherent detection (open circles). The lines 
represent fitting between the measurement points After [3] 

Nevertheless, the rapid growth of network traffic driven by media-rich applications 

such as on–demand HDTV, voice over IP (VoIP), video conferencing and online 
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gaming, inverted this situation and current trends show faster growing network traffic 

than system capacity [2]. Figure 1.3 illustrates global internet traffic for the period 

1990-2012 estimated by Cisco Systems [6], along with the forecast for the internet 

traffic growth for the period between 2013 and 2018 (forecasted also by Cisco 

Systems [7]). The presented data indicates that from 1990 to 1994 internet traffic 

doubled every year. After rapid traffic increase in the period 1994-1996, growth has 

slowed with an annual growth rate of about 100% for the years 1997 to 2002 and 50–

60% from then up to the present. Despite the decrease in annual traffic growth rate, 

the Cisco forecast predicts that global data traffic will reach 1.4 Zettabytes per year, 

or 120.6 Exabytes per month by 2017 [8]. The current trends predict that network 

traffic will grow 10 times faster than system capacity over the next decade [2]. The 

telecommunication industry will experience significant technological challenges to 

meet ever-increasing traffic requirements in the following decade, and development of 

optical solutions in order to solve such challenges is of crucial importance. 

 

Figure 1.3. Estimated and forecasted global internet traffic growth for period 1990-2018. 

 

1.2 Network Topology 

 

The overall communication network is a complicated system which consists of a 

number of interconnected sub-networks. The mesh-like topology is typically used to 

provide robust communication links between major information exchange nodes. 
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However, geographical and functional division of such a communication system into 

core, metropolitan and access networks could be useful as these individual parts 

usually operate with different functionalities and specific requirements. The illustration 

of the general network topology is illustrated in Figure 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.4. Illustration of network topology which includes core, metropolitan and access 
networks. 

 

1.2.1  Core Networks 

 

Core networks serve to connect continents and countries, and are made up of 

terrestrial or submarine links. While submarine systems are optically amplified point-

to-point long-haul links, terrestrial networks consists of many nodes each 

interconnected by an amplified fibre link. These nodes serve as interconnections 

between core and metro networks by transferring data from the core network to the 

metro network or vice versa using either optical or electrical switching. Core networks 

are optimised to transport large amounts of aggregated data over a few hundreds to a 

few thousands of kilometres. The terrestrial core networks typically span up to a few 

thousands of kilometres, whilst ultra-long-haul submarine links cover Trans-Atlantic 

and Trans-Pacific distances. This has been made possible through the use of 

distributed optical amplification, advanced modulation formats, dispersion 

compensating fibre (DCF), forward error correction and recently by coherent detection 
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[9-12]. Figure 1.5 provides an example of terrestrial core networks in USA and 

Europe, and submarine links between the two continents.  

Early core networks were time division multiplexed (TDM) based systems which 

primarily employed Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET) and Synchronous 

Digital Hierarchy (SDH) protocols for traffic control, with 2.5 and 10 Gb/s interface 

rates. Commercial deployment of WDM systems increased network capacity by 

allowing multiple wavelengths to be carried on the same fibre. 

 

Figure 1.5. An example of core network which includes terrestrial core networks in USA and 
Europe, and submarine links between USA and Europe. After [13]. 

By the mid-1990s, operators started to use SONET/SDH networks to carry data 

services such as Ethernet and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), primarily to avoid 

the need to operate two separate networks, one dedicated to voice and another 

dedicated to data [14]. Legacy core networks used optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) 

conversion in the exchange nodes for traffic switching and routing, which often 

created bottlenecks and increased latency [15]. In order keep pace with continually 

growing traffic demands and to support diversity of network protocols, the 

requirement for modernisation and transformation of optical core networks has risen. 

Modern core networks, designed to have capacity greater than 1 Tb/s or even 10 Tb/s 

[16], which are achieved by using WDM and data rates of 40 and/or 100 Gb/s per 

channel, employ Optical Transport Network (OTN) protocol defined in ITU G.709 [17] 

to multiplex services onto optical light paths. It allows service providers to converge 

networks through the transport of numerous types of legacy protocols, whilst 
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providing the flexibility required by supporting future protocols [17]. Simultaneously 

with advances on the traffic management plane, intensive research on physical layer 

technologies showed that optical signals can be routed through network nodes 

without conversion into an electrical domain, which significantly reduces the latency, 

energy consumption, size and cost of modules. A significant step towards all-optical 

traffic switching was the development of reconfigurable add-drop multiplexers 

(ROADM) which enable the traffic exchange in the optical domain without conversion 

to an electrical signal [18, 19]. 

An example of a modern submarine link is the Asian Submarine-cable Express which 

carries 40 Gb/s per channel and has a maximum projected aggregate capacity of 15 

Tb/s [20]. Asian Submarine-cable Express extends across approximately 7,800 km to 

link Japan with the Philippines, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore. An example of 

a core terrestrial network is the pan-European network (PEN) which connects 

London, Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Turin, Milan, Zurich, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Brussels 

and other European cities [21]. The PEN is currently about 6160 km long, with span 

lengths ranging from 60 km to 95 km. The amplification is performed using EDFAs 

only. The PEN has been upgraded from 10 to 40 Gb/s by using return-to-zero 

differential quadrature phase-shift keying (RZ-DQPSK) on a 50 GHz grid, and further 

increases in total capacity are being considered by using 100 Gb/s data channels 

employing polarisation division multiplexed quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) 

format on 50 GHz grid. Besides EDFA based optical amplification, which is 

dominantly used in the current optical core and metropolitan networks, Raman 

amplification can be used as well. Distributed Raman amplifiers can be deployed in 

conjunction with EDFAs to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and reduce the 

nonlinear penalty and therefore increase BL product [9].  

 

1.2.2  Metropolitan Networks   

 

Metropolitan (metro) area networks (MAN) provide the connection between core 

networks and access networks and typically span from tens up to a few hundred 

kilometres (e.g. 20-300 km). As shown in Figure 1.4, metro networks typically 

implement a ring topology and connect several central stations which represent traffic 

exchange nodes. Metropolitan networks provide backwards compatibility by 

supporting legacy technologies. The recent growth of data centre and video based 
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traffic means that metro traffic will grow about two times faster than traffic going into 

the core networks by 2017 [22]. Therefore, metropolitan networks have to meet 

growing traffic requirements and integrate with current core networks standards. 

Metropolitan networks evolved from TDM based systems which primarily employed 

SONET and SDH, to WDM based optical systems which support a large range of 

technologies such as SONET/SDH, WDM, Internet Protocol (IP), ATM, Multiprotocol 

Label Switch (MPLS) and Ethernet, which is enabled by OTN technology which 

standardises metro network operation to support these services. Legacy 

SONET/SDH based metro networks required O-E-O conversion in exchange nodes, 

while modern MANs employ ROADMs for flexible and dynamic traffic exchange [23]. 

Early metro networks operated at data rates up to 2.5 Gb/s using simple on-off keying 

(OOK) modulation format. Current metropolitan networks support higher data rates 

and are evolving towards 40 and 100 Gb/s interface data rates on 50 GHz grid 

enabled by coherent reception. An example of a metropolitan network is Deutsche 

Telecom network [24, 25], which mostly consists of standard single mode fibres 

G.652 with DCFs periodically distributed along the routes. Span lengths are usually in 

the range 60-80 km, and EDFA amplification is used. Coarse WDM (CWDM) or 

dense WDM (DWDM) is utilised depending on the required aggregate data rate.  

 

1.2.3  Access Networks 

 

The access network connects the end users to the rest of the network, typically to the 

first node of the metro network, and therefore it is often referred to as last/first mile of 

the network. Access networks typically cover distances from a few hundred meters up 

to a few kilometres. In some cases it can span up to tens of kilometres (e.g. 20 km). 

However, due to the high capital expenditure (CAPEX) required for deployment of 

optical access infrastructure from the central stations to the end users, service 

providers tend to exploit the existing cooper cabling infrastructure. Therefore, optical 

access networks are not currently widely deployed. Figure 1.6 shows the percentage 

of fibre connections in total broadband subscriptions among Organisation for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries in June 2014. It can be 

seen that the level of fibre penetration significantly varies between countries [26]. 

The strong competition for broadband access services between several technologies 

which currently satisfy end user requirements postponed deployment of optical 
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infrastructure in most countries. Currently, the dominant access technologies are 

Digital Subscriber Loop (DSL) (ITU-T G.922), coaxial cable (ITU-T J.112/122), and 

wireless access technologies such as Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) and WiMax (IEEE 802.16) 

[27]. DSL uses copper twisted pairs, originally designed to carry 4 kHz voice data, by 

assigning certain frequency bands for voice and data transmission. Several DSL 

techniques exist such as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL) and Very high-

bit-rate Digital Subscriber Loop (VDSL). ADSL offer speeds of up to 24 Mb/s, while 

VDSL can increase the data rate to above 100 Mb/s.  

 

Figure 1.6. Broadband fibre connections as a percentage of all connections, OECD: June, 
2014. After [26]. 

Another widely deployed broadband connection is coaxial (coax) copper cable, 

initially used for the transmission of analog TV signals. As coaxial cables typically 

provide higher bandwidth than twisted copper pairs, higher data rates up to 100 Mb/s 

and longer transmission distances can be achieved. However, transmission distances 

are limited due to the high loses in the coaxial cables and regeneration with electrical 

amplifiers is required every few hundred meters, in order to ensure sufficient received 

power. A solution to overcome this problem is to deploy optical fibre from the central 
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office (CO) to the remote node (RN), and coaxial cable from the RN to the end users 

(see Figure 1.4). At the RN the optical signal is converted to an electrical domain. 

This type of access network is known as a hybrid fibre–coaxial (HFC) network. 

Several forms of HFC networks have been deployed, such as Fibre–to–the–Node 

(FTTN), Fibre–to–the–Cabinet (FTTC) or Fibre–to–the–Basement (FTTB), and the 

term FTTx can be used to refer to these technologies collectively. Current FTTx 

access networks are capable of providing downstream speeds of up to 100 Mb/s to 

each user [28].  

Common wireless access network designs to reach end users include Wireless 

Fidelity (WiFi), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and Long-

Term Evolution (LTE). Although wireless technologies provide flexible mobile access 

solution, these techniques are fundamentally limited by the unreliability of the wireless 

channel and also have a limited access range. Also, wireless technologies are not 

suitable for sending large amounts of information to many users over long distances 

with high quality of service (QoS) [29].  

The bandwidth and/or the physical reach of copper twisted pairs, coaxial cables and 

wireless access technologies are limited due to the physical media constraints. The 

EU has set a target that all Europeans will have access to connection speeds of at 

least 30 Mb/s and 50%, or more, of European households should have subscriptions 

above 100 Mb/s by 2020. Other jurisdictions have set similar targets, for example 

China’s national broadband strategy has set goals of reaching 12 Mbit/s in rural 

areas, 50 Mbit/s in urban areas and 1 Gbit/s in large cities by the end of 2020. To 

meet the ever-increasing bandwidth demand, service providers will need to deploy 

optical access networks. Industry and standards committees have been continuously 

working on developing and upgrading standards to meet growing bandwidth 

demands.  

 

1.2.4  Optical Access Networks 

 

Optical access networks can be realised using two common topologies: point-to-point 

(home run) and point-to-multipoint (star) [29]. In the point-to-point architecture, a 

single fibre is dedicated to each end user, which provides huge amount of bandwidth 

to each subscriber. However, deployment of a separate fibre from the CO to each 

optical network unit (ONU) requires large capital expenditure, which is the main 
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disadvantage of this topology. A more economical solution is point-to-multipoint 

architecture, where an optical fibre is deployed from the central office to the remote 

node which can be active or passive, and which is located near to the user premises. 

Point-to-multipoint access networks which use active remote node are referred as 

active optical networks (AON), whilst the access networks which use passive remote 

nodes are classified as passive optical networks (PON). AONs typically use optical 

amplifiers at the RN for power budget extension, which can be utilised to extend the 

reach or increase number of users (split ratio) [30]. In both AONs and PONs, the end 

users are connected with the RN using optical fibres, where a single fibre is required 

for each end user. Passive optical networks can employ TDM technology, WDM 

technology, or a hybrid TDM-WDM approach [29]. Recently, OFDM based PONs 

have been proposed, and hybrid WDM-OFDM architecture as well [29, 31, 32].  

 

1.2.5  Data Centres and High Performance Computing Systems 

 

An exponential increase in the amount of network traffic due to cloud computing and 

other emerging web applications has created the need for more powerful data centres 

[33]. The typical data centre architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.7. Data centres host 

a number of servers which are interconnected through the data centre network. 

Communication with the external networks, e.g. internet, is performed via content 

switches and load balance switches which are located at the front end of a data 

centre. Current data centres are mostly organised in a tree topology, typically 

consisting of two or three layers [33]. Multiple servers (located in racks) are 

connected to top-of-the-rack (ToR) servers using high speed electrical interconnects 

over maximum distances of a few meters. ToR servers are interconnected via 

aggregate switches using 1 or 10 Gb/s optical multimode fibre (MMF) links covering 

distances of tens to hundreds of meters. Finally, the aggregate switches are 

connected by core routers using 40 or 100 Gb/s optical links based on standard 

single mode fibres over maximum distances of a few kilometres. The main drawbacks 

of the current data centres are high power consumption of switches and routers, and 

mismatch in bandwidth performance between core and edge network which 

introduces significant latency. Integrated optical interconnects are considered as a 

potential solution to enable high throughput, reduce size of modules, power 

consumption and latency [33]. 
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In contrast to data centres where the traffic flows in “east-west” direction, high 

performance computing (HPC) systems are characterised with “north-south” traffic 

flow due to the nature of utilised computing tasks. HPC systems perform calculation 

intensive tasks such as numerical modelling of various processes, which require high 

bandwidth interconnects, whilst the low latency is not a crucial requirement [34]. 

Therefore, significant research efforts have been made in development of high data 

rate optical interconnect HPC systems [33, 34]. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Architecture of current data centre network. 

 

1.3 Capacity Scaling Methods 

 

Optical signal and optical transmission media (e.g. optical fibres) possess several 

physical dimensions that can be used for capacity scaling. Figure 1.8 shows available 

physical dimensions which can be used to construct orthogonal signal spaces for 

modulation and/or multiplexing in optical communications [35].  
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 Before deployment of optical amplifiers in 1990s, optical time division 

multiplexing (OTDM) was used to increase capacity of optical communication 

systems. In OTDM, a number of lower data rate streams (tributaries) are time 

multiplexed to form higher speed optical signals [36]. The time dimension is used for 

multiplexing by allocating different time slots to different channels [35]. 

 The optical signal has real and imaginary parts, which are referred as the 

quadrature dimension. The quadrature dimension enables generation of advanced 

modulation formats by modulating both amplitude and phase of the optical signal. 

Therefore, the transmission of two or more bits per symbol is enabled. 

 The wavelength multiplexing in WDM systems is enabled by the frequency 

dimension. Due to the importance of the WDM systems, section 1.3.1 provides much 

more details about previous, current and future trends in WDM systems. 

 The optical signal in the optical fibre or optical waveguide exhibits two states of 

polarisation. Consequently, the polarisation dimension is used for independent 

modulation of two polarisation states, which is referred to as polarisation division 

multiplexing. PDM provides a twofold increase in system capacity. 

 

Figure 1.8. Physical dimensions available for capacity scaling. 

 The space dimension has been used in its most trivial form by using parallel 

optical transmission links, such as a number of optical fibres connected together in 

standard optical cable or multi-mode ribbon cable which is often used in data centres, 

although multicore and multimode fibres have been introduced three decades ago 

[37, 38]. However, true space division multiplexing (SDM) gained significant research 

interest during the last few years as a promising solution to further increase system 
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capacity in an economical and sustainable way. Nevertheless, many issues related to 

the integration of the components and devices used in the SDM systems have to be 

solved to enable commercially available SDM technology [35]. To date, the highest 

reported experimentally achieved system capacities have been enabled by use of 

multicore or multimode SDM technology [39].   

 

1.3.1  Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

 

With the deployment of optical amplifiers which enabled the possibility for 

simultaneous amplification of multiple optical channels, WDM became the main 

optical multiplexing technique used to increase the system capacity. Conceptually 

similar to frequency division multiplexing (FDM) in radio communications, WDM uses 

a certain number of wavelengths to transmit data, where each wavelength represents 

an individual channel, with a certain frequency separation between two adjacent 

wavelengths. As shown in Figure 1.9, each optical carrier is modulated independently 

using external or direct modulation. The individual channels are then multiplexed and 

transmitted over the optical fibre. Insertion and removal of a desired channel is 

performed using optical add-drop multiplexers, which can be realised using Bragg 

gratings [40], micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) devices [41] and liquid-

crystal-on-silicon (LCoS) based filters [42].  

 

Figure 1.9. Generic WDM architecture. 
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At the receiver side the optical signal is demultiplexed into individual channels and 

distributed to the intended destination. Photodetection of optical channels can be 

performed using direct detection or coherent detection. In conventional directly 

detected WDM systems demultiplexing is carried out using an arrayed waveguide 

grating (AWG) which uses precise phase shifts and free space propagation to direct 

each WDM channel to an individual fibre [43]. WDM systems based on coherent 

detection do not require an optical demultiplexer as the local oscillator (LO) laser acts 

as a tunable filter [44]. 

The frequency separation between two adjacent wavelengths is known as the 

channel spacing. The value of the frequency separation between the adjacent 

channels is determined by a number of factors such as data rate per channel, 

modulation format used for the encoding of the data, pulse shaping and inherent 

characteristics of the optoelectronic components employed, e.g. bandwidth and roll-

off factor of optical filters. In the early WDM systems the channel spacing was 

typically around 20 nm, and those systems are known as CWDM [45]. Current core 

and metropolitan networks employ WDM systems which operate at 100 and 50 GHz 

grid spacing, as standardised by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [46]. 

WDM systems with 50 GHz channel spacing are known as DWDM systems and 

operate in the C- and L-bands [45, 46]. Requirements for further reduction of channel 

spacing motivated ITU to standardise WDM systems with 25 and 12.5 GHz channel 

spacing. Those systems are known as ultra dense WDM (UDWDM) and 

standardisation has been published in ITU G.694.1 [46]. Although the reduction of 

channel spacing implies an increase in the number of channels in WDM systems, the 

growth of the total capacity can also be achieved by increasing the data rate per 

channel and though improving the spectral efficiency. The spectral efficiency is a 

measure of efficient utilisation of available bandwidth to achieve a targeted data rate. 

It is defined as a ratio of symbol rate of the channel Rb and channel bandwidth 

allocation (or channel spacing) Δf. While most of the current commercial WDM 

systems operate at the spectral efficiency which is lower than 1 bit/s/Hz, recent 

research progress enabled experimental and field trial demonstrations of the optical 

transmission systems with very high spectral efficiencies [16, 35, 45]. The first step 

towards high SE systems was the revival of coherent optical communications during 

the previous decade, which enabled the use of higher-order modulation formats. The 

digital coherent receiver allows linear mapping of optical field and enables the 

detection of amplitude and phase components of both polarisations and, therefore, 

quadruples the spectral efficiency [47]. Additionally, the recent introduction of 
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modulation techniques which explore time and frequency domain orthogonality 

between neighbouring channels such as OFDM and Nyquist WDM, enabled a 

significant reduction of guard bands between adjacent optical channels and the 

generation of highly spectrally efficient multicarrier systems and optical 

superchannels [45, 48, 49]. It is therefore instructive to classify WDM systems based 

on the channel bandwidth allocation relative to the modulation symbol rate of the 

channel to emphasise efficient utilisation of available spectrum, as suggested by 

Chandrasekhar and Liu in [45]. In Table 1.1, different classes of WDM systems are 

thus defined [45].  

As can be seen from the Table 1.1, besides CWDM, WDM and DWDM systems, the 

recent advances in high spectral efficiency systems has created the new regimes, 

identified as “quasi-Nyquist” WDM (for 1≤ Δf/Rb ≤1.2), “Nyquist” WDM (for Δf/Rb =1) 

and “super-Nyquist” WDM (for Δf/Rb <1), respectively. Modulation techniques which 

enabled the creation of the new regimes, namely OFDM and Nyquist WDM are 

discussed in detail in the following sub-sections. 

Condition Δf/ Rb Definition Example 

> 50 Coarse WDM 10 Gb/s on 20 nm 

> 5 WDM 10 Gb/s on 100 GHz 

1.2≤ Δf/Rb ≤5 DWDM 28 GBaud PDM-QPSK on 50 GHz 

1≤ Δf/Rb ≤1.2 Quasi-Nyquist WDM 28 GBaud PDM-QPSK on 33 GHz 

Δf/Rb =1 Nyquist WDM 28 GBaud PDM-QPSK on 28 GHz 

Δf/Rb <1 super-Nyquist WDM 28 GBaud PDM-QPSK on 25 GHz 

 

Table 1.1. Definitions of various classes of WDM. After [45] 

 

1.3.2  Advanced Modulation Formats 

 

From the beginning of the previous decade it was clear that the requirements for the 

network capacity due to the trends in the network traffic growth could not be fulfilled 

with simple scaling of the existing technology, which was mainly based on 10 Gb/s 

non-return-to-zero (NRZ) OOK modulation format. Due to the expenses involved in 

deploying new fibre optic links, the main focus was to upgrade the existing network 

using more advanced underlying technology. Even though the possibility of the 

practical implementation of 40 Gb/s OOK systems was demonstrated [50], it was 

realised that the obtained spectral efficiency would not be sufficient for the future 

optical networks. Furthermore, the difficulties in managing the transmission 

impairments at higher data rates, such as chromatic and polarisation mode dispersion 
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[51], motivated researchers to revive coherent detection which was the subject of 

intensive research during the 1980’s [44, 52].  

Before the coherent systems were fully revived, higher order modulation formats such 

as differential phase shift keying (DPSK) and DQPSK have been considered for 40 

and 100 Gb/s interface solutions [10, 53]. The field trials employing these modulation 

formats at 40 and 100 Gb/s data rates have been successfully demonstrated [24, 54]. 

At the time, DPSK and DQPSK formats were attractive solutions to increase system 

capacity mainly due to the direct detection based receiver which can be realised with 

low complexity as key components such as the optical delay-interferometer become 

mature. Furthermore, monolithic PDM-DQPSK receivers which allow high bit rate 

signal reception and automatic polarisation tracking have been proposed [55-57]. 

Both DPSK and DQPSK modulation formats have been deployed in carrier networks. 

DQPSK format at 100 Gb/s data rate is typically deployed on 100 GHz frequency grid. 

For transition to 50 GHz channel spacing, the data rate per channel needs to be 

reduced to avoid overlapping of the adjacent channels which causes significant 

performance degradation. In [53] the spectral efficiency of 3.4 bit/s/Hz was achieved 

with 84.5 Gb/s PDM-RZ-DQPSK signal on 50 GHz grid. 

With the advances in speed and bandwidth of electronic circuitry and digital signal 

processing (DSP), the basis for development of coherent receivers and coherent 

reception of optical signals was founded. The digital coherent receiver allows linear 

mapping of the optical field and enables the detection of the real and imaginary 

components of the complex amplitude of both polarisations of the optical field and, 

therefore, quadruples the spectral efficiency. With the significant cost reduction of key 

components for optical coherent systems, such as high quality optical sources, optical 

field modulators (IQ Mach-Zehnder modulator), phase and polarisation diversity 90° 

optical hybrids and analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters (ADC/DACs), 

higher spectral efficiencies have been achieved with QAM formats [16] (see Figure 

1.10(a)). QAM formats are often denoted as m-QAM, where m represents the number 

of states per symbol. With increasing of number of bits per symbol, spectral efficiency 

increases accordingly for a given bit rate, and the baud rate (symbol rate) reduces 

which allows for the use of lower cost electro-optical devices and readily available 

electronic circuitry. However, with the increase of the number of bits per symbol, the 

more stringent the requirements on the SNR of the received signal become, as shown 

in Figure 1.10(b). Therefore, depending on the application a specific m-QAM format 

would be used. 4-QAM, which is also known as QPSK is typically used for long reach 
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applications as it has the lowest SNR requirements among m-QAM formats [58]. 

Maximum spectral efficiency achievable with QPSK format per-polarisation is 2 

bit/s/Hz. For the capacity oriented applications where reach is not of crucial 

importance, 16-QAM [59, 60], 32-QAM [61, 62] and 64-QAM [62, 63] modulation 

formats can be considered. The maximum achievable spectral efficiency per-

polarisation for these modulation formats are 4 bit/s/Hz, 5 bit/s/Hz and 6 bit/s/Hz 

respectively. As shown in Figure 1.10(b), transition from QPSK to 16 QAM (which 

doubles the spectral efficiency and system capacity), comes at the requirement of a 

3.7 dB higher SNR per bit, or 6.7 dB higher optical SNR (OSNR) [64] at fixed symbol 

rate [16]. A further doubling in spectral efficiency and capacity, from 16-QAM to 256-

QAM, however, comes at the expense of an additional 8.8 dB in required SNR per bit 

(see Figure 1.10(b)), which is not feasible to accommodate without reducing system 

reach [16]. The implementation of 512-QAM format and transmission over 150 km 

has been reported in [65]. Besides SNR requirements for increasing modulation order 

(number of bits per symbol), the purity of optical sources, by means of phase noise 

and optical linewidth characteristics, becomes the limiting factor [44].  

 

Figure 1.10. (a) Experimentally obtained per-polarisation spectral efficiencies in single (red) 
and dual-polarisation (blue) experiments. (b) Spectral efficiency versus received SNR per bit 
(per-polarisation). The Shannon limit for a linear, additive white Gaussian noise channel is 

shown together with the theoretical performance of various square QAM formats (blue 
circles). Red squares represent experimental results where numbers indicate QAM 

constellation sizes. After [16]. 

It has been shown that the QPSK format has the strongest bandwidth requirements, 

and simultaneously the lowest requirements for the resolution of DAC/ADCs [66]. 

With the increase of modulation order, the requirements on bandwidth relax, whilst 

the requirements on the DAC/ADC resolution increase [66]. The trade-off between the 

bandwidth of electronic circuitry and resolution of ADC/DACs has resulted in 16-QAM 
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being the optimum modulation format to achieve the highest per-interface data rate 

over longest distances [66]. Indeed, the highest interface data rate of 320 Gb/s at 80 

GBaud, polarisation multiplexed to a single-carrier 640 Gb/s was achieved with 16 

QAM modulation format [67]. Interface data rate of 450 Gb/s and transmission over 

800 km was achieved with polarisation multiplexed 32-QAM [61].  

 

1.3.3  Spectral and Temporal Signal Shaping 

 

The new regimes in WDM transmission technology, such as quasi-Nyquist WDM, 

Nyquist WDM and super-Nyquist WDM, have been enabled by utilising spectral and 

temporal shaping of the pulses that carry the data. The spectral and temporal signal 

shaping has been used for many decades in the radio communications to mitigate 

transmission impairments and to enable more efficient usage of available bandwidth 

[68]. The initial use of the signal shaping techniques in optical communications was 

motivated by the requirements for the reduction of the inter-symbol interference (ISI) 

and improvement of the transmission performance of the signal [6, 69]. The 

underlying idea was to convert the NRZ signals into RZ or carrier-suppressed return-

to-zero (CSRZ) signals using pulse carvers, such as Mach-Zehnder modulators 

(MZM) in order to obtain the desired robustness of the signal. However, the 

improvement in the spectral efficiency was minor as sufficient guard bands have to be 

provided to ensure that signal spectra would not overlap significantly. This was 

necessary to ensure that channel filtering in WDM systems using WDM filters would 

be possible without inter-carrier interference (ICI) [69].  

Over the last decade, the battle to achieve higher spectral efficiencies played out on 

two fronts which are inextricably connected. On one front, the advances in optical 

coherent detection formed the basis for the employment of advanced modulation 

formats, which enabled the use of the quadrature dimension of the optical signal as 

discussed in the previous subsection. On the second front versatile pulse shaping 

methods were investigated, where digital signal processors, electronic filters or all-

optical approaches generate the desired shape of the signal [49, 69]. The utilised 

signal shaping methods provide orthogonality in either spectral or temporal domain by 

using corresponding pulse shapes. A number of pulse shapes have been investigated 

but rectangular shaped, sinc-shaped, raised-cosine and root-raised-cosine shaped 

pulses are the dominant pulse shapes used [49, 69-71]. The orthogonality between 

adjacent pulses (or between any two pulses within a signal) allows transmission of 
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signals without ISI and ICI in an ideal linear channel [68]. In practice, the transmission 

channel is usually nonlinear, but the orthogonality is still well preserved. The two 

independent linear functions ( ',k k  ) are orthogonal if their inner product over a 

specified range (a, b) normalised by weight function ( )t  is equal to Kronecker delta 

[69]:      

       


      ' ' '( ) ( ) ( )
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k k k k kk

a

t t t dt                       (1.1) 

The recent extensive use of the orthogonal pulse shapes enabled two new 

transmission techniques, namely orthogonal frequency division multiplexing and 

Nyquist WDM (also known as orthogonal time division multiplexing), with a number of 

variations. OFDM employs signal orthogonality in the frequency domain, whilst 

Nyquist WDM uses temporal orthogonality of employed signals. 

    

1.3.3.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

 

The concept of OFDM was first proposed by Chang of Bell Labs in 1966 [72] for 

dispersive fading channels. The cognition that the employment of the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) can be used to replace the banks of sinusoidal generators and the 

demodulators, suggested by Weinstein and Ebert [73] in the 1970’s, significantly 

reduces the implementation complexity of OFDM systems. Nevertheless, the lack of 

powerful integrated electronic circuits to support the complex computation required by 

OFDM postponed the commercial implementation of OFDM until the mid-1990s. In 

the mid–1980s, OFDM began to be considered for practical wireless applications. 

Cimini of Bell Labs [74] published analytical and early experimental results on the 

performance of OFDM modems in mobile communications channels. In 1987, 

Lassalle and Alard [75] proposed the use of OFDM for radio broadcasting. OFDM 

was standardised as the European Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) as well as Digital 

Video Broadcast (DVB) scheme in mid-1990’s. OFDM is now widely applied in radio 

systems for digital audio and video broadcasts, Wireless Local Area Networks 

(WLAN), Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWAN, Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access, or WiMax ), and wire line access systems via ADSL.  

The first application of OFDM to optical communications was shown by Pan and 

Green in 1996 [76]. They demonstrated the direct modulation of a laser diode with a 
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RF OFDM signal. However, the robustness of OFDM modulation to dispersion in an 

optical channel has been demonstrated in 2001 by Dixon et. al. [77]. This tolerance to 

dispersion in an optical channel has since been recognised as one of the key 

advantages of OFDM. The application of OFDM to long-haul optical communications 

for both coherent detection and direct detection [70, 78, 79] was introduced in 2006. 

After that, there are an increasing number of papers on the theoretical and practical 

performance of optical OFDM transmission, including 100 Gb/s [80] and 1 Tb/s 

channel data rate [81] transmissions. Novel optical OFDM schemes such as no-guard 

interval transmission [82] and all-optical OFDM [83] were also reported. 

OFDM is a type of multi–carrier modulation (MCM) technique which transmits data on 

many subcarriers which are harmonically related. In contrast to typical MCM systems, 

such as WDM where sufficient frequency guard bands between the subcarriers are 

provided (see Figure 1.11(a)), in OFDM the subcarriers overlap as shown in Figure 

1.11(b). However, in the OFDM signal the subcarrier frequencies are chosen so that 

the signals are mathematically orthogonal over one OFDM symbol period with the 

peaks of the subcarrier spectra coinciding with the nulls of the spectra from 

neighbouring subcarriers. The orthogonality condition can be obtained from the 

correlation between any two OFDM subcarriers 
ks  which are given by [70, 84, 85, 

86]:  
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An OFDM signal can be represented as: 
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where 1,2,...,k N  and N  is total number of subcarriers, 
kc  is a complex data at 

thk subcarrier, 
ks  is the waveform of the thk  subcarrier, 

kf  is the frequency of the thk  

subcarrier, and sT  is the symbol period. In general, each temporal symbol consists of 

a superposition of N temporal sinusoids with equidistant carrier frequencies 
kf  inside 

a temporally rectangular window defining the temporal symbol length sT . 

Furthermore, an OFDM signal s(t) is an infinite sequence of temporal symbols. In the 

frequency domain, each OFDM symbol can be represented as a set of N sinc-shaped 

functions centred at 
kf , which can be observed after Fourier transforming of Eq. 1.2  
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Figure 1.11 (a) Typical multi–carrier modulation with sufficient guard bands in-between the 
channels. (b) OFDM modulation. (c) Nyquist WDM.     

and 1.3 [84]. The spectrum of the OFDM signal is then an infinite sequence of 

spectral symbols. Generation of OFDM signal is illustrated in Figure 1.12. For 

simplicity, the summation variable k is kept at 0 (i.e. only one carrier “frequency” f = 

0), and Figure 1.12 illustrates the generation of an OFDM symbol for k = 0. A 

rectangular shaped pulse is shifted by an infinite number of equidistant time steps iTs, 

i = −∞… + ∞. These sub-pulses are modulated by complex coefficients cik. The total 

OFDM time signal s(t) is formed after summation over variables i and k.         

 

Figure  1.12. Illustration of OFDM signal generation. For simplicity, summation variable k is 
kept at 0. The total OFDM time signal is formed after summation over variables k and i. 
Infinitely many rectangular-shaped temporal pulses (i = −∞… + ∞) are time shifted from      

t = 0 by increments iTs and modulated with complex coefficients cik.  
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By correlating two OFDM subcarriers we have [70]: 
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Therefore, it can be seen that if the following condition  

                     '

1
k k

s

f f m
T

,   , ' 1,2...,k k N                                    (1.5)          

is satisfied then the two subcarriers are orthogonal over OFDM symbol period sT (m is 

an integer). From Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 it can be seen that the temporal OFDM signal 

consists of ideal rectangular pulses, whose spectrum presentation is sinc like [84]. 

 

1.3.3.2 IDFT/DFT 

 

The practical implementation of OFDM signal, as a special class of MCM, is depicted 

in Figure 1.13. An OFDM signal is usually composed of a large number of 

subcarriers, which leads to an extremely complex architecture involving many 

oscillators and filters at both transmit and receive ends. However, OFDM signal 

generation and reception bears a close relationship to the inverse discrete Fourier 

transform (IDFT) and discrete Fourier transform, respectively. More precisely, the 

mathematical expression of an OFDM signal to be transmitted is identical to an IDFT 

if the OFDM signal is sampled at proper discrete times. Weinstein and Ebert first 

suggested the implementation of IDFT/DFT for OFDM modulation/demodulation [73].  

 

Figure  1.13. Generic architecture of an OFDM system. 
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Using the Eq. 1.2, Eq. 1.3 and the condition given by Eq. 1.5, i.e. 
1

k

s

k
f

T


 , and 

under assumption that the signal consists of one OFDM symbol and that we sample 

s(t) at every interval of /sT N , the thm  sample of ( )s t  becomes [70]: 
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1F  stands for the N point IDFT between the time domain discrete signal and its 

frequency domain representation. The complex data coefficients 
kc  of an OFDM 

signal are the spectral Fourier coefficients for an IDFT. Conversely, upon reception 

these complex data coefficients can be retrieved by performing the DFT on the OFDM 

signal. Therefore, at the receive end, we have 

         '

k mc F r .                         (1.7)  

F  is a DFT and 
mr  is received signal sampled at every /sT N  interval. Eq. 1.6 and 

Eq. 1.7 show that discrete value of the OFDM transmitted signal is a N point IDFT of 

the information symbol, and received information symbol value is a simple N point 

DFT of the receive sampled value. IDFT and DFT can be implemented electronically 

[70, 86] and optically [87]. 

  

1.3.3.3 Cyclic Prefix 

 

One of the enabling techniques for OFDM is the insertion of a cyclic prefix (CP) to 

mitigate the fibre induced dispersion effects [70, 88]. The impact of transmission 

induced impairments, such as chromatic dispersion (CD), on a signal becomes more 

significant with an increase of the data rate and transmission distances. Dispersion 

induced time delay between OFDM subcarriers, can affect the orthogonality between 

subcarriers and cause ICI. Furthermore, when multiple OFDM symbols are 

transmitted in a series then a dispersive channel causes ISI between successive 

OFDM symbols. However, when a CP is used, any distortion caused by a linear 

dispersive channel can be corrected simply using a ‘single-tap’ equaliser [86].  

As described in section 1.3.3.1, each OFDM symbol contains N orthogonal 

subcarriers. As each subcarrier is at a different frequency, the dispersion effect 
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manifests as a delay spread across all transmitted subcarriers. The size of the 

receiver FFT window is the same as the transmitted IFFT size (i.e. the size of one 

OFDM symbol). The operational principle of CP is illustrated in Figure 1.14. For 

simplicity only two subcarriers within an OFDM symbol are considered, which are 

aligned in time at the transmitter. Also, each OFDM symbol is preceded by a CP 

which is essentially an identical copy of the last portion of the data symbol appended 

to the front of the symbol during the guard period. Once the length of the CP is 

greater than the maximum delay spread caused by dispersion, dt , then a complete 

copy of every subcarrier will be received and orthogonality is preserved. Therefore, 

the condition for ICI-free OFDM transmission is given by dt G  , where G  is guard 

interval enabled by a cyclic prefix. The received subcarrier is a copy of the transmitted 

subcarrier with an additional phase shift caused by dispersion [70]. Each subcarrier 

within one OFDM symbol is delayed by a different amount of time, and therefore each 

received subcarrier has a different phase shift relative to the corresponding 

transmitted subcarrier. Accumulated phase shift can be corrected using a ‘single-tap’ 

equaliser [86].  

 
 

 Figure 1.14. OFDM cyclic prefix implementation and ICI prevention. 

 

1.3.3.4 Types of OFDM 

 

Several transmitter and receiver concepts for the generation and detection of OFDM 

signals for optical communications applications have been proposed. OFDM signal 

generation, (de)multiplexing and processing can be performed in the electronic and 

optical domains. OFDM signal generation using digital signal processing in 

electronics is very popular due to its extraordinary flexibility in selecting desired 
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modulation formats, data rates, guard band values (cyclic prefix), up-conversion to 

desired frequencies and combination of lower-speed data streams into a single high-

speed data signal [69]. However, bandwidth and speed limitations of the available 

DACs and ADCs limit OFDM signal generation using DSP and electronic circuitry to 

moderate aggregate data rates [70, 89, 90]. However, OFDM signal formation in the 

optical domain relaxes ADC/DAC requirements, which allows the generation of higher 

data rate channels and their combination into superchannels [69]. As OFDM 

signalling gained significant research and industry attention in recent years, many 

combinations and variations of the electronic and optical OFDM schemes have been 

suggested and implemented. However, the proposed OFDM concepts can be 

classified based on the transceiver configuration into all-optical OFDM and DSP 

based OFDM.   

 

1.3.3.4.1 DSP Based Optical OFDM 

 

Figure 1.15 shows typical schematic designs of a DSP based OFDM optical systems. 

Figure 1.15(a) depicts DSP based coherent optical OFDM. At the transmitter side, 

data is encoded using the desired modulation format and parallelised before being 

processed by the electronic IDFT. After the addition of the cyclic prefix and parallel-to-

serial conversion, the OFDM signal is encoded onto the optical carrier using an IQ 

modulator (i.e. Mach-Zehnder IQ modulator) after being converted from the digital to 

analog domain with an appropriate DAC. At the receiver, the inverse process includes 

optoelectronic down-conversion, i.e. coherent detection, digitalisation of the received 

analog signal by an ADC, serial-to-parallel conversion, cyclic prefix removal and DFT 

processing. Digital signal processing is used after DFT to retrieve the transmitted 

data. Capacities higher than 1 Tb/s have been experimentally achieved using multi-

band DSP based coherent optical OFDM [91, 92]. Also, the real-time implementation 

of the single channel DSP based coherent optical OFDM up to data rates of 100 Gb/s 

have been reported [93, 94]. The typical implementation of the coherent optical 

OFDM is in metro and core networks [89, 91, 93]. 

Figure 1.15(b) depicts DSP based electro-optical OFDM (E/O OFDM). The difference 

in the transmitter design compared to the coherent optical OFDM is the possibility to 

use an intensity electro-optical modulator instead of an IQ modulator for data 

encoding onto the optical carrier [90, 95]. At the receiver side, instead of using 

coherent detection, direct detection is used for simple E/O down-conversion. Several 
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possible configurations of the electro-optical OFDM systems have been proposed [70, 

90]. In contrast to the coherent optical OFDM which requires two DACs and ADCs 

(for single polarisation detection), the E/O OFDM configuration which employs a 

single DAC and ADC have been reported [90]. The electro-optical OFDM (E/O 

OFDM) is usually implemented in optical access and metro networks due to its simple 

receiver configuration which does not require a coherent receiver and a high power 

low linewidth laser at user premises [31]. Nevertheless, experimental long-haul 

implementations of this system have been proposed [90, 96, 97]. The real-time 

implementation of the E/O OFDM at data rates up to 40 Gb/s have been reported [98-

100]. 

 

Figure 1.15. Transmitter and receiver concepts for optical OFDM. (a) DSP based coherent 
optical OFDM and (b) DSP based electro-optical OFDM. 

In general, the maximum available capacity of the DSP based optical OFDM is limited 

by the bandwidth and speed of DAC and ADC [101]. The system configuration shown 

in Figure 1.15 illustrates the single channel systems, which can be extended to the 
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WDM case by simple scaling of the number of transmitters and receivers. However, 

that would significantly increase the total cost of the system.  

 

1.3.3.4.2 All-Optical OFDM 

 

All-Optical OFDM (AO-OFDM) has been proposed in order to overcome electronic 

circuit bandwidth limitations. Even though electronic circuits have been rapidly 

developed to provide higher speed and bandwidth, and lower cost implementations, 

they still represent a bottleneck in achieving very high data rates. Therefore, unlike 

DSP based OFDM which employs digital (de)multiplexing of an OFDM signal, AO-

OFDM systems employ IDFT and FFT in the optical domain. Capacity scaling beyond 

DSP based OFDM applications was enabled using multicarrier OFDM where carriers 

are all-optically (de)multiplexed using optical IDFT/DFT. In practice, AO-OFDM has 

been implemented using several scenarios, which may differ in transmitter and 

receiver design but all target to benefit from orthogonality between carriers [101-107].  

In the case of AO-OFDM every optical carrier represents a single OFDM subcarrier. 

Similar to the case when digital IDFT/DFT is used, the orthogonality condition is 

satisfied when carrier frequencies are spaced at multiples of the inverse of the symbol 

periods. Each optical carrier is modulated with the desired modulation format whose 

symbol rate equals the frequency separation between adjacent optical carriers in 

order to satisfy the orthogonality condition. Additionally, the symbols in the modulated 

carriers should be time-aligned [16, 104]. Carrier orthogonality can be preserved, 

even with arbitrary modulation formats as long as the modulation periods are equal 

and synchronised [101]. Furthermore, a phase correlation between all of the optical 

carriers is desirable in order to mitigate crosstalk between optical channels [101, 104, 

106]. Therefore, multicarrier optical sources which have phase-locked optical carriers 

are typically used in AO-OFDM systems [92, 103, 107]. A set of free-running 

continuous-wave (CW) lasers can also produce AO-OFDM carriers as long as the 

laser frequencies are precisely tuned and locked to satisfy the orthogonality condition 

[101, 104]. However, in this configuration the carriers are not phase correlated. The 

lack of phase correlation between optical carriers might cause additional OSNR 

penalty as the impact of ICI may not be eliminated by digital signal processing at the 

receiver. The impact of ICI results in fast beat noise fluctuations due to fast phase 

rotations of free-running sources [101].  
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The modulated optical carriers are applied to an optical IDFT whose function is to 

multiplex optical carriers and generate the optical OFDM signal as shown in Figure 

1.16. Instead of IDFT at the transmitter, a passive combiner can be used. However, it 

is shown that the ICI introduced by imperfect WDM multiplexers (passive combiner) 

can be significantly reduced by using IDFT instead [108]. A number of IDFT/DFT 

designs have been reported recently: cascaded delay-line interferometers (DIs) 

based IDFT/DFT [87], AWG based IDFT/DFT [101] and LCoS based IDFT/DFT 

design [109]. The optical DFT differs from its electronic counterpart by its continuous 

mode of operation. In an electronic implementation, the optical signal is sampled and 

the DFT is computed from all samples. In the optical domain, the DFT is computed 

continuously. However, in both cases sampling must be performed in synchronisation 

with the symbol over the duration of T/N [87]. Demultiplexed optical carriers are 

coherently detected and digital signal processing is used to retrieve the transmitted 

data. 

 

Figure 1.16. Transmitter and receiver concepts for all-optical OFDM.  

 

1.3.3.5 Orthogonal Time Division Multiplexing (Nyquist WDM)  

 

As already shown in the previous sections, in OFDM systems ICI and ISI can be 

avoided by choosing non-overlapping rectangular impulse responses with overlapping 

sinc-shaped channel spectra. If non-overlapping rectangular-shaped channel spectra 

with overlapping sinc-shaped impulse responses are chosen then orthogonality in the 

time domain is achieved. The corresponding MCM technique (see Figure 1.11(c)) 

which explores time domain orthogonality between pulses is known as orthogonal 

time division multiplexing, or Nyquist WDM. As shown in [84], orthogonal time division 
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multiplexing can be derived from the well-known OFDM technique, simply by 

interchanging time and frequency domain when describing the signal. The time 

domain representation of the Nyquist WDM symbol is given by the set of infinitely 

many temporal sinc-functions [84]. In contrast to OFDM, the spectrum of a Nyquist 

WDM signal is a finite sequence of N spectral symbols, where each symbol is a set of 

infinitely many temporal sinc-functions. Therefore, in analogy to Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 

we have [84]:  
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The generation of Nyquist WDM signal in the frequency domain is illustrated in Figure 

1.17. For simplicity, the summation variable k is kept at 0 (i.e. only one Nyquist pulse 

(“carrier”) at t = 0), and Figure 1.12 illustrates the generation of Nyquist WDM symbol 

for k = 0. A rectangular shaped spectrum is shifted by a finite number of equidistant 

frequency steps iFs, i = 0 … N. These sub-spectra are modulated by complex 

coefficients cik. The total Nyquist WDM signal S(f) is formed after summation over 

variables i and k. 

 

1.3.3.6 ICI-free and ISI-free Pulse Shaping 

 

From signal theory it is known that sinc pulses can provide ICI-free and ISI-free 

reception of a signal [68, 110]. Non-causal sinc-shaped transmitter impulse 

responses lead to rectangular-shaped spectra and a characteristic temporal width of 

sT  between maximum and first zero as shown in Figure 1.18. The maxima of the 

pulses in different time frames are separated by sT . Neighbouring Nyquist pulses 

strongly overlap, but at any pulse maximum all neighbouring pulses are zero. 

However, sinc pulses are not physically realisable, but reception without significant 

ICI and ISI can be achieved nonetheless [69]. Interference-free reception is possible  
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Figure 1.17. Illustration of Nyquist WDM signal generation. For simplicity, summation 

variable k is kept at 0. The total Nyquist WDM spectra is formed after summation over 

variables k and i. Finite number of rect-shaped sub-spectra (i =0 ... N) frequency shifted 

from f = 0 by increments iFs and modulated with complex coefficients cik. 

by using a limited number of pulse shapes generated at a transmitter and detected at 

a receiver with optimal matched-filter reception. Besides rectangular-shaped (OFDM) 

and sinc-shaped pulses (Nyquist pulses), pulses with a root-raised cosine spectrum 

can be detected ISI-free when using a matched filter. Raised-cosine pulses are widely 

used in practice as they take on the shape of a sinc pulse (see Figure 1.18), as 

indicated by the left most term of ( )x t  given by Eq. 1.10 [68].  
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The precise shape of the raised cosine spectrum is determined by the parameter β 

(roll-off factor), where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. 

 

1.3.3.7 Optical, Analog and Digital Nyquist Pulse Shaping 

 

While ICI-free and ISI-free pulse shaping has been used for a long time in the domain 

of RF communications, it has only been applied to optical communications recently. 

The attempts to shift from 100 GHz to 50 GHz frequency grid using the DQPSK 

format during the second half of the last decade, resulted in higher spectral efficiency 

systems enabled by strong optical filtering of the signal spectra [53]. In 2010, the use 
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of optical filters for spectral shaping has been reported [112-115], which caused 

exponential growth of research publications in the area of pulse and spectral shaping 

in optical communications. Pulse shaping is performed at the transmitter using digital, 

analog electrical or optical filter, as shown in Figure 1.19. It is important to emphasise 

that only one type of filtering is used at a time.  

 

 

Figure 1.18. Time (upper) and frequency (lower) representation of raised cosine pulse. 

After [111] 

Modulated optical signals can be shaped by an optical filter whose bandwidth is equal 

to symbol rate of the signal. Theoretically, in order to eliminate crosstalk in closely 

spaced multicarrier systems, the optical filter transfer function should be such that the 

signal spectrum at its output has a rectangular shape with a bandwidth equal to the 

symbol rate [114]. This shape is not physically realizable, especially at lower baud 

rates. However, at higher baud rates optical filters have a smaller roll-off factor and 

exhibit sharper transitions, and can be modelled with higher order super Gaussian 

(SG) transfer functions (e.g. 4th order SG) [114]. It is reasonable to assume that the 

state-of-the-art commercial optical filters at lower baud rates will be characterised with 

higher order SG transfer functions as well [116]. Nyquist optical filtering is usually 

performed by using wavelength selective switches (WSS) [117] or arrayed waveguide 
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gratings [114], and occasionally by discrete filter arrays. In comparison to AWGs 

which have fixed filter bandwidth and filter profile, a WSS is based on LCoS 

technology, enabling flexibility in choosing filter shapes and bandwidth [117]. Nyquist 

optical filtering is especially attractive for high data rates, as optical filters with higher 

bandwidths can attain a near rectangular transfer function. Additionally, data shaping 

with digital filters at higher data rates is challenging from the electronics point of view. 

Sub-Nyquist channel spacing has been obtained by optical filtering of 28 GBaud 

PDM-RZ-QPSK signal spaced by 25 GHz [118]. Filed trial experiments of optically 

shaped Nyquist WDM systems have been reported for terrestrial and transoceanic 

systems [119, 120]. 

 

Figure 1.19. Generation of the Nyquist signal (a) using digital filter, (b) using analog 

electrical filter and (c) using optical filter. 

Additionally, data can be shaped electrically by analog or digital filters. In the case 

when analog electrical filters are used, they shape the electrical driving signals at the 

output of the electrical transmitter. Therefore binary drivers suffice, which potentially 

reduces overall cost of the transmitter significantly [49]. Shaped data signals are then 

fed to the optical modulator as shown in Figure 1.19. Digital filtering is dominantly 

used for pulse shaping in optical communication systems, especially for lower symbol 

rates. Digital Nyquist pulse-shaping has achieved excellent performance in ultra-

densely spaced WDM networks [121]. Digital pulse shaping is performed by 

convolving a data sequence with a digitally generated finite impulse response (FIR) 

filter which has the desired number of taps [49]. The spectrum evolves towards an 

ideal rectangle with a spectral width equal to the Nyquist bandwidth Fs with the 

increase in number of taps. In this case, the sub-channels can be placed very close to 

each other, to have guard band of a few percent signal bandwidth when employing 

high order m-QAM formats [122].  

Figure 1.20 compares different pulse forms from digital (left, green), electrical (middle, 

red), and optical (right, blue) pulse-shapers [69]. As expected, the digital pulse-shaper 

approximates a sinc-shaped pulse most accurately. The electrical pulse-shaper still 
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produces sinc-typical side lobes, whereas the optical pulse-shaper matches a sinc-

function the worst. However, recent advances in the area of optical filters show the 

possibility of obtaining sinc-like impulse response of optical filters, even for low filter 

bandwidths [123]. 

 

Figure 1.20. Comparison of Nyquist pulses generated (a) using digital filter, (b) using analog 

electrical filter and (c) using optical filter. After [69]. 

 

1.4 Key Components, Devices and Enabling Techniques 

 

The advances in optical communication systems have been enabled by the evolution 

of the underlying technologies. The steady development of components and devices 

used in optical communications has laid the foundations for the increase of system 

capacity. As previously mentioned in the chapter about optical networks, the 

technology breakthroughs such as the invention of the optical amplifier led to the 

rapid development of the optical systems. Furthermore, the development of optical 

components will have a major influence on the upgrade and evolution of the current 

optical networks. While core networks are less cost sensitive and allow for the 

implementation of expensive components and devices, the upgrade of metro and 

access networks should take place in a cost effective manner.  

 

1.4.1  Optical Transmitter 

 

Encoding of an electrical signal (i.e. data) onto an optical carrier can be achieved 

using direct or external modulation. Direct modulation is the simplest technique for the 

modulation of an optical carrier which uses the property of the laser diode that the 

emitted light is linearly proportional to the drive current of a laser source. By 

modulating the laser drive current the electrical data can be encoded onto the optical 
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carrier, which is known as intensity modulation. Due to its simplicity and cost 

effectiveness, direct modulation has always been used in optical communications. It 

is still the prime choice in the current networks when low data rates (up to 2.5 Gb/s) 

and transmission over short distances (access networks and data centres) are 

required. However, the signal quality of the directly modulated lasers is affected by 

impairments such as frequency chirp [124], with the effects on system performance 

become more evident at higher data rates (10 Gb/s and beyond). The limited 

modulation bandwidth of the laser diodes further restricts the employment of direct 

modulation in high speed systems. NRZ-OOK modulation format has been 

dominantly used for direct modulation of laser diodes.  

The bandwidth limitations of the directly modulated laser diodes can be overcome by 

the employment of the electro-optical external modulators, which use electro-

absorption (electro-absorption modulator (EAM)) or Pockels effect (Mach-Zehnder 

modulator) to encode an electrical data signal onto an optical carrier. EAMs are 

suitable for dense integration with laser diodes due to their small dimension and 

laser-like structure [124]. However, EAMs support only intensity modulation and 

therefore they are typically used coupled with laser diodes to form a device called an 

externally modulated laser (EML) [125, 126]. EMLs provide higher bit rates and longer 

transmission distances, and have lower chirp compared to the directly modulated 

lasers. In order to enable chirp-free operation and provide full versatility in using 

various modulation formats at high bandwidths, MZMs are often employed to 

modulate the optical carrier. 

 

1.4.2  Mach-Zehnder Modulator 

 

The schematic of the Mach-Zehnder modulator structure is shown in Figure 1.21. The 

MZM is composed of two couplers and two electro-optic modulators placed in the 

modulator arms (some MZMs have only one electro-optic modulator). Incoming light 

from a laser diode operating in continuous wave mode is split into two paths each 

containing an electro-optic modulator.  

By controlling the refractive index of the waveguide material by an external applied 

field, the phase of the electric field of the optical signal can be modulated. Therefore, 

such electro-optic modulators are sometimes referred to as phase modulators [127]. 

The operating principle of the phase modulators is based on the linear electro-optic 
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effect (Pockels effect). The induced phase shift is proportional to the applied voltage 

on the electrodes. This phase modulation can be converted to amplitude modulation 

using a Mach–Zehnder interferometer structure (see Figure 1.21). The interference 

between the two coherent signals varies from constructive to destructive depending 

on the relative phase shift between the two paths and the output signal can be 

modulated in terms of optical intensity. 

 

Figure 1.21. Illustration of the integrated dual-drive Mach-Zehnder optical intensity 

modulator. 

The transfer function of the dual-drive MZM is given by [128, 129]: 
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where 
1( )t  and 

2( )t  are phase shifts in the upper and lower paths of the MZM and 

they are given as 1,2 1,2( ) ( )t v t V  . The voltage swing required to generate a 

relative phase difference between the two optical paths equal to   radians is known 

as V . The first term of Eq. 1.11 represents the amplitude modulation and the second 

term gives the phase modulation. One can notice that such a transfer characteristic 

allows all amplitude and phase states to be achieved depending on the values of 

1( )t  and 
2( )t  [129]. The operating mode when 

1 2( ) ( )t t   is known as push-push 

operation, whilst the mode when 
1 2( ) ( )t t    is referred as push-pull operation. The 

later one enables chirp-free amplitude modulation [128]. The transfer function for field 
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and intensity of the MZM operating in push-pull mode is plotted in Figure 1.22. In the 

ideal case, a shift of V  in the voltage difference between the two arms of the 

modulator is capable of changing the output optical intensity from minimum to 

maximum which is illustrated in Figure 1.22. In order to obtain intensity modulation, 

the operating point is set to be in the linear region between minimum and maximum 

transmission points (quadrature point). However, the phase modulation is achieved 

when the operating point is set to the minimum transmission point.  

Various intensity and phase modulation formats can be generated using the dual-

drive MZM. For example, NRZ-OOK and 50% RZ-OOK formats are generated when 

the MZM is biased at the quadrature point and is driven from minimum to maximum 

transmission with a voltage swing of V . For the generation of the duobinary, DPSK 

and CSRZ formats, the MZM should be biased at the minimum point and driven with 

a swing voltage of 2V [10].  

 

Figure 1.22. Normalised field (blue) and intensity (red) transfer functions of a dual-drive 

Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

 

1.4.2.1 IQ Mach Zehnder Modulator 

 

In order to generate advanced modulation formats, an optical complex field modulator 

(IQ modulator) is required. Optical IQ modulators consist of two MZMs with an 
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additional 90° phase shifter in one of the arms as shown in Figure 1.23 [10]. This way, 

any constellation point can be reached in the complex IQ-plane after recombination of 

the light from both paths (see Figure 1.23). The field transfer function of the IQ 

modulator is given as [128]: 
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where ( )I t  and ( )Q t  are given as , ,( ) ( )I Q I Qt v t V  . For the generation of 

advanced modulation formats such as DQPSK, QPSK and m-QAM, the IQ MZM 

should be biased at the minimum point and driven with a swing voltage of 2V [10]. 

This way, real and imaginary parts of the electrical filed are modulated onto an optical 

carrier. 

 

Figure 1.23. Illustration of the IQ Mach-Zehnder modulator. Also, QPSK constellation points 

are shown. After [10]. 

 

1.4.3  Optical Transmission Links 

 

Nowadays, over 99% of all data is carried over optical fibres [47], due to their low loss 

and tremendous bandwidth. Depending on the application, several types of fibres can 

be used. ITU recommendations and standards for optical fibres are outlined in ITU.T 

G.652 – G.657 [130-134], where optical fibres are classified depending on their 

inherent characteristics and potential application. Optical fibres are mostly made of 

silicon, where the core has a higher refractive index compared to the cladding (which 

is the enabling condition for ensuring the optical wave is guided through the fibre. 

Besides SSMFs, some fibres are designed to guide multiple modes and they are 

called multimode fibres. Recently, few-mode fibres (a special case of MMF) and multi-
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core fibres have been proposed [35]. No matter what type of fibre is employed, any 

optical signal propagating over an optical fibre link suffers from distortion due to the 

several linear and non-linear effects. 

 

1.4.3.1 Fibre Dispersion and Nonlinearities 

 

Dispersion is the linear effect which leads to a broadening of the signal in the 

temporal domain [1]. There are several types of dispersion: 

Modal Dispersion occurs in MMFs and it is caused by multiple modes travelling at 

different speeds in MMF. Modal dispersion is the major effect that limits the maximum 

transmission distance in MMFs. It can be avoided by using SSMFs. 

Polarisation Mode Dispersion occurs due to the polarisation dependent refractive 

index which means that different polarisations of the optical signal travel at different 

speeds. The polarisation dependent refractive index is a consequence of the 

imperfect structure of optical fibres [1]. PMD becomes a limiting factor for optical 

communication systems operating at high bit rates [10]. Degradation due to PMD can 

be effectively compensated by using DSP algorithms [47, 135].  

Chromatic Dispersion is the limiting effect for the transmission of broadband optical 

signals over SSMF. Chromatic dispersion is caused by the wavelength dependent 

refractive index of the optical fibres. This causes different wavelengths of a signal 

spectrum to travel at different speeds, which leads to a temporal signal broadening. 

The effects of chromatic dispersion become more evident at higher data rates and for 

longer transmission distances [10]. The effects of dispersion can be compensated in 

the optical domain (using dispersion compensation modules (DCM)) [10] or electronic 

(using DSP) domain [47, 135]. 

Nonlinear effects in optical fibre occur due to the high confinement of the optical 

signal in a fibre core which can cause high optical intensity to be reached inside the 

fibre, inducing changes in the fibre’s refractive index [10]. Consequently, nonlinear 

phase and amplitude distortions of the propagating signal could be induced [1]. The 

nonlinear effects within the optical fibre can be classified as intra-channel and inter-

channel nonlinearities [10]. The first one includes interaction between pulses of the 

same channel and interaction between a signal and amplified spontaneous emission 

(ASE) noise within the single channel. The later one includes nonlinear interactions 
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between two or more channels, and between channels and noise within WDM 

systems.  

Intra-channel signal-signal nonlinear distortions caused by the intensity dependence 

of the refractive index leads to chirping and spectral broadening of optical pulses [1, 

10]. Self-phase modulation (SPM) is the dominant intra-channel nonlinear effect 

which can be further divided into isolated pulse SPM, intra-channel cross-phase 

modulation (IXPM) and intra-channel four-wave mixing (IFWM) [10]. Isolated pulse 

SPM refers to the interaction of a pulse with itself, while IXPM and IFWM relate to the 

interactions between pulses within the same channel.  

Inter-channel signal-signal nonlinear distortions occur when two or more signals at 

different wavelengths propagate simultaneously inside an optical fibre, and they are 

caused by the intensity dependence of the refractive index. The phases of optical 

signals are then affected not only by SPM but also by cross-phase modulation (XPM) 

and four-wave mixing (FWM). Due to the XPM, the phase of each optical channel is 

affected by both the average power and the bit pattern of all other channels [1]. As a 

majority of WDM systems contains more than 3 channels, FWM becomes the 

dominant source of nonlinear crosstalk in WDM systems [1, 10]. Nonlinear interaction 

between 3 optical channels within the fibre leads to the generation of new optical 

carriers at corresponding frequencies [1]. The generated optical signals might have 

the same frequency as other channels in a WDM system, which can cause significant 

performance degradation.  

Typically, inter-channel nonlinearities have higher impact at lower data rates, whilst 

intra-channel nonlinearities affect systems most strongly at higher data rates (above 

10 Gb/s) [10]. However, the impact of fibre nonlinearities depends on many factors 

such as the employed modulation format, local fibre dispersion, channel spacing, etc. 

In general, lower dispersion fibres have stronger inter-channel effects than fibres with 

high local dispersion [10]. Signal-noise nonlinear interactions depend significantly on 

the noise level and become stronger for higher noise powers, i.e. lower OSNR values. 

Previously, dispersion mapping has been used for reduction of the impact of 

nonlinear effects. Recently, DSP based algorithms, such as digital backpropagation 

(DBP) have been proposed for effective compensation of nonlinear impairments [47, 

136].  
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1.4.4  Optical Amplifiers 

 

Besides fibres, optical links also comprise optical amplifiers. SSMFs typically have a 

loss of approximately 0.2 dB/km, and therefore amplification of the signal is usually 

required every few tens of kilometres depending on the system design. Furthermore, 

optical components e.g. optical modulators, introduce additional loss which needs to 

be compensated. Depending on the position in the optical system, amplifiers are 

referred as booster amplifiers (after transmitter), in-line amplifiers (between fibre 

spans) and pre-amplifiers (before receiver). There are three types of optical amplifiers 

which are dominantly used in current optical networks: semiconductor optical 

amplifier, Erbium doped fibre amplifier and Raman amplifier.  

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier has a laser-like structure, but without the laser 

cavity. Such a structure allows SOAs to be integrated with lasers, modulators and 

detectors on the same chip creating an economical and size effective solution. 

However, SOAs typically have lower gain and saturation power, and higher noise 

figure (NF) compared to EDFAs and Raman amplifiers. The amplification of the 

optical signal which is passing through an SOA gain medium, which is electrically 

pumped, is achieved by stimulated emission [137]. SOAs are typically used as 

booster amplifiers or pre-amplifiers due to the ease of integration with other modules, 

but are rarely employed as in-line amplifiers.  

Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifiers are dominantly used in current optical systems due 

to their inherent characteristics. When used as a preamplifier, an EDFA typically has 

high gain, and low NF, but low maximum output power as well. In-line and booster 

EDFAs have high saturation power at the expense of having higher NF. High gain 

and low NF EDFAs are typically optically pumped at 980 nm, whilst high saturation 

power EDFAs are pumped at 1480 nm [138, 139]. The disadvantage of EDFAs is 

their bulky structure, inability of integration and high cost. Due to the optical pumping 

of the gain medium EDFAs are less energy efficient than SOAs.  

Raman Amplifier operation is based on energy transfer between the pump and 

signal. Raman gain arises from the transfer of power from one optical carrier to 

another that is downshifted in frequency by the energy of an optical phonon [9]. 

Raman amplifiers exhibit wide gain bandwidth, with approximately 100 nm around the 

central wavelength of 1500 nm [9]. Broadband amplification can be achieved with 

multiple pumps at different wavelengths. The advantages of Raman amplifiers are 
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that they use transmission fibres as a gain medium, the gain band shifts with the 

pump central wavelength, and the gain spectrum can be tailored by adjusting the 

pump frequency [9]. The main disadvantage of Raman amplifiers is their requirement 

for high power laser pumps, which often exceed the safety limits. The NF of Raman 

amplifiers can be lower than the NF of an EDFA [9], and Raman amplifiers are 

typically used as in-line amplifiers in core networks. 

 

1.4.5  Optical Receivers 

 

An optical receiver is the last part of an optical communication link. It converts an 

optical data signal into an electrical signal by means of direct or coherent reception. A 

direct detection receiver is a simple and economical solution. However, due to the 

square law detection it allows only intensity modulated formats to be detected, as the 

phase information carried in the optical signal is lost when applied to a conventional 

square law detector. The generated photocurrent is proportional to the responsivity of 

the receiver and intensity of optical signal, i.e.  i t RP . 

In order to detect a phase modulated signal, the optical phase information has to be 

converted to an optical intensity which can then be detected using square law 

detectors. The phase to intensity conversion can be achieved using interferometric 

structures. For example, if two optical signals are coupled in a 3-dB coupler, they 

interfere constructively or destructively at the output, depending on the phase 

difference. One of optical signals serves as a reference, which is required for 

demodulation of phase modulated signals. Differentially precoded modulation formats 

such as DPSK and DQPSK use a delayed version of the received signal to serve as a 

phase reference, and this configuration is referred to as differential or self-coherent 

detection [10, 128]. If a second optical source, a local oscillator, is used as a phase 

reference than this configuration is called coherent detection. Depending on the 

frequency offset between an optical signal and LO, one can distinguish between 

homodyne, intradyne and heterodyne detection. In the case of homodyne reception 

an optical signal and LO have the same optical frequency, and therefore at the output 

an electrical baseband signal is generated. For intradyne reception, there is a small 

offset between an optical signal and LO. Most of practical and commercial solutions 

are based on intradyne reception, where the frequency offset is chosen to be as small 

as possible depending on the quality of optical sources employed. Finally, in the case 
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of heterodyne reception, the frequency offset is usually chosen to be higher than the 

signal bandwidth.   

The extraction of all information from the optical signal (amplitude, frequency, phase 

and polarisation) is enabled by the 90° optical hybrids and balanced photodetectors. 

The phase diversity quadrature frontend composed of a 90° optical hybrid and a pair 

of balanced detectors is shown in Figure 1.24(a). The quadrature frontend is used for 

detection of in-phase and quadrature components of an optical signal. The in-phase 

and quadrature photocurrents at the output of the balanced detector pairs are given 

as [138]: 

             
      

      

~ 2 cos

~ 2 sin

I S LO IF S LO

Q S LO IF S LO

i t R E E t t t

i t R E E t t t

  

  

 

 
,              (1.13) 

where R is responsivity, ES and ELO are electrical fields of optical signal and local 

oscillator respectively, and ωIF is the frequency difference between the signal 

frequency and LO frequency. Finally, θS and θLO are phases of the signal and LO, 

respectively. The in-phase and quadrature photocurrents are sufficient to recover a 

complex signal and extract phase information which is encoded on the optical carrier. 

The signal phase θS contains the phase of the optical carrier and the phase of the 

encoded data.  

 

Figure 1.24. (a) Illustration of optical quadrature frontend comprised of 90° hybrid and two 

balanced detectors. (b) Polarisation diversity coherent detector.   

After detection with the quadrature frontend the signal is quantized by means of an 

ADC and further digital signal processing is carried out in order to fully recover the 

received data [140, 141]. The typical DSP block at the receiver is shown in Figure 

1.25. The first step in signal recovery is compensation of the accumulated chromatic 

dispersion, which is generally carried out by using FIR filters [47, 135]. The FIR filters 

for CD compensation can be realised in time or frequency domain. For the systems 
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which use polarisation multiplexing to double the spectral efficiency, polarisation 

demultiplexing is digitally performed to separate two polarisations with the minimum 

residual inter-polarisation interference. Generally, adaptive equalisers are used to 

compensate for PMD and for polarisation demultiplexing. Different algorithms have 

been proposed to update the filter taps to the changing channel conditions [47, 135, 

138]. Constant modulus algorithms (CMA) are widely adopted for polarisation 

demultiplexing of phase shift keying (PSK) modulation formats (QPSK, 8-PSK), and 

have been modified for m-QAM formats as well [47, 135, 138]. Some DSP blocks 

include compensation (or at least mitigation) of nonlinear impairments as well [47, 

136]. If the signal has been digitally shaped at the transmitter side, the corresponding 

digital matched filter is applied at the receiver to minimise inter-carrier interference. 

After the clock and timing recovery which synchronises the transmitter and receiver 

and thus minimises ISI, the frequency offset between received signal and LO is 

estimated [47, 141]. The digital phase estimation, required to recover the signal’s 

carrier phase is performed prior to FEC and decision making. 

 

Figure 1.25. Schematic diagram of receiver DSP block  

 

1.5 Conclusion 

 

Demand for bandwidth, driven by media-rich applications, shows no sign of abating 

and is pushing service providers to deploy optical networks with increased capacity. 

The current trends predict that network traffic will grow 10 times faster than system 

capacity over the next decade. Therefore, various capacity scaling methods have 

been proposed recently to cope with bandwidth demands. The revival of coherent 

optical communications enabled the employment of higher-order modulation formats 

which led to the increase of throughput and effective compensation of transmission 

impairments. Simultaneously, versatile pulse shaping methods were investigated, 
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which enabled a significant reduction of guard bands between adjacent optical 

channels and the generation of highly spectrally efficient multicarrier systems and 

optical superchannels. 

Along with the development of high capacity and spectrally efficient optical systems 

and interconnects, the requirement for compact optical sources with sufficiently good 

inherent properties, such as optical linewidth, RIN, OCNR, etc., has been created. 

Reduction of guard bands between optical channels created the need for exceptional 

frequency stability of optical sources. The constant frequency separation between 

channels cannot be provided by conventional WDM laser banks without additional 

control mechanisms. An attractive alternative is an optical multicarrier source, 

sometimes referred to as an optical frequency comb, which simultaneously generate 

multiple phase correlated optical carriers which provide constant and equidistant 

frequency separation between optical channels. A number of optical multicarrier 

sources have been proposed, such as mode-locked lasers, fibre lasers, electro-optic 

based multi-carrier sources, gain-switched comb sources, Kerr microresonator combs 

and parametric frequency comb sources. This thesis explores ways in which optical 

multicarrier sources can be employed in spectrally efficient optical systems to provide 

the data rates and performance required for next generation optical access and metro 

networks, and data centre interconnects. 
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Chapter 2 

 

2 Optical Multicarrier Sources 

 

Further to the discussions in the previous chapter, superchannel enabling 

technologies such as OFDM and Nyquist WDM are promising architectures for the 

future evolution of optical networks. The generation of superchannels using these 

technologies require a multi-wavelength transmitter. In this chapter, several optical 

multicarrier sources have been presented, analysed and compared.  

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

A conventional approach for generation of an optical multicarrier signal is to 

incorporate a certain number of single mode lasers together, which can be 

constructed using discrete lasers or an integrated laser array. In the case of OFDM 

and Nyquist WDM based superchannels, where guard bands are omitted or very 

small, the wavelength drift of independent lasers can cause undesired crosstalk 

between adjacent channels. Conventional WDM laser banks struggle to provide a 

constant frequency separation between channels without additional control 

mechanisms [1]. Furthermore, the independent lasers are not phase correlated to 

each other, which is for instance the enabling condition for coherent WDM (Co-WDM) 

transmission technology [2].  

An optical multicarrier source, also known as an optical frequency comb source 

(OFCS), provides a number of precisely spaced equidistant spectral carriers is an 

attractive alternative for multi-wavelength transmitters. Optical multicarrier sources 

have recently attracted much interest in the optical communications community due to 

wide ranging applications in directly and coherently detected OFDM and Nyquist 

WDM based systems [1-10]. OFCSs with good spectral flatness, stability, low 

linewidth and low RIN on each tone, and a tuneable FSR are highly desirable in 

multicarrier transmission systems. Furthermore, optical comb sources are expected to 

reduce component count and power consumption at the optical transmitters. Other 
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critical parameters are OCNR on each comb tone and power per line. These 

parameters of optical multicarrier sources define the quality of an optical comb and 

determine the modulation formats that can be employed.   

The typical generation of an optical multicarrier signal assumes stabilising the optical 

multicarrier source (a single component (laser) or a set of subsystem devices) to an 

underlying clock signal (RF signal). A number of methods for the generation of optical 

multicarrier signals have been proposed which include, for example, mode locking, 

electro-optic modulation, gain switching, Kerr microresonators, and parametric 

processes. 

 

2.2 Mode-Locked Laser 

 

Traditionally, a mode-locked laser is a popular candidate for the generation of optical 

multicarrier signals [4, 5]. The term mode-locking describes the phase locking 

(correlation) between multiple longitudinal modes in a laser cavity [11]. When the 

correlation between the phases of different modes is accomplished, pulsed radiation 

can be produced, which in the frequency domain corresponds to an optical 

multicarrier signal with equidistant frequency separation between the carriers. Mode-

locking occurs when the cavity modes are made to oscillate with comparable 

amplitudes and locked phases. If these modes have the same phase, they will 

constructively interfere at the same instant of the round-trip time and the output will 

consist of a series of pulses, i.e. laser is mode-locked. The idea of mode-locking and 

the first publications clearly identifying the mechanism were proposed in 1964 [11]. 

Mode-locking can be achieved using lasers with different designs and structures and 

mode-locking mechanisms can be classified into active, passive and hybrid mode-

locking [11, 12].  

Active mode-locking can be achieved through periodic external modulation of the 

optical signal in the cavity, causing the round trip phase changes being synchronised 

with resonator round trips [11-13]. The modulation can be realised with the use of a 

semiconductor electro-optic or acousto-optic modulator placed in the cavity and 

driven by an external signal. The frequency of the external RF modulating signal must 

be synchronised with the frequency spacing between modes (round trip time of the 

resonator) or a factor of a multiple integer of it, in order to achieve stable operation. 
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Passive mode locking exploits non-linear optical effects in the device to generate 

broadband optical multicarrier signal [14]. Passively mode locked lasers typically have 

a saturable absorber instead of an active component (as in the case of actively mode 

locked lasers) placed in the laser cavity [11], as shown in Figure 2.1(a). A saturable 

absorber is an optical intensity dependent component, having an absorption that 

decreases with increasing incident intensity of the optical signal until it saturates and 

becomes completely transparent to the signal inside the cavity. Therefore, when the 

simultaneous emission within the laser cavity reaches a certain level, the pulses with 

sufficient energy to saturate the absorber are generated which allows for the peak of 

the pulse to travel through. During this brief period of time, the gain is greater than the 

loss and a short duration pulse of light is amplified. As most of the modes within the 

gain region of the cavity are lasing at the same time, they start with the approximately 

same phase. The short duration pulses (i.e. broadband spectrum) are generated as 

the leading edge of the pulse experiences losses when saturating the absorber, while 

the peak experiences gain.  

 

Figure 2.1. (a) Illustration of passively mode-locked laser; After [20]. (b) Optical spectrum 
obtained with the Q-Dash passive mode-locked laser; Inset: zoomed portion of the 

spectrum. Resolution Bandwidth (RBW) 0.02 nm. 
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Passive mode locking can be obtained using non-linear effects within laser cavity 

instead of a saturable absorber. The passive mode-locking can occur due to the 

nonlinear interactions between the longitudinal modes which can be greatly improved 

when the active region consists of a quantum structure (well, dash, dot) where the 

interactions between the optical modes in the active region are stronger because of 

the better confined optical field [16]. Four-wave mixing is marked as a dominant non-

linear effect causing the passive mode-locking of the longitudinal modes. As 

illustrated in Figure 2.2, the beating between two longitudinal modes (
1E  and 

2E  in 

this case) results in the generation of additional side modes ( 1 2 3 4, , ,S S S S ) which are 

equidistantly spaced around parental longitudinal modes. Generated side mode (e.g. 

4S ), whose amplitude and phase are related to modes 
1E  and 

2E , pulls the nearest 

mode (e.g. 3E ) from the Fabry-Perot (FP) resonant position and correlates the phase 

of mode 3E  with the two modes, 
1E  and 

2E . The similar process occurs when other 

pairs of longitudinal modes beat together. The side modes created through this FWM 

process acts as optical injection signals for modes leading to a mutual injection-

locking phenomenon [14].    

 

Figure 2.2. Mode-locking via FWM. E1, E2 and E3 represent the lasing modes while S1 to S5 
are the sidebands resulting from FWM. 

Hybrid-mode locking occurs when the active and passive mode-locking are present 

simultaneously in the same laser. In a hybrid mode-locked laser, the generation of the 

optical pulses are in the same way as in a passively mode-locked laser, while the 

pulses are synchronised with an external RF signal like in the actively mode-locked 

lasers.  

Mode-locked lasers can generate multicarrier signals over a wide bandwidth, but they 

suffer from cavity complexity, relatively large linewidth and RIN of individual comb 

lines, and usually do not offer FSR tunability. Due to the large linewidth on each comb 
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line, mode-locked lasers have been typically used in directly detected systems [4, 5]. 

However, if an appropriate phase noise reduction scheme is applied coherent 

detection is possible as well [17]. Low linewidth mode-locked lasers employed in 

coherently detected systems enabled transmission of 32.5 Tb/s signal over 227 km of 

SSMF [18]. Viewed from a practical perspective, the technology has control difficulties 

in starting and maintaining mode locking. This is because typical mode-locked lasers, 

consisting of multi–mode cavities, have multiple stabilities [19]. The optical spectrum 

generated using a Q-Dash passive mode-locked laser is shown in Figure 2.1(b). 

 

2.3 Electro-Optic Modulation 

 

The use of electro-optic modulators for the generation of optical multicarrier sources 

was introduced in 1972 [21]. However, the principle for pulse generation using the 

Fabry-Perot electro-optic modulator, which later was used for the optical multicarrier 

signal generation, was reported in 1962 by Bell Labs [22]. With the technical 

development of electro-optic modulators (bandwidth improvement, reduction of 

driving voltages and etc.) and high power optical amplifiers, the generation of electro-

optic modulation based comb sources was enabled. Generally, the optical multicarrier 

signal is generated when the electro-optic modulator is nonlinearly driven with a 

large-amplitude sinusoidal signal (multiple V ), as illustrated in Figure. 2.3(a). It is 

known that electro-optic modulation with a larger-amplitude signal promotes the 

generation of higher-order harmonics of the driving signal centred around the optical 

carrier (CW signal), conforming to Bessel functions [19].  

A number of architectures utilising one or multiple phase modulators [23, 24], single 

or multiple intensity and field modulators [25-28], and variety of their combinations 

[29, 30] have been proposed to generate optical multicarrier signals. The spectrum of 

an optical multicarrier signal generated using a single phase modulator is shown in 

Figure 2.3(b). The frequency comb generated with a single phase modulator typically 

does not have good flatness. Better flatness of optical multicarrier signals generated 

with a single phase modulator can be achieved when it is driven with two sine waves 

at different amplitudes and frequencies [23]. Generating a greater number of carriers 

and fine tuning of the comb flatness can be achieved by cascading phase modulators 

[24]. Mach-Zehnder modulators offer more flexibility for an improvement of the 

spectral flatness of an optical multicarrier signal by employing certain drive conditions 
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on the two MZM arms [25-28]. By cascading several MZMs the flat spectral output 

with relatively high number of optical tones is generated, similar to the case when 

phase modulators are cascaded. Generally, the hybrid approach where phase and 

intensity modulators are combined represents a good compromise between system 

complexity and obtained spectral quality [29].   

 

Figure 2.3. (a) Illustration of electro-optical source. (b) Optical spectrum obtained with a 
single electro-optical phase modulator. RBW=1.44pm. 

The central wavelength, phase noise and linewidth, as well as relative intensity noise 

of electro-optic comb sources are determined by the external seeding CW laser. 

Typically, electro-optic comb sources have high OCNR and power per line. Tuneable 

FSR enables further flexibility and it is only limited by the bandwidth of the modulators 

and electrical amplifiers used to drive the modulators with a large-amplitude RF 

signal. However, the main disadvantages of electro-optic multicarrier sources are the 

high insertion loss and poor stability. Cascading two or more electro-optic modulators 

is required in order to generate a broad and flat multicarrier signal; unfortunately the 

typical insertion loss of LiNbO3 based modulators is around 5-6 dB per device, 

cascading of several modulators can cause excessive total insertion losses that will 

limit the OCNR of the carriers after amplification. Recently, silicon and InP based 
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modulators, which are more suitable for photonic integration than LiNbO3 based 

devices, have been proposed [31]. Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators have 

very low V , which significantly relaxes the requirements for driving electrical 

amplifiers and reduces the overall power consumption [32]. Additionally, SOH 

modulators provide very high bandwidth in excess of 100 GHz [33]. However to date, 

the insertion loss of SOH modulators are still higher than the insertion loss of LiNbO3 

based modulators, though the losses should reduce with better alignment and 

input/output fibre coupling. Electro-optic modulation multicarrier sources have been 

used in directly and coherently detected systems [34, 35]. 

 

2.4 Gain-Switched Laser 

 

Gain switching is a technique for the generation of optical pulses using direct 

modulation of a semiconductor laser [36-39]. Gain switching is achieved by driving a 

laser diode with a large RF signal at the desired frequency (Figure 2.4(a)), in 

combination with a DC bias current, while the laser is temperature controlled. 

Furthermore, the laser is typically driven around relaxation oscillation frequency, 

which enables excitation of the first oscillation spike; the electrical pulse is terminated 

before the onset of the second spike. The electrical driving signal causes the increase 

of carrier density, which is maintained during a turn-on delay until there is large 

photon density build up and the carriers deplete [40]. While mode-locking can occur 

only in multimode laser cavities, gain switching can be achieved in single mode and 

multimode lasers. Furthermore, periodic external modulation of the optical signal in a 

laser cavity is required to achieve gain switching, whilst mode-locking can be 

achieved passively (see section 2.2). A modulating RF signal can have a variable 

frequency in the case of gain switching, whilst a frequency is predetermined by the 

cavity length in the case of actively mode-locked lasers.  

The operating principle behind gain switching technique is illustrated in Figure 2.4(b). 

A large amplitude sinusoidal electrical signal is applied to the laser which is biased 

above the threshold as presented in Figure 2.4(b). With the increase of the driving 

sinusoidal signal (i.e. sinusoidal current), the carrier density within the cavity starts to 

rise rapidly. Simultaneously, the photon density inside the cavity increases and 

depletes the carriers. When the carrier density reaches the threshold, the lasing 

occurs. The optical pulses reach the peak level after the carrier density reaches the 
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maximum. As the sinusoidal driving current decreases below the threshold, the carrier 

and photon density within the cavity decrease consequently, which prevent the onset 

of second and subsequent optical spikes. 

The pulses generated by direct modulation of the laser suffer from timing jitter. 

However, optical injection is often used together with gain switching to reduce the 

timing jitter and linewidth of the individual comb lines. The external light injection also 

reduces the RIN and phase noise associated with each of the individual comb tones 

[7, 41, 42]. The optical spectrum of a typical gain switched distributed feedback (DFB) 

laser is shown in Figure 2.5 whereby the frequency separation is determined by the 

repetition rate of the pulses. In this case, an electrical sinusoidal signal at a frequency 

of 18.1 GHz was applied to the DFB laser.  

 

Figure 2.4. Gain switching: (a) gain switched source. Typical time evolution of (b) the 
applied driving current, (c) the carrier density and (d) the generated output pulses. After 

[41, 42]. 
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Although the pulse generation by gain switching of semiconductor lasers have been 

reported in early 1980’s, its utility as an optical multicarrier source have been 

proposed only in 2009 [42]. The main advantage of the gain switched comb source is 

its inherent stability without any bias control. With respect to the possible number and 

the power of lines, the GSCS competes with frequency combs generated with a 

single electro-optic modulator. Flexibility in tuning FSR is enabled by changing the 

frequency of the driving RF signal [7]. An externally injected GSCS adopts inherent 

characteristics of a master laser and therefore typically exhibits low linewidth and 

RIN. Data rates up to 2.1 Tb/s, with very high spectral efficiency (7.8 bit/s/Hz) have 

been achieved using externally injected gain switched comb sources as multicarrier 

sources in spectrally efficient WDM systems [7, 43].  

 

Figure 2.5. Optical spectrum obtained by gain switching of a DFB laser. RBW=100 MHz. 

 

2.5 Microresonator Based Kerr Combs 

 

In recent years a new frequency comb generation method which uses parametric 

frequency conversion in planar microresonators has emerged [20, 44-46]. The optical 

multicarrier signal is generated when an optical signal is trapped and confined in a 

microresonator, which is shown in Figure 2.6(a). As the signal is confined in a small 

area this results in an enhancement of the light intensity and consequently non-linear 

interactions. The quality of microresonators is determined by the quality factor (Q-

factor) which defines threshold for non-linear interactions and interaction lengths [20]. 

The dominant non-linear effect responsible for the generation of optical multicarrier 

signals in such a structure is FWM. The intensity dependent refractive index, 

0 2n I n  , where 
2n  is the Kerr coefficient, 0n  is the linear refractive index 
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and I denotes the optical signal intensity, enables the formation of new frequency 

components. If the signal and idler frequencies coincide with the optical 

microresonator modes, the parametric process is enhanced leading to the efficient 

generation of side modes [20]. The generated frequency components are phase 

correlated with the pump laser signal. 

The optical spectrum of a microresonator based frequency comb is shown in Figure 

2.6(b). With respect to the possible number of lines, the microresonator Kerr comb 

competes with frequency combs generated by mode-locked lasers. Recently, the 

microresonator Kerr comb covering full C and L band and enabling total capacity of    

20 Tbit/s has been proposed [45]. Furthermore, Kerr combs exhibit good OCNR and 

power per line. The comb spectrum and its phase noise depend precisely on the 

pump conditions, i.e., on polarisation and power of the pump laser, and on its 

wavelength detuning with respect to the pumped resonance [46]. The main 

disadvantage of microresonator Kerr combs is the requisite for sophisticated pumping 

schemes and the line spacing is inherently tied to the free spectral range of the 

underlying resonator.  

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Chip based SiN ring resonator. (b) Optical spectrum obtained by SiN 
microresonator based frequency comb. After [20] 
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2.6 Parametric Frequency Combs 

 

The cavity and resonance based optical multicarrier frequency sources, such as 

mode-locked lasers and Kerr microresonator combs, provide a high number of 

carriers but typically do not offer FSR tunability, due to the inherent inability of the 

cavity and resonant conditions reconfiguration. The cavity-less approaches such as 

electro-optic modulation and gain-switching of semiconductor lasers, provide full FSR 

and central wavelength flexibility, but they are unable to generate a high number of 

carriers in comparison with cavity and resonance based combs. An alternative 

approach which offers central wavelength and FSR tunability, and high number of 

carriers is based on parametric mixing in highly non-linear fibre (HNLF). The 

operating principle of the parametric frequency comb is illustrated in Figure 2.7 [47, 

48].  

 

Figure 2.7. Illustration of parametric mixing comb generation. After [48] 

A low linewidth CW laser, used to seed the comb generator, is used to drive a phase 

modulator to generate two optical carriers at a certain frequency. The generated 

tones are used to injection-lock high power slave lasers via circulators (LS1 and LS2). 

The optical signals from the slave lasers can be further amplified in order to generate 

wide and flat frequency comb and jointly coupled into the parametric mixer consisting 

of a few stages. The first stage was made of a highly-nonlinear fibre and subsequent 

standard single-mode fibre (SMF1) to provide adequate anomalous dispersion to 

compress the output field of HNLF1, thereby increasing its peak power [47, 48]. The 

comb is further expanded using a second stage of HNLF and SMF. A wide and flat 

optical comb is created by adding an additional mixing stage (HNLF3). The optical 

spectrum of the parametric comb is shown in Figure 2.8. As can be seen from Figure 
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2.8, parametric combs have high power per line and good OCNR. Also, the low phase 

noise of the seeding laser is transferred to the comb lines [47, 48]. The disadvantage 

of parametric frequency combs is the high level of complexity, high number of 

components required for the comb generation and inability for the full chip scale 

integration. It requires sophisticated nonlinear fibre - dispersive fibre schemes to 

enable parametric processes. Recently, the transmission of 31.8 Tb/s signal over 50 

km of SSMF incorporating 1520 channels from parametric frequency comb has been 

demonstrated [9].   

 

Figure 2.8. Optical spectrum of the parametric frequency comb. RBW= 0.1 nm. After [48]. 

 

2.7 Conclusion 

 

Superchannel enabling technologies such as OFDM and Nyquist WDM require a 

multi-wavelength transmitter, and a conventional approach for generation of an 

optical multicarrier signal is to incorporate a certain number of single mode lasers 

together. However, due to the limitations of this approach (e.g. wavelength drift, high 

linewidth and phase noise), an attractive alternative in form of an optical multicarrier 

source has been proposed. In this chapter, several optical multicarrier sources have 

been presented, analysed and compared. Mode-locked lasers, mircoresonator ring 

Kerr combs and parametric combs typically generate large number of carriers with 

good power per carrier. However, semiconductor MLLs typically have a large 

linewidth and phase noise on each carrier, whilst microresonator Kerr combs and 

parametric combs require sophisticated pumping schemes and nonlinear fibre - 

dispersive fibre schemes, respectively. Electro-optic based combs and gain-switched 

combs, provide full FSR and central wavelength flexibility, and low phase noise on 

each carrier, but they are unable to generate a high number of carriers. 
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Chapter 3 

 

3 Performance Characterisation of 

Optical Multicarrier Sources for IM/DD 

OFDM systems 

 

Further to the discussions in the previous chapter, where several types of optical 

multicarrier sources have been presented and compared, the three optical comb 

sources have been selected, characterised and implemented in the intensity 

modulated and directly detected OFDM system. The semiconductor MLL, electro-

optical modulation based comb source and externally injected GSCS have been 

characterised in terms of RIN and OCNR which have been recognised as limiting 

parameters for the performance of back-to-back intensity modulated and directly 

detected OFDM systems. The influence of RIN and OCNR on the system 

performance has been investigated experimentally and by simulations.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The significant growth of traffic in long–haul, metropolitan and access networks 

translates to the on–going increase in demand for bandwidth. WDM technology has 

been successfully used to increase the aggregate capacity of optical transmission 

systems, and thereby meet increasing bandwidth demands. The effective use of 

available bandwidth is further increased by using advanced modulation formats and 

modulation techniques such as OFDM and Nyquist WDM.  

OFDM has been proposed for optical transmission systems due to its advantages in 

overcoming transmission impairments such as chromatic and polarisation mode 

dispersion, and also due to its high spectral efficiency [1, 2]. Based on the structure of 

the optical receiver, the OFDM system can be categorised either as a direct–detected 

(DD) or a coherent receiver based system [1, 2]. Compared to DD systems, coherent 

OFDM has better sensitivity and spectral efficiency, but the complexity of coherent 
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receivers increases the cost of the system which limits their usage in access and 

metropolitan networks. An attractive alternative are low cost OFDM systems, which 

employ intensity modulation and direct detection. The use of directly detected WDM 

OFDM systems, for both access [3-7] and metropolitan networks [7, 8], has been 

extensively investigated in recent years. Several methods can be used for the 

generation of IM/DD OFDM signals, which can be double side-band (DSB) or single 

side-band [1]. DSB OFDM [1, 5] suffers from chromatic dispersion induced power 

fading [1, 5, 9] and occupies larger bandwidth when used in a WDM scenario. SSB 

OFDM signals can have a spectral gap between the optical carrier and sideband 

providing sufficient frequency separation for unwanted photodetection products [10], 

or have no spectral gap to provide very efficient usage of available bandwidth [1, 11-

13]. The gapless (gap of a few hundred MHz) SSB OFDM [11-13] is used in the 

experiments and simulations presented in this thesis. 

Compared to coherently detected optical WDM OFDM systems which often employ 

various multicarrier optical sources [14, 15], WDM OFDM systems based on intensity 

modulation and direct detection usually incorporate laser arrays at the transmitter side 

[4]. The characterisation of the RIN and the OCNR of the multicarrier source used in 

DD OFDM systems is of significant importance. The high carrier-to-signal ratio (CSR), 

which is a property of gapless intensity modulated OFDM signals [12], is determined 

by the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the OFDM signal [11]. The linear 

operation of an intensity modulator can be assured with a small modulation index of 

the input signal, which will cause the signal sidebands to have much lower power 

than that of the carrier. Hence, such systems will be vulnerable to optical noise [13], 

and therefore be sensitive to the RIN and the OCNR of the multicarrier source used. 

In addition, a baseband OFDM signal in an IM/DD system is usually up-converted to a 

desired RF frequency prior to modulation onto an optical carrier [10-13], resulting in 

essentially an analog modulation of the optical carrier [16], thereby making the 

system more sensitive to intensity noise. The influence of the RIN in a single channel 

directly detected OFDM system with a frequency gap between optical carrier and 

sideband was investigated in [17]. 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

 

The experimental setup used for the WDM-SSB-OFDM system is shown in Figure 

3.1. The optical multi-tone source at the transmitter consists of an optical frequency 

comb source, a tunable optical filter to select the desired number of comb lines i.e. 
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channels and an EDFA. A detailed description of the optical frequency comb sources 

employed in this work are given in the subsection 3.2.1.  

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of the experimental and simulation setup; Optical Band-Pass Filter 
(OBPF); Polarisation Controller (PC); Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG); Asymmetric 

Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (AMZI); Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier (EDFA); Variable 
Optical Attenuator (VOA); Avalanche Photodetector (APD); Real Time Scope (RTS). 

The spectral output from the optical multi-tone source consists of 8-10 tones (based 

on the multicarrier source used) spaced by 10 GHz, which exhibit spectral ripple of 3 

dB. In field installations, the generated comb lines would be separated by a de-

multiplexer and each individual channel would be modulated independently. Due to 

the lack of an appropriate de-multiplexer with a FSR of 20 GHz, in this experiment all 

the comb tones are modulated by a single dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator (DD-

MZM). The DD-MZM is biased at the quadrature point and then modulated with a 

SSB OFDM signal waveform [18] derived from an arbitrary waveform generator 

operating at 10 GSa/s. The analytical derivation of the implemented SSB OFDM 

signal waveform is given bellow. In this case, the electrical OFDM signal is applied on 

the amplitude of the optical filed, as first proposed by Schuster et al. [11].  

A real signal x(t) can be extended by its Hilbert transform in order to generate so-

called analytic signal: 

              s t x t jH x t                                                 (3.1)     

where H denotes the Hilbert transform [18, 19]. It is known from telecommunication 

theory that analytic signal can be used for generation of SSB signal [19-22]. The 

amplitude of a generated SSB signal should contains only the information part of the 

signal and the phase should be used only to remove one of the sidebands of the 

signal in order to enable detection using square law detectors [19]. The procedure to 

generate such SSB signal is shown below. 
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In this case, x(t) is the OFDM signal, xOFDM(t). Therefore, the electrical field of the 

optical SSB signal has a form: 

                  ( )( )
jH x t x t jH x tx tj tE t A t e e e e
          .                  (3.2) 

where   ( )x tA t e  and     t H x t  . As the direct detection is used, the data is 

recovered from the amplitude term. This means that a natural logarithm must be 

applied digitally after detection to retrieve the OFDM signal. This leads to the higher 

PAPR due to the exponential term and can contribute to increased quantisation noise 

of the received signal at the ADC [18]. Therefore, in order to avoid additional signal 

processing at the receiver, by choosing the signal at the transmitter to be 

x=ln(xOFDM(t)), the OFDM signal itself can be retrieved using direct detection, i.e. 

amplitude term becomes    ln ( )
( )

x t
A t e x t  .  

The SSB modulation with a DD-MZM is achieved when signal waveforms used to 

drive the DD-MZM are tailored to provide the necessary phase changes on the 

modulator arms. The transfer function of a DD-MZM given by Eq. 1.11 can be 

rewritten as [23]: 

                 0 sin
j t

inE t E t e t


  ,                        (3.3) 

where       0 1 2 / 2t t t     and       1 2 / 2t t t     , and  t1  and  t2  are 

the phases on the two arms. Under small signal approximation, Eq. 3.3 can be 

rewritten as: 

                0j t

inE t E t e t


  .                (3.4) 

In order to satisfy the SSB condition, Eq. 3.4 should represent Eq. 3.2, that is: 

               
   0( )( )

j tj tA t e e t


          (3.5) 

Therefore,  ( )A t t   and 
   0j t j t

e e
 

 . From the last expressions, after 

substitutions for ( )A t  and  t , we have SSB enabling signal waveforms used to 

drive two DD-MZM arms: 

       1
OFDMx t

OFDMt e H x t      ,      
2

OFDMx t

OFDMt H x t e      .  (3.6) 
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The 12.5 Gb/s SSB OFDM signal is composed of 80 subcarriers with 16-QAM 

modulation format on each subcarrier, and an OFDM symbol rate of 39.06 MHz. The 

incorporation of the 7% FEC overhead together with a cyclic prefix length of 6.25% of 

the IFFT size (which has 256 inputs) gives a net data rate of 11.2 Gb/s. The total 

bandwidth of the signal is about 3 GHz. Clipping was used, which reduced the PAPR 

of the signal from 14 dB to 12 dB. 

The use of gapless Hilbert transform based SSB-OFDM was motivated by the fact 

that high spectral efficiency can be achieved using this approach. Although Hermitian 

based OFDM signal generation is more cost effective approach, due to the fact that 

direct modulation of a laser is possible and only one DAC is required, the total data 

rate is halved compared to the upper case [1, 10]. This is due to the requirements that 

the half of an IFFT data inputs are complex conjugates of original data in order to 

enable Hermitian symmetry and real signal generation at the output of an IFFT [1, 

10]. Furthermore, a sufficient guard band between an optical carrier and an OFDM 

signal should be provided. Finally, the generated optical signal is a DSB. If the full 

utilisation of an IFFT is enabled (i.e. no complex conjugated inputs) then the 

aggregate data rate is equal to the Hilbert transform based SSB-OFDM. However, a 

sufficient guard band is required between an optical carrier and an OFDM signal. 

Furthermore, in order to generate a SSB signal, an optical filtering of one sideband 

after intensity modulator is required [1, 10]. A SSB-OFDM generation at full data rate 

can be enabled using optical complex modulator, but sufficient guard band between 

an OFDM signal and optical carrier is still required [1, 10].     

The signal de-correlation is performed by splitting the channels into odd and even 

sub-channels with tunable cascaded dis-interleavers based on asymmetric Mach-

Zehnder interferometers (AMZI), with a FSR of 20 GHz. The even channels are 

subsequently passed through a de-correlation fibre patchcord, and then passively 

combined with the odd channels. The combined signals are then optically amplified 

with an EDFA which operates in constant power mode. At the receiver the desired 

channel is filtered with a narrow optical band-pass filter (OBPF). In field installations, 

an appropriate de-multiplexer would be used instead of a single optical filter. The 

filtered channel is detected by using a 10 GHz receiver that consists of an avalanche 

photodetector (APD) and an integrated trans-impedance amplifier (TIA). An APD 

based receiver provides better sensitivity compared to a PIN receiver, which can 

reduce the number of required optical amplifiers in the system, especially when 

transmission over optical fibre is performed. The received signal is captured with a 
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real time oscilloscope operating at 50 GSa/s. Digital processing of the received 

signal, and bit error rate (BER) calculations as a function of the received optical 

power, are performed offline using Matlab. 

 

3.2.1 Optical Frequency Comb Sources 

 

The optical multicarrier sources used in this work are shown in Figure 3.2. The optical 

frequency comb generated with an electro-optic phase modulator is obtained when 

the modulator is nonlinearly driven with a large-amplitude sinusoidal signal (~3Vπ), as 

depicted in Figure 3.2(a). A phase shifter is used to improve the flatness of the comb. 

As already stated in Chapter 2, the electro-optic modulation with a larger-amplitude 

RF signal promotes the generation of higher-order harmonics of the driving signal, 

conforming to Bessel functions [24]. The optical spectrum of the 10 GHz FSR comb 

generated by using a phase modulator (EO space, Vπ=5 V) is shown in Figure 3.2(d). 

A relatively flat optical comb with 7-8 comb lines within 3 dB flatness, and excellent 

OCNR (~68 dB) was obtained.  

An attractive alternative method for generating an optical frequency comb entails the 

gain switching of an externally injected DFB laser [25, 26]. Figure 3.2(b) shows the 

experimental setup of the externally injected GSCS. Gain switching is achieved by 

driving a slave laser diode (NEL DFB laser, Ith  12.5mA) with a large sinusoidal 

signal (24 dBm) at the desired frequency (10 GHz in this case), in combination with a 

DC bias current (~4Ith), while the laser is temperature controlled at 25°C. Additionally, 

a master laser (Furukawa integrated tunable DFB array) injects light into the slave 

laser via a polarisation controller and an optical circulator, and thereby transfers its 

characteristic optical linewidth to the individual modes of the comb [25]. The external 

light injection also reduces the RIN associated with each of the individual comb tones 

[27]. A polarisation controller is used to align the polarisation state of the injected light 

with the optical waveguide of the slave laser. The wavelength of the master laser is 

tuned to match the slave laser, and the injection power is set to approximately 4 dBm 

(measured at the output of the polarisation controller). The output of the externally 

injected gain switched DFB laser is subsequently analysed with the aid of a high 

resolution bandwidth (20 MHz) optical spectrum analyser, which is shown in Figure 

3.2(e). An optical comb with good flatness and higher number of comb tones (10-11 
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lines within 3 dB flatness), but with lower OCNR (~50dB) compared to the comb 

generated using the electro-optic modulation based comb, was obtained. 

 

Figure 3.2. (a) Electro-optic modulation based comb source; (b) Externally injected gain 
switched comb source; (c) Tunable mode-locked laser comb source; (d) Optical spectrum of 

electro-optic modulation based comb (20 MHz resolution bandwidth (RBW)); (e) Optical 
spectrum of GSCS (20 MHz RBW); (f) Optical spectrum of MLL (20 MHz RBW); SG: signal 
generator; CW: continues wave laser; DFB: distributed feedback laser; PC; polarisation 

controller. 

Conventionally, a semiconductor mode-locked laser is a popular candidate for such 

optical frequency comb generation [28]. A typical setup for optical comb generation by 

using a hybrid mode-locked laser is depicted in Figure 3.2(c), and it is achieved by 

applying a large amplified sinusoidal signal (about 23 dBm) at the predetermined 

frequency (10 GHz in this case) to the mode-locked laser which has a saturable 

absorber inside the cavity (u2t semiconductor MLL). The spectrum of the generated 

optical comb is shown in Figure 3.2(f). Compared to the electro-optical modulation 

based comb, and externally injected GSCS based comb, a significantly higher 

number of lines (~25 lines within 3 dB flatness) were generated, with an OCNR of ~50 

dB, but with a higher RIN on each comb line, as will be shown in the following section. 

 

3.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

 

The optical spectra for the three comb sources mentioned above, at different stages, 

are shown in Figure 3.3. The filtered comb tones from the electro-optical modulation 

based comb, externally injected GSCS and semiconductor MLL comb source are 
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shown in Figure 3.3(a)-(c) (measured at point A in Figure 3.1), whilst the signal after 

modulation (at point B in Figure 3.1) is presented in Figure 3.3(d)-(f). Figure 3.3(g)-(k) 

depicts one filtered channel at the receiver prior to detection (point C on Figure 3.1).  

The generated optical comb sources exhibit different levels of OCNR as can be 

observed from Figure 3.3(a), (b) and (c). Table 3.1 summarises the OCNRs for 

different channels of the three different optical comb sources (measured at the output 

of the optical comb source). The highest OCNR was obtained with the electro-optical 

modulation based comb, whilst the externally injected GSCS had marginally better 

OCNR than semiconductor MLL. The RIN of the optical comb sources employed is an 

important parameter as intensity noise is one of the limiting factors in IM/DD systems, 

such as SSB OFDM. Hence, RIN measurements of individually filtered comb lines 

were carried out as shown in Figure 3.4 and described in [29, 30]. The optical output 

of the device under test is passed through isolator and amplified using an EDFA. The 

individual lines are filtered and then coupled into high bandwidth photodetector (50 

GHz u2t photodiode). The received optical power during the measurement was ~ 1 

dBm. The voltage proportional to the generated photocurrent is measured via bias-tee 

and used for the estimation of the photodiode shot noise power. The electrical signal 

is then amplified and characterised with the aid of an electrical spectrum analyser 

(ESA). It is important to note that the same setup was used for the RIN 

measurements of single-mode laser diodes.  

The average linewidth values of each comb source are shown in Table 3.2. The 

optical linewidth is not a limiting parameter in short and medium reach directly 

detected OFDM systems operating at moderate data rates [31]. However, optical 

sources which have high linewidth usually possess significant RIN, and therefore 

optical linewidth can be used as an indicator of a RIN level.   

 
  

T
a
b
l
e
  

Table 3.1. Measured OCNR for different channels of the three different optical comb 
sources. 

 
EO modulator 

comb (dB) 
Externally injected 

GSCS (dB) 
Semiconductor MLL 

(dB) 

Ch1 66 53 49.5 

Ch4 69 51 50.5 

Ch6 67 49 50.5 

Ch7/Ch9 67 48.5 52 
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Figure 3.3. Filtered optical spectra of (a) electro-optical modulation based comb source, (b) 
externally injected GSCS and (c) semiconductor MLL comb source.  Optical spectra of the 

modulated (d) electro-optical modulation based comb source, (e) externally injected GSCS 
and (f) MLL comb source. Optical spectra of a filtered channel at the receiver prior to 

detection for (g) electro-optical modulation based comb source, (h) externally injected 
GSCS and (k) MLL comb source. The resolution bandwidth for the captured optical spectra 

is 20 MHz. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Experimental setup used for RIN measurements of optical multicarrier sources. 

The achieved results are shown in Figure 3.5, and the averaged RIN (DC – 3.5 GHz) 

for different channels of the different three comb sources is given in Table 3.2. 

Electro-optical modulation based comb has the lowest averaged RIN, followed by 
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externally injected GSCS. The effect of mode partition noise, which is a characteristic 

of semiconductor mode-locked lasers [32], causes the averaged RIN for individually 

filtered lines of the semiconductor MLL to have higher values compared to the other 

two optical comb sources. Each of the four filtered channels has a RIN of ~ – 116 

dB/Hz, whilst the averaged RIN (DC – 3.5GHz) for the all channels is ~ – 132 dB/Hz. 

 
EO modulator comb 

(dB/Hz) 
Externally injected 

GSCS (dB/Hz) 
Semiconductor MLL 

(dB/Hz) 

Ch1 –129 –127 – 116 

Ch4 –135 –123 – 116 

Ch6 –129 –123 – 116 

Ch7/Ch9 –129 –127 – 116 

Linewidth <100 kHz <100 kHz >60 MHz 
 

 Table 3.2. Measured average RIN (DC - 3.5GHz) for different channels of the three different 
optical comb sources. Measured average linewidth of each comb source. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Measured RIN versus frequency for (a) electro-optical modulation based comb; 
(b) externally injected gain switched comb; (c) semiconductor mode locked laser. 

The experimentally measured performances of the IM/DD SSB OFDM system, 

employing all three optical comb sources, are shown in Figure 3.6. The BER was 

measured by varying the received optical power with the aid of a variable optical 

attenuator (VOA). Results obtained show that the best performance in the IM/DD SSB 

OFDM system was achieved by using the electro-optical modulation based comb. 

This was followed by externally injected GSCS and semiconductor MLL respectively. 

The difference in performance can be explained by the different values of RIN and 

OCNRs for the comb sources under investigation. All three combs sources have the 

same sensitivity at the 7% FEC limit (4.4·10-3 [33, 34]), as system performance for 

low levels of received power was dominated by thermal and shot noise at the APD 

receiver. However, at the higher power levels, system performance was limited by the 

RIN and OCNR of the employed comb sources. The performance of the CW laser, 

which has averaged (DC - 3.5GHz) RIN=-141.5 dB/Hz and OCNR=76 dB (measured 
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at 20 MHz resolution bandwidth), is shown in Figure 3.6(a). The best performance 

and the lowest error floors, among optical comb sources, were obtained by using the 

electro-optical modulation based comb (Figure 3.6(a)). Channel 4 (Ch4) of the 

electro-optical modulation based comb, which has the lowest level of RIN (–135 

dB/Hz) and the highest OCNR (69 dB), has better performance compared to the other 

three channels. Ch6 and Ch7 have slightly better performance than Ch1 as they have 

a 1 dB higher OCNR, while the average RIN values are the same for all three 

channels.  

 

Figure 3.6. BER versus received optical power for (a) electro-optical modulation based 
comb; (b) externally injected gain switched comb; (c) semiconductor mode locked laser. 

The performance of the externally injected GSCS is shown in Figure 3.6(b). The 

results obtained show that Ch1, which has the highest OCNR (53 dB) and the lowest 

RIN (~ –127 dB/Hz), has the best performance. Although Ch7 has lower OCNR than 

Ch6, it has slightly better performance due to the lower RIN. In the case of the 

semiconductor MLL (Figure 3.6(c)), the measured penalty in performance (at the 

BER=7·10-5) between different channels is determined by the difference in OCNR 

between the channels, as all channels have approximately the same RIN. The best 

performing channel of the GSCS has a 1 dB higher OCNR than the best performing 

channel of the semiconductor MLL, but the penalty in performance of the MLL 

channel (at the BER=4.5·10-5) was around 3 dB due to the significantly lower RIN of 

the filtered GSCS carriers compared to the semiconductor MLL filtered carriers.  

The characterisation of carrier-to-signal ratio is performed to ensure that system is 

operating at the optimum point. The optimum CSR for employed gapless SSB-OFDM 

with PAPR ~12 dB was found to be around 11 dB, as shown in Figure 3.7 which 

presents BER values for different CSR levels for one filtered channel of 

semiconductor MLL. The measured optimum CSR level has good matching with the 

previously reported values [12]. The characterisation of the CSR was performed by 

changing the bandwidth and central wavelength of the narrow band optical filter used 
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to select the desired signal prior to photodetection. Therefore, the power of the carrier 

relative to the power of the signal was modified. IM/DD OFDM systems which 

incorporate guard band in between signal and carrier (Figure 3.8) to separate carrier-

signal (wanted products) and the signal-signal (unwanted products) beating products, 

have the optimum CSR of ~0 dB, i.e. same power of carrier and signal [35]. However, 

this condition is changed when the desired carrier-signal beating products overlap 

with the signal-signal beating products after photodetection, which is the case with 

gapless OFDM [35]. In this case carrier-signal beating products are larger than signal-

signal beating products due to the higher power of carrier compared to the signal, i.e. 

the high CSR provides that carrier-signal beating products are sufficiently larger than 

signal-signal beating products enabling gapless detection. 

 

Figure 3.7. BER versus carrier-to-noise ratio for one of the filtered channels of 
semiconductor MLL. 

Further investigation on the influence of the OCNR on the performance of the system 

was performed by loading white noise at the output of the semiconductor MLL source 

prior to the modulation (point A in Figure 3.1). Accordingly, the values of the OCNR 

were varied and the system performance was measured.  

 

Figure 3.8. Received optical spectrum (left) of IM/DD OFDM, its components (middle) and 
the results (right) of photodetection in the electrical domain. After [36]. 
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The obtained measurement results are given in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9(a) shows the 

performance of one channel filtered from the semiconductor MLL comb for a range of 

received optical power and different values of OCNR, whilst Figure 3.9(b) shows the 

measured penalty (at the maximum received power of -18 dBm) for four MLL 

channels for different values of OCNR, relative to the performance achieved with the 

maximum OCNR on each channel. Depending on the initial OCNR, the channels 

exhibit different penalties when OCNR is changed from initial level to OCNR=45 dB. 

Further changes in OCNR cause approximately the same penalties for all channels.  

 

Figure 3.9. (a) Measured BER versus received power for different values of OCNR of 
semiconductor MLL for Ch 6; (b) Measured penalty (at the maximum received power of -18 

dBm) for different values of OCNR relative to the maximum OCNR for each channel.  

 

3.4 Simulations 

 

The influence of RIN on the system performance was further investigated through 

simulations. The system setup shown in Figure 3.1 was simulated by using co-

simulations of Matlab and Virtual Photonics Incorporated Transmission Maker (VPI 

TM 9.0). The 12.5 Gb/s SSB OFDM signal was generated in Matlab and applied to 

VPI-TM by using a co-simulation interface. An optical multicarrier signal was 

generated (as in Figure 3.2(a)), modulated, de-correlated and detected in VPI-TM. 

After detection the signal was linked and analysed with Matlab. Optical spectra of the 

generated optical comb and the modulated optical signal (point B in Figure 3.1) are 

shown in Figure 3.10(a) and (b) respectively, whilst the obtained simulation results 

are illustrated in Figure 3.10(c). The BER was measured as a function of the received 

optical power and for different values of RIN of the one filtered channel from the 

optical multicarrier signal.  
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By setting the RIN to a specific value, the corresponding OCNR was obtained. The 

OCNR of the channel under investigation was ~ 51.5 dB for the case when the RIN 

was -110 dB/Hz, and gradually increased with a reduction in the RIN. For the case 

when the RIN was -150 dB/Hz, the OCNR was measured to be ~ 53.5 dB. However, 

the penalty in performance between the case with the lowest and highest RIN was 

around 7 dB (at the BER=1·10-4). Comparison of the experimental and simulation 

system performance results yielded excellent agreement between the two and is 

depicted in Figure 3.10(d). For instance, comparing the experimental result for Ch1 of 

the externally injected GSCS, which has a OCNR of 53 dB and a RIN = -127 dB/Hz, 

with the simulation result for the case when the OCNR ~ 53 dB and RIN = -130 

dB/Hz, shows that the performances are very similar (Figure 3.10(d) denoted by a 

square and a circle respectively)). Also, comparison of Ch9 of the semiconductor MLL 

experimental result (OCNR=52 dB, RIN= -116 dB/Hz) with the simulation result 

(OCNR=52 dB, RIN= -115 dB/Hz) also show that there is good agreement (denoted 

by a triangle and a diamond respectively). A comparison between certain simulation 

results obtained for the electro-optical modulation based comb source (Figure 3.2(a)) 

and experimental results for the GSCS and semiconductor MLL is relevant, as the 

simulation is performed for specified values of the parameters which determine the 

system performance, such as RIN and OCNR. 

 

Figure 3.10. Simulation results: (a) Optical spectra of the generated optical comb and (b) 
modulated optical signal; (c) BER versus received optical power for different values of RIN; 
(d) Comparison between experimental (black squares (CNR=53 dB, RIN ~-127 dB/Hz); blue 

triangles (CNR=52 dB, RIN~ -116 dB/Hz)) and simulation results (red circles (CNR=53 dB, 
RIN~ -130 dB/Hz); green diamonds (CNR=52 dB, RIN~ -115 dB/Hz)). 
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It can be observed from Figure 3.5 that the RIN has the highest values within the 

range from DC to 5 GHz. Therefore, if a spectral gap between the carrier and the 

OFDM signal is provided, such in the case of the offset OFDM [37], reduced penalty 

caused by the RIN can be expected. However, the occupied spectral bandwidth 

would be larger, and this could cause problems when filtering out one channel from 

the WDM signal, as the spectral separation between channels will be reduced.  

 

3.5  Conclusion 

 

Intensity modulated OFDM has recently been considered as a promising candidate 

for future access/regional networks due to advantages such as overcoming 

transmission impairments (such as chromatic and polarisation mode dispersion), high 

spectral efficiency, and relatively low cost. The analog optical systems, such as 

gapless IM/DD SSB-OFDM, are vulnerable to optical noise. Therefore, such systems 

are sensitive to relative intensity noise and carrier-to-noise ratio of the optical source 

used, which significantly impacts the possibility of employing optical multicarrier 

sources. In this work, the performances of three different multicarrier optical sources 

in an IM/DD SSB OFDM system are investigated and compared. The RIN and OCNR 

of the electro-optical modulation based comb, externally injected GSCS and 

semiconductor MLL have been characterised, and their influence on the performance 

of IM/DD SSB OFDM system investigated. The results obtained show significant 

performance dependence of the investigated system on RIN and OCNR levels of the 

multicarrier optical source employed. Furthermore, through experimentation and 

simulations we determine the values of RIN and OCNR sufficient for satisfactory 

system operation, and it is also shown that optical multicarrier sources with low 

relative intensity noise and high carrier-to-noise ratio levels can assure very good 

performance of the system.  

This work is further expanded in the next chapter, where the MLL source has been 

employed in an optical access network as an optical multicarrier transmitter. Also, a 

comparison in performance of SOA and EDFA amplified IM/DD SSB-OFDM systems 

is presented. 
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Chapter 4 

 

4 Optical Multicarrier based IM/DD 

DWDM-SSB-OFDM Access Networks with 

SOAs for Power Budget Extension  

 

Multicarrier optical sources offer a number of advantages over laser arrays such as 

constant frequency separation between optical carriers, tuneable FSR and central 

wavelength (not provided by all comb sources) and the possibility to reduce 

component count and power consumption at the optical transmitters. However, the 

critical parameter of optical multicarrier sources is power per line. Therefore, an 

amplification of optical multicarrier signals is required at the transmitter side to enable 

sufficient power per line. The amplification of optical multicarrier signals is typically 

performed by EDFAs. However, the use of SOAs in such systems can be an 

attractive alternative primarily due to the possibilities for significant cost, power 

consumption and footprint reduction via integration.  

In this chapter, an experimental demonstration of the use of SOAs in spectrally-

efficient, intensity modulated and directly detected DWDM-SSB-OFDM passive 

optical network, for the simultaneous amplification of optical multicarrier OFDM 

signals using a single SOA is presented. Furthermore, the system performance is 

compared to a scenario when an EDFA is used instead of a SOA as an optical power 

budget extender. The performance comparison with an EDFA shows that a ~4 dB 

penalty is incurred when the SOA is used, at the maximum received power though 

there is negligible extra penalty when operating at the FEC limit. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Although OFDM modulation has been used in commercially available solutions for 

wireless (WiFi, WiMax) [1] and wired (DSL) [2] communications for more than a 

decade, it became part of research in optical communications around 2006 [2-5]. 
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However, OFDM gained significant interest amongst the research community and in a 

few years a number of proposals and field trials proved that OFDM can be considered 

as an attractive solution in optical access networks [6-10]. Operator demands for 

increased data rate per user and simple upgradability has further accelerated 

research on the deployment of OFDM systems for passive optical networks. As 

previously mentioned in Chapter 1, PONs consist of optical line terminal (OLT) (i.e. 

central office), remote node and optical network units connected by optical fibre. The 

traffic in direction from OLT towards ONUs is denoted as downstream (DS), whilst the 

traffic in the opposite direction (from ONUs towards OLT) is known as upstream (US) 

traffic. Various solutions incorporating OFDM for both DS and/or US signals have 

been proposed based on the user requirements, such as using a single OFDM 

subcarrier per user to assigning a specific wavelength to each user [6]. Figure 4.1 

illustrates a single wavelength optical access OFDM PON architecture which uses 

OFDM subcarriers for delivery of arbitrary signals, and therefore enables 

heterogeneous service [6]. 

 

Figure 4.1. Single-wavelength optical OFDMA-PON architecture for delivery of arbitrary 
signals. After [6] 

Additionally, reduction of the development cost of access networks is an important 

factor, and it has been shown that an increase in the optical budget dedicated to the 

splitting ratio and/or the reach, would enable the evolution of future access and 

metropolitan networks with an optimum number of central offices for any aggregated 

access traffic [11]. In recent works, optical amplification based on EDFAs and/or 

SOAs has been reported as a solution to increase the optical budget of optical access 

networks [12]. EDFAs are predominantly used in WDM-PONs for the simultaneous 

amplification of multiple OFDM signals. However, the use of SOAs in such systems 

can be an attractive alternative primarily due to the possibilities for significant cost 
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and footprint reduction via integration. Due, in part, to the high PAPR of OFDM 

signals, transmission performance can be degraded by the nonlinear properties of 

SOAs [13]. Hence, a detailed characterisation of an SOA and its impact on system 

performance is paramount. Recent experimental works on employment of SOAs in 

both directly and coherently detected OFDM systems have been limited to single 

channel systems [12, 13]. However, a numerical study on the employment of SOAs 

for simultaneous amplification of multiple OFDM channels was recently proposed 

[14], where an optical multicarrier signal was generated by using a bank of lasers at 

the transmitter. The simulation results indicated that DS transmission of OFDM 

signals with QPSK modulation format on each subcarrier, and power budget for a 64 

split was feasible, but with significant penalty in performance compared to the case 

when an EDFA is used [14].  

In this chapter, an experimental demonstration of the use of SOAs in spectrally 

efficient intensity modulated and directly detected DWDM-SSB-OFDM-PONs for the 

simultaneous amplification of multiple OFDM channels using a single SOA, is 

presented. The characterisation of the SOA used and full system performance 

analysis is presented. The DS signal consists of 10×12.5 Gb/s SSB-OFDM, with 16 

QAM format on each OFDM subcarrier, whilst the US consists of 10×2.5 Gb/s NRZ-

OOK signals. The attained power budget enables a 128 split per wavelength after the 

remote node and the potential to transmit over 100 km of standard single mode fibre. 

Furthermore, the system performance is compared to a scenario when an EDFA is 

used instead of a SOA as an optical power budget extender. The aspect of spectral 

efficiency is considered, as the DS signal is SSB-OFDM, and additionally, the US 

signals are interleaved in-between DS signals. 

 

4.2 Experimental Setup 

 

The schematic of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. The downstream 

part of the central office consists of an optical multi-tone source, which consists of an 

optical frequency comb source, a tunable optical filter (to filter enough optical carriers 

for the desired number of channels) and an EDFA to overcome the loss of the filter. 

The OFCS is based on a mode-locked laser whose spectral output consists of about 

40 tones spaced by 10 GHz, which exhibit a spectral flatness of 10 dB. The spectral 

output of the optical multi-tone source consists of 10 tones spaced by 10 GHz with a 
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spectral flatness of 3 dB. In field installations, the generated comb lines would be 

separated by an arrayed waveguide grating and each individual channel would be 

modulated independently, as shown in Figure 4.2. However, due to the unavailability 

of densely spaced AWGs, in this experiment all 10 comb tones are modulated by a 

single dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator. The DD-MZM is biased at the quadrature 

point and then modulated with a SSB OFDM signal waveform derived from an 

arbitrary waveform generator. The detailed analytical derivation of the SSB OFDM 

signal waveform is presented in the previous chapter, Section 3.2. The 12.5 Gb/s 

SSB OFDM signal is composed of 80 subcarriers with 16-QAM modulation format 

imposed on each subcarrier at an OFDM symbol rate of 39.06 MHz. The total 

bandwidth of the OFDM signal is about 3 GHz. Signal decorrelation is performed by 

splitting channels into odd and even sub-channels with the aid of asymmetric Mach 

Zehnder interferometers, with a FSR of 20 GHz. The 5 even channels are 

subsequently passed through a de-correlation fibre patchcord, and then passively re-

combined with the 5 odd channels. The decorrelated DS channels are then optically 

amplified with an EDFA (~10 dBm average optical power), prior to being launched 

into a 50 km reel of SSMF.  

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic of the proposed WDM-SSB-OFDM-PON system with an optical 
multicarrier transmitter and a SOA amplification at the remote node. IM - intensity 

modulator; AWG - arrayed waveguide grating; OBPF - optical band-pass filter; VOA – 
variable optical attenuator; APD - avalanche photodetector; OOK – On-off Keying; BERT - 

bit error rate tester. 

At the remote node the DS signal is first amplified by the SOA (Kamelian), and then 

the desired channel is filtered with a narrow optical band-pass filter. In a practical 

scenario (Figure 4.2), an appropriate AWG would be used to send the required 

channel to a specific ONU, instead of tunable optical filters. Depending on system 
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requirements, a single wavelength can be dedicated per user, or further divided 

among users [6]. The filtered channel is detected within the optical network unit using 

a 10 GHz receiver that consists of an avalanche photodetector and an integrated 

trans-impedance amplifier. The received signal is captured with a real time 

oscilloscope operating at 50 GSa/s. Digital processing of the received signal and BER 

calculations are performed offline using Matlab. 

For the US signal, a 2.5 Gb/s NRZ-OOK signal is generated within each ONU by 

modulating a tunable laser output with an intensity modulator driven by a 215-1 

pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) from the pulse pattern generator (PPG). In 

field installations, US signals would be combined at the remote node by an AWG and 

launched back towards the CO. A TDM protocol may be implemented to handle the 

US data from all the users at the same wavelength [15]. The US signal is separated 

from the DS signal at the CO with the aid of an optical circulator and then amplified by 

a two stage optical pre-amplifier. The desired channel is filtered by a wavelength 

selective switch and detected by using a 10 GHz PIN receiver with an integrated TIA. 

The performance of the DS and US channels are evaluated by measuring the BER as 

a function of received optical power. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

The SOA used was initially characterised in terms of system performance as a 

function of bias current and input optical power, as shown in Figure 4.3. For the fixed 

input optical power of -15 dBm, the results obtained show slight dependence of the 

system performance on bias current (see Figure 4.3(a)). The best performance was 

obtained for bias currents higher than 200 mA, due to the better OCNR (more power 

in the signal) due to the larger SOA gain for higher bias currents. Investigation on 

dependence of the system performance on input optical power show that the best 

performance was obtained for the input optical power of -15 dBm, at a bias current of 

240 mA, for the SSB-OFDM signal with PAPR ~ 12 dB. Furthermore, the bias current 

of 240 mA provides the highest output optical power ~10 dBm, and therefore the 

biggest power budget. The system performance was limited by SOA nonlinearities for 

higher input optical powers and by amplified spontaneous emission noise for lower 

input powers [13] (see Figure 4.3(b)). It is important to emphasise that the optimum 

value for input optical power was selected after detailed investigation of the influence 
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of input optical power and bias current on the system performance (two parameters 

that simultaneously determine the system performance).  

  

Figure 4.3. SOA characterization as a function of (a) bias current for fixed input optical 
power of -15 dBm and (b) input optical power for fixed bias current of 240 mA. 

The performance of the DS signal in B2B case and after 50 km of SSMF and SOA 

amplification at the RN is shown in Figure 4.4. The penalty after transmission over 50 

km SSMF compared to the B2B case is less than 1 dB power penalty at a 7% FEC 

limit (BER=4.4∙10-3), for all channels. Evidently, effects of transmission impairments 

on the proposed system are very low. This is partially due to the fact that dispersive 

fading is negligible for SSB OFDM signals. Furthermore, the optical launch power (12 

dBm) into the fibre is controlled in order to avoid significant non-linear distortions. 

Slight differences in performance between DS channels can be associated to the 

difference in the OCNR of the optical multicarrier source lines. As shown in the 

previous chapter, all MLL optical carriers exhibit very similar RIN. Optical spectra of 

the DS signal at different stages are shown as insets in Figure 4.2. Insets in Figure 

4.4 show the obtained constellation diagrams for one of the DS channels in B2B and 

after 50 km transmission scenarios. The obtained power budget (between the AWG 

at the RN and a VOA at the ONU) dedicated for splitting and “last mile” transmission 

was 26 dB, enabling a 128 split per wavelength at the FEC limit (Figure 4.4(b)). As 

the optimum input power into the SOA was -15 dBm, the launched optical power into 

the fibre (10 dBm) would suffice to extend the transmission reach up to 100 km, as 

dispersion will not degrade performance. The DS transmission over ~90 km of SSMF 

without in-line amplification was successfully demonstrated as well [16], as shown in 

Figure 4.5. Note that the obtained performance after 90 km of SSMF is measured at 

the received power of -28 dBm [16].  
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Figure 4.4. Measured bit error rate for (a) back-to-back and (b) after 50 km transmission.  

 

Figure 4.5. Measured bit error rate for all 10 channels after 87 km transmission. 

The performance of the selected US channels are given in Figure 4.6. All US 

channels have similar performance. Inset in Figure 4.6 show the obtained eye 

diagram of the received US signal. Good sensitivity for the US signal is enabled by 

optically pre-amplified receiver. Also, for the data rate of 2.5 Gb/s, dispersion is not a 

limiting factor which allows transmission over 100 km of SSMF without CD 

compensation. Furthermore, the launched power of the US signal was around -2.5 

dBm per channel which was not sufficient to excite non-linear effects in the fibre. 

Optical spectra of US signal at different stages are shown as insets in Figure 4.2.  

The spectral efficiency of the system is also optimised, as the US data is placed in the 

spectral gap between DS channels which can be seen on the inset (d) in Figure 4.2. 

Even though the frequency separation between DS and US signals is very low and 

the signals almost “overlap”, the effect of back scattering is negligible. The measured 

penalty in performance of selected channels is less than 0.5 dB at the FEC limit, 

relative to the case when the DS signal is not transmitted. 
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Figure 4.6. BER versus received optical power for upstream 2.5 Gb/s NRZ OOK channels. 

Figure 4.7 shows the performance comparison of the EDFA and the SOA in the 

DWDM-SSB-OFDM-PON system, in a B2B scenario, when they are used at the RN. 

Results obtained show a ~4 dB improvement in performance when the EDFA is used 

instead of the SOA, at the maximum received power. The noise figure of EDFA was     

~ 4.5 dB, whilst the noise figure of the SOA was ~ 6 dB. The additional penalty in 

performance is due to the higher nonlinear interactions in a SOA compared to an 

EDFA. Also, the EDFA used enables a 6 dB increase in the power budget as the 

maximum output power was 16 dBm, compared to 10 dBm in the case of SOA. 

However, at the 7% FEC limit, the penalty in performance when using the SOA is 

negligible. Even though the EDFA provides better system performance and a higher 

power budget, the SOA reduces the complexity and cost of the overall system, with 

the potential for integration. The results obtained show the possibility to use an SOA 

as a power budget extender at the RN and/or booster amplifier at the CO. 

 

Figure 4.7. BER versus received optical power B2B performance comparison between the 
EDFA and SOA. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 

The use of a single SOA for simultaneous amplification of optical multicarrier OFDM 

signals in a DWDM PON was proposed with experimental demonstration of 10×12.5 

Gb/s SSB-OFDM DS signals and 10×2.5 Gb/s NRZ-OOK US signals. Furthermore, 

the performance comparison with an EDFA shows that a ~4 dB penalty is incurred 

when the SOA is used, at the maximum received power though there is negligible 

extra penalty when operating at the 7% FEC limit. However, as a simple and cost 

effective solution, with the potential for integration, the use of an SOA as a power 

budget extender at the RN and/or booster amplifier at the CO in IM/DD WDM-SSB-

OFDM-PONs is an attractive solution. Additionally, the proposed system, 

incorporating an SOA at the RN, enables a 128 passive split. The spectrally efficiency 

of the system is also optimised, and the effect of back scattering is avoided, as the 

US data is placed in the spectral gap between DS channels.         

The use of semiconductor MLLs (Quantum Dash lasers) and IM/DD SSB-OFDM 

modulation scheme for data centre interconnects is covered in the next chapter. High 

capacity interconnects (400 Gb/s, 1 Tb/s, 2 Tb/s and 4 Tb/s) have been enabled by 

using certain Q-Dash MLLs. The results presented in Chapter 3 on the influence of 

RIN on the performance of IM/DD SSB-OFDM systems have been confirmed in the 

next chapter after detailed investigation on the influence of RIN on OFDM subcarriers.  
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Chapter 5 

 

5 Quantum Dash Mode-Locked Lasers for 

Data Centre Applications 

 

The last decade has witnessed the rise of social networks, video-on demand and 

mobile based services and many more trends all leading to the building of hundreds 

of data centres around the world. The global scale of data centre databases and 

networks have created the need for large amounts of data to be transported between 

the various geographic sites. As data centres have continued to grow in size and 

number, the requirement for solutions which will enable economical and sustainable 

scaling of the data centres has arisen. The main drawbacks of the current data 

centres are high power consumption of switches and routers, and mismatch in 

bandwidth performance between the core and edge network which introduces 

significant latency. Integrated optical interconnects are considered as a potential 

solution to enable high throughput, reduce the size of modules, overall power 

consumption and latency. 

In this chapter, high capacity data centre interconnects based on a single laser 

source, are investigated. An experimental demonstration of high capacity WDM 

transmission (400 Gb/s, 1 Tb/s, 2 Tb/s and 4 Tb/s) for interconnect applications within 

and between data centres based on Quantum Dash passively mode-locked lasers is 

presented. Inherent characteristics of Q-Dash passively mode-locked lasers, such as 

RIN and OCNR, have been analysed in detail. Furthermore, the effect of the RIN 

spectrum on the system performance by examining the error-vector magnitude of 

OFDM subcarriers over the desired frequency range is investigated. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

An exponential increase in the amount of network traffic due to cloud computing and 

other emerging web applications has created the need for more powerful data centres 

[1, 2]. WDM optical interconnects employing arrays of independent oscillators as 
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optical sources are gaining significant attention as a promising solution offering high 

throughput, reduced latency and power consumption [1-4]. Integrated interconnect 

solutions which often incorporate strong confinement microphotonic devices are 

typically polarisation sensitive [5], and the simplest solution is to encode data on only 

a single polarisation of light. Furthermore, transmission links within data centres are 

anticipated to be no longer than 2 km and therefore performance specifications for the 

optical transceivers within the data centre are significantly relaxed, compared to long-

haul transceivers, allowing for a lower cost per module. For example, shorter 

transmission distances will reduce the penalty due to RIN, and transmitter lasers used 

in data centre interconnects will potentially adopt the IEEE standards which tolerate 

higher values of RIN (e.g. 802.3 GBase standard which tolerates -125 dB/Hz of RIN) 

[6]. Slightly more stringent RIN requirements can be expected for interconnect 

applications between data centres, where optical links are typically no longer than 80 

km [6-8]. The requirements for reduced network complexity and a cost-effective 

approach cannot be fulfilled by simple scaling based on current optical technology 

within the data centres. Data centre operators will require much higher density optical 

interfaces that offer scalability from tens or hundreds of gigabits per second, to 

terabits per second [4, 9]. Integrated laser arrays, e.g. vertical cavity surface emitting 

laser (VCSEL) arrays, are typically used to meet data centre operators’ requirements 

regarding scaling network capacity [10, 11]. Nevertheless, several limitations due to 

the practical implementation of parallel VCSEL arrays occur, such as imperfect 

alignment with embedded lensed arrays, e.g. smile error, when increasing the 

number of oscillators. An attractive alternative in developing WDM data centre 

interconnect solutions is based on a single multi-channel laser source [4, 9]. 

In this work, the WDM transmission with capacities higher than 400 Gb/s, 1 Tb/s and 

2 Tb/s, have been demonstrated. Also, the possibility of obtaining a capacity greater 

than 4 Tb/s for interconnect applications within and between data centres based on a 

single laser source is considered. The Quantum Dash passively mode-locked lasers 

[12], grown on an S-doped (001) InP substrate with an active region composed of 

nine layers of InAs Q-Dashes separated by InGaAsP barriers, were used for the 

generation of a large number of carriers, enabling high data rate transmission. The 

lasers exhibit the characteristic square-shaped emission spectra [12-14], with a 

spectral bandwidth in excess of 1.7 THz, and free spectral ranges of 82.8, 44.7, 22.7 

and 10.2 GHz. The system performance was investigated for propagation distances 

of 3 km and 50 km of SSMF indicating its potential for data centre applications. The 

RIN of all devices was studied extensively, and was found to be sufficiently low for the 
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desired application. In reaching interconnect capacities in excess of 2 Tb/s, and 

showing the possibility of further increasing to more than 4 Tb/s, this work represents 

a considerable improvement in transmission capacity for Q-Dash based comb 

sources, with previous work achieving a capacity of 504 Gb/s (9 channels  56 Gb/s) 

[15]. The effect of the RIN spectrum on the system performance by examining the 

EVM of OFDM subcarriers over the desired frequency range is investigated as well. 

 

5.2 Envisioned Fully Integrated Solution  

 

The vision of a future chip-scale terabit-per-second optical interconnect transceiver 

incorporating the mode-locked lasers used in this work is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The 

envisaged transmitters and receivers consist of a multi-chip assembly, with single-

mode photonic wire bonds connecting the individual chips, for example described in 

[16]. In contrast to monolithic integration, this hybrid approach allows for the 

combination of different photonic integration platforms: a Q-Dash laser can be 

realised using III–V semiconductors [12], and ring resonator filters, used for 

separation of optical carriers, could be made in silicon [9, 17]. 

 

Figure 5.1. Illustration of chip-scale terabit-per-second interconnect transmitters and 
receivers. (a) A transmitter based on passive splitting and parallel ring-resonator structure 

for filtering of optical carriers. The filtered carriers are individually modulated and 
passively combined. (b) A receiver based on passive splitting and parallel ring-resonator 

structure for demultiplexing of optical carriers. Demultiplexed carriers are detected using 
direct detection receiver, for example an APD (c) A transmitter based on serial ring-

resonator structure. (d) A receiver based on serial ring-resonator structure for 
demultiplexing of optical carriers.    

The use of advanced modulation formats can increase the achievable channel bit rate 

from a given transmitter bandwidth beyond that of a directly modulated laser using 
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OOK signalling, but requires the use of external modulators. Here suitable external 

modulator structures could be fabricated with a silicon-on-insulator process [18].  

The optical carriers generated by the Q-Dash PMLL are demultiplexed using ring-

resonator filters, which can be assorted in a parallel or serial manner, as shown in 

Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(c) respectively. A feedback loop might be used to ensure 

the alignment of tunable ring-resonator filters and emission wavelength of the Q-Dash 

PMLL. Due to the size constraints, EDFAs are not used within current data centres, 

and therefore integrated SOAs can be used to compensate for losses within the 

hybrid photonic integrated chip. The SOAs could be fabricated on the same III-V 

platform that is used for the Q-Dash source [12, 19]. Filtered and amplified carriers 

are individually modulated on a transmitter chip. At the receiver side optical carriers 

are demultiplexed using a similar ring-resonator filter structure, which can be 

arranged in a parallel or serial manner (Figure 5.1(b), and Figure 1.5(d)), like at the 

transmitter, detected using a direct detection receiver, for example an APD. 

 

5.3 Q-Dash Devices and Characterisation 

  

The devices used in these transmission experiments were single-section Q-Dash 

based lasers. The devices were grown by a gas source molecular beam epitaxy 

(GSMBE) on an S-doped (001) InP substrate. The active region consists of nine 

layers of InAs Q-Dashes separated by InGaAsP barriers. This design provides a low 

optical confinement factor, resulting in a reduced impact of spontaneous emission on 

the amplitude and phase noise of the laser longitudinal modes [12]. Because of the 

lower coupling of amplified spontaneous emission to the lasing modes in Q-Dash 

structures, the intensity noise at frequencies around that of the carrier may be lower 

compared to Quantum Well (Q-Well) structures. These buried-ridge stripe waveguide 

devices were processed with a ridge width of 1.5 m. The as-cleaved lasers used 

here have a total length of 550, 950, 1870 and 4000 µm, corresponding to repetition 

frequencies, hence channel mode spacings, of 82.8 GHz, 44.7 GHz, 22.7 GHz and 

10.2 GHz, respectively. All lasers were temperature controlled throughout the 

measurements at 25°C using a thermoelectric cooler module, which had an accuracy 

of ±0.1°C. When biased with a single current source (here, 300 mA for the 82.8 GHz 

Q-Dash laser, 380 mA for the 44.7 GHz Q-Dash laser, 350 mA for the 22.7 GHz Q-

Dash laser and 500 mA for the 10.2 GHz Q-Dash laser), all lasers exhibited square- 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Optical spectrum of 82.2 GHz Q-Dash PMLL (Resolution bandwidth (RBW) 
was 0.02nm), and detected RF linewidth (inset), (b) RIN for selected filtered modes and all 
modes. Figure 5.2 (c-d), (e-f) and (g-h) show the same results as (a-b), but for the Q-Dash 

PMLL with 44.7, 22.7 and 10.2 GHz mode spacing, respectively. 
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shaped emission spectra with a spectral bandwidth in excess of 1.7 THz, as shown in 

Figure 5.2(a), (c), (e) and (g). The applied bias currents provided an average power in 

fibre of 6-8 dBm. The detected RF spectra for the three devices are shown as insets 

in Figure 2(a), (c), (e) and (g). The measured RF linewidths for the 82.8, 44.7, 22.7 

and 10.2 GHz Q-Dash lasers have values of 20 kHz, 90 kHz, 200 kHz and 60 kHz, 

respectively, indicating strong passive mode-locking [20]. The optical linewidth for 

each wavelength channel, measured for all devices using the delayed self-heterodyne 

technique, was found to be on the order of 10 to 20 MHz. 

Characterisation of the amplitude noise is critically important as semiconductor mode-

locked lasers can exhibit significant mode-partition noise (MPN) [21], which could 

impair system performance [22]. The RIN of the 82.8, 44.7 and 22.7 GHz Q-Dash 

devices was determined for each individual spectral mode (16 selected modes for the 

82.8 GHz laser; 40 modes for the 44.7 GHz laser; 80 modes for the 22.7 GHz laser) 

and also for the entire emission spectrum. Additionally, the RIN of the 10.2 GHz laser 

was determined for several selected modes, and also for the entire emission 

spectrum. Measured RIN spectra are shown in Figure 5.2(b), (d), (f) and (h), and in all 

cases the individual spectral modes possess considerable intensity noise at 

frequencies below 2 GHz, but lower intensity noise at higher frequencies. However, 

the measured RIN of the entire emission spectrum is very low over the entire 

frequency range. This disparity indicates the presence of MPN in these devices. A 

decrease in OCNR is observed for the devices with lower free-spectral ranges 

because for the same spectrum full width at half maximum (FWHM), and for the same 

power coupled in the fibre (6-8 dBm), a larger number of modes were generated by 

longer devices. However, OCNR values of the comb lines used for data transmission 

experiments (in excess of 38 dB for the 10.2 GHz laser, 43 dB for the 22.7 GHz laser, 

45 dB for the 44.7 GHz laser and 50 dB for 82.8 GHz laser) have been measured 

using a high-resolution (resolution bandwidth (RBW) = 1.44 pm) optical spectrum 

analyser, indicating suitable performance for IM/DD OFDM transmission [22]. 

 

5.4 Experimental Setup 

 

The experimental setup for the IM/DD SSB OFDM system is shown in Figure 5.3. The 

optical multi-tone source at the transmitter consisted of a Q-Dash PMLL, an EDFA 

and a programmable optical filter (Waveshaper (WS)) to select the desired number of 
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channels. The spectral output from the optical multicarrier source consisted of 

between 16-160 tones (based on the Q-Dash PMLL used). In field installations, the 

generated comb lines would be separated by a de-multiplexer and each individual 

channel would be modulated independently. In this experiment all filtered comb lines 

were modulated by a single dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator. The DD-MZM was 

biased at the quadrature point and then used to modulate the selected comb lines 

with an amplified SSB OFDM signal waveform generated from an arbitrary waveform 

generator  (Tektronix AWG70002A) operating at 25 GSa/s. The detailed analytical 

derivation of the implemented SSB OFDM signal waveforms is given in Chapter 3. 

Depending on the assumed FEC with 7 or 20% overheads, SSB OFDM signals with 

raw data rates of either 28.2 Gb/s or 33.6 Gb/s were used, respectively. The 28.2 

Gb/s SSB OFDM signal was composed of 72 subcarriers, whilst the 33.6 Gb/s SSB 

OFDM signal consisted of 86 subcarriers. 16-QAM modulation was applied on each 

subcarrier, and the OFDM symbol rate was 97.65 MHz. The cyclic prefix occupied 

6.25% of the IFFT size (which had 256 inputs), and the peak-to-average power ratios 

of the signals were about 11.5 dB. The total bandwidth of the 28.2 Gb/s signal was 

about 7 GHz, whilst the 33.6 Gb/s signal had a bandwidth of 8.3 GHz. An additional 

frequency offset of 800 MHz from the carrier frequency was applied, so the highest 

frequency component of the modulated signal was 7.8 GHz for the 28.2 Gb/s signal 

and 9.1 GHz for the 33.6 Gb/s signal. The offset was incorporated to avoid the 

strongest components of harmful signal-signal beating, characteristic for IM/DD 

OFDM systems [23, 24]. 

 

Figure 5.3. Schematic of the Q-Dash Terabit/s transmitter (Tx) which employs IM, and DD 
based receiver (Rx). Inset depicts part of the optical spectrum of the transmitted signal, 

showing SSB-OFDM modulation. Waveshaper (WS); Optical Band-Pass Filter (OBPF); 
Polarisation Controller (PC); Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG); Asymmetric Mach 

Zehnder Interferometer (AMZI); Data Amplifiers (DATA AMPs) (JDS Uniphase H301-1210); 
Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier (EDFA); Variable Optical Attenuator (VOA); Real Time 

Oscilloscope (RTO). 

The WDM signal was de-correlated using an odd and even configuration with tunable 

cascaded dis-interleavers based on asymmetric Mach Zehnder interferometers. This 
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is a fair method of de-correlation as channel separations are larger than the 

bandwidth of the signals, thereby eliminating any performance penalty due to linear 

crosstalk [25]. The even channels were subsequently passed through a de-correlation 

fibre patchcord, and then passively combined with the odd channels. The de-

correlated signals were then transmitted over 3 and 50 km of SSMF. For the case 

when the signal was transmitted over 50 km of SSMF, an additional EDFA was used 

to amplify the combined signals prior to launching the signal into the fibre. At the 

receiver side, the selected channels were filtered with the first tunable optical band-

pass filter prior to being amplified by the receiver EDFA. After amplification, the 

desired channel was filtered with a narrow tunable OBPF. The filtered channel was 

detected using a 10 GHz receiver that consists of a PIN photodetector and an 

integrated trans-impedance amplifier. An avalanche photodetector based receiver 

provides significantly better sensitivity compared to a PIN receiver. Therefore, if an 

APD were used instead of the PIN, the EDFA at the receiver side would not be 

required. However, due to the bandwidth limitation of our APD, a PIN receiver is used 

in this experiment. The received signal was captured with a real time oscilloscope 

operating at 50 GSa/s. Digital processing of the received signal, and BER 

calculations, were performed offline using Matlab. 

 

5.5 Results 

 

The obtained experimental results are shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4(a)-(c) show the 

results for the Q-Dash PMLL with 82.8 GHz FSR, whilst Figure 5.4(d)-(f) show results 

for the Q-Dash PMLL with 44.7 GHz FSR. Next, Figure 5.4(g)-(i) show results for the 

Q-Dash PMLL with 22.7 GHz FSR, and finally, Figure 5.4 (j)-(l) present the results for 

the Q-Dash PMLL with 10.2 GHz FSR.  

The filtered 16 channels from the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, which exhibit flatness of ~ 

4 dB, are shown in Figure 5.4(a). The corresponding OCNR, measured prior to 

amplification at the optical multi-tone source (see Figure 5.3), for all comb lines that 

were used for the data transmission experiments is found to be greater than 50 dB 

(RBW=1.44 pm) - owing to the relatively high output power distributed among the 

small number of modes. Channel performance was determined using BER 

measurements (for the received optical power of ~0 dBm), and results obtained for 

the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL are given in Figure 5.4(b).  
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Figure 5.4. a) Optical spectrum of filtered Q-Dash PMLL with 82.8 GHz channel spacing 
(RBW=0.02 nm), (b) measured BER for each channel, after transmission over 3 and 50 km of 

SSMF, (c) the measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for all modes; Inset: measured 
constellation diagram for the middle channel after 3 km of SSMF. Figure 5.4 (d-f) and (g-i) 

show the same results as (a-c), but for the Q-Dash PMLL with 44.7 GHz and 22.7 GHz 
channel spacing. i) Optical spectrum of filtered Q-Dash PMLL with 10.2 GHz channel spacing 

(RBW=0.02 nm), (b) measured BER for selected channels, after transmission over 3 km of 
SSMF, (c) the measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for selected modes; Inset: measured 

constellation diagram for the middle channel after 3 km of SSMF. 
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After transmission over 3 km of SSMF, all channels exhibit performance below the 

7% FEC limit (BER=410-3), whilst after transmission over 50 km all channels had 

performance better than the 20% FEC limit (BER=1.610-2). The performance after 

transmission over 50 km exhibits degradation, compared to the case when the signal 

was transmitted over 3 km of SSMF, which can be attributed to the significant 

nonlinear phase shifts among OFDM subcarriers, introduced by the data amplifiers 

used after the AWG to drive the DD-MZM [26, 27]. This, coupled with a large amount 

of dispersion, causes penalties as the linear equaliser cannot properly compensate 

for this effect. The best achievable performance for the test bed, obtained using the 

external cavity laser (ECL, Emcore ITLA module), gives BER=110-6 after 3 km, and 

BER=1.510-3 after transmission over 50 km of SSMF. The wavelength of the ECL 

used was 1545 nm and its OCNR was around 70 dB (RBW=1.44 pm). Figure 5.4(c) 

shows the measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for all 16 channels. RIN 

measurements of individually filtered comb lines were carried out as described in 

Chapter 3, and the received optical power during the measurements was ~ 1 dBm. 

The measured average RIN values for 82.8 GHz PMLL were in the range from           

-131 dB/Hz to -134 dB/Hz. The total measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for all 

channels was -144.2 dB/Hz. The measured constellation diagram (of all OFDM 

subcarriers) for channel 8 after 3 km of SSMF is shown as inset in Figure 5.4(c). 

Degradation in performance can be observed when moving from higher wavelength 

channels towards the lower wavelength channels, and the degradation is due to the 

reduction of the OCNR and increase of the RIN [22]. The aggregate raw capacities 

achieved with the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL were 451.2 Gb/s (1628.2 Gb/s IM/DD 

SSB OFDM) after transmission over 3 km (7% FEC), and 537.6 Gb/s (1633.6 Gb/s 

IM/DD SSB OFDM) after transmission over 50 km (20% FEC). 

The 40 filtered channels from the 44.7 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, which exhibit a flatness of 

~ 6 dB, are shown in Figure 5.4(d). The OCNR measured prior to amplification for all 

comb lines that were used for the data transmission experiments is found to be 

greater than 45 dB (RBW=1.44 pm). The BER values obtained for the 44.7 GHz Q-

Dash PMLL are given in Figure 5.4(e). All channels exhibit performance far below the 

7% FEC limit after transmission over 3 km of SSMF. Furthermore, all channels have 

performance below the 20% FEC limit after transmission over 50 km. Similar to the 

case where the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL was used, the trend of reduced OCNR and 

increased RIN, when moving from higher wavelength channels towards lower ones, 

caused a degradation in performance. Figure 5.4(f) shows the measured average RIN 
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(DC-10 GHz) for all 40 channels. The measured average RIN values for the 44.7 GHz 

PMLL were in the range from -125 dB/Hz to -132 dB/Hz, and the total measured 

average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for all channels was -143.6 dB/Hz. The measured 

constellation diagram for channel 20 after 3 km of SSMF is shown as inset in Figure 

5.4(f). The aggregate raw capacity achieved with the 44.7 GHz Q-Dash PMLL was 

1.128 Tb/s (4028.2 Gb/s IM/DD SSB OFDM) after transmission over 3 km of SSMF 

(7% FEC), and 1.344 Tb/s (4033.6 Gb/s) after transmission over 50 km (20% FEC). 

The filtered 80 channels from the 22.7 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, which exhibit flatness of 

~8 dB, are shown in Figure 5.4(g). Only 3 channels had performance worse than 7% 

FEC limit (Figure 5.4(h)) after transmission over 3 km of SSMF, but better than 20% 

FEC limit. Those channels correspond to the wavelengths which exhibit higher RIN 

and lower OCNR [22]. The measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) values for 22.7 GHz 

PMLL were in range from -122 dB/Hz to -129 dB/Hz, Figure 5.4(i). The plot of the 

measured constellation diagram for channel 40 is shown as inset in Figure 5.4(i). The 

performance fluctuation of the system can be observed in the region of higher 

wavelengths, which is due to the fluctuations in RIN values and OCNRs. The 

aggregate capacity achieved with 22.7 GHz Q-Dash PMLL was 2.256 Tb/s (8028.2 

Gb/s IM/DD SSB OFDM), which corresponds to a SE of 1.25 bit/s/Hz. Given the small 

bandwidth of the SSB OFDM signal (~7 GHz), Q-Dash devices with narrower FSR 

can be used to get better SEs. 

The filtered optical spectrum from the 10.2 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, which contains 160 

channels within ~ 7 dB flatness, is shown in Figure 5.4(j). All filtered modes exhibit 

OCNR higher than 38 dB (RBW=1.44 pm). The performances of the selected 

channels after transmission over 3 km of SSMF are given in Figure 5.4(k). The 

measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for the selected channels is shown in Figure 

5.4(l), and the values obtained, for the 10.2 GHz PMLL, were in the range from           

-128 dB/Hz to -131 dB/Hz. The total measured average RIN (DC-10 GHz) for all 

channels was -132.5 dB/Hz. The measured constellation diagram for channel 80 is 

shown as inset in Figure 5.4(l). The selected channels, which uniformly cover the 

entire emission spectrum of the 10.2 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, all exhibit performance 

below 7% FEC limit, indicating the possibility of a further increase in aggregate data 

rate up to 4.5 Tb/s (16028.2 Gb/s IM/DD SSB OFDM). The spectral efficiency 

achieved with the 10.2 GHz PMLL was 2.76 bit/s/Hz, and the optical spectrum of one 

filtered channel prior to photodetection is shown in Figure 5.5 (measured with 

resolution bandwidth of 1.44 pm). Narrow optical filtering was used here to isolate one 
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of the wavelength channels (3-dB bandwidth of the filter was ~ 8 GHz). Filtering 

caused minor signal degradation due to spectral roll-off, as the data spectrum has 

slightly deviated from the ideal OFDM spectral profile. Additionally, system 

performance was affected by in-band interference from non-ideally suppressed 

adjacent channels (see Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.5. Optical spectrum of one filtered channel prior to photodetection for 10.2 GHz Q-
Dash PMLL (RBW=1.44 pm). Achieved spectral efficiency was 2.76 bit/s/Hz. 

The effect of RIN on the system performance is made clear when the EVM of the 16-

QAM SSB ODFM signal is examined more closely. The EVM values of 72 OFDM 

subcarriers for channel 14 (after transmission over 3 km of SSMF) of the 82.8 GHz Q-

Dash PMLL (blue circles), and the ECL (dashed red squares), are shown in             

Figure 5.6(a). The RIN for channel 14 of the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL (blue line), and 

the ECL (dashed red line), over a frequency range of DC-10 GHz, is given in Figure 

5.6(b). The best performance was achieved using the ECL (red squares) and these 

results show that the EVM degraded with increasing frequency (increasing subcarrier 

number). This is due to a non-linear phase shift introduced by the data amplifiers 

used after the AWG to drive the DD-MZM, significantly impairing the ability to 

correctly reconstruct the OFDM signal at higher frequencies. Figure 5.7 shows 

difference of the amplitude and phase response of the two data amplifiers used in the 

setup. It can be seen that the difference of the magnitude response of the two 

amplifiers is relatively small. However there is a significant difference of the phase 

response of the two data amplifiers which can cause non-linear phase shift. This 

could be deterministically corrected in the AWG or eliminated by using electrical data 
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drivers which have linear phase characteristic [27]. At frequencies above 3 GHz, the 

performance of channel 14 from the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL closely resembled the 

performance of the ECL, albeit with a slight penalty. However, below 3 GHz the EVM 

of the filtered channel from the Q-Dash laser was significantly worse than that 

achieved with the ECL, and increased with decreasing frequency (or decreasing 

OFDM subcarrier number). The RIN spectra shown in Figure 5.6(b) clearly indicate 

that the intensity noise of the filtered line from the Q-Dash laser increases at the lower 

frequencies, and the EVM increases accordingly. In comparison, the ECL exhibited a 

flat power spectrum and average RIN (DC-10 GHz) of -142.5 dB/Hz. This indicates 

that low-frequency intensity fluctuations are the main cause of performance 

degradation when using Q-Dash PMLLs as comb sources for IM/DD SSB OFDM 

transmission. 

 

Figure 5.6. (a) Comparison of the EVM of 72 OFDM subcarriers for channel 14 (after 
transmission over 3 km of SSMF) from the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL (blue circles) and ECL 

(dashed red squares). (b) RIN for channel 14 from the 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL (blue line) and 
ECL (dashed red line) over frequency range DC-10 GHz.   
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Figure 5.7. Difference of the frequency response of the two data amplifiers, (left) 
magnitude (right) phase. After [27]. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

 

The exponential increase of internet traffic, and the continued growth of cloud based 

services, has created the requirement for higher data throughputs within, and 

between, data centres. Industry surveys predict threefold growth of global data centre 

traffic until 2017. WDM based optical interconnects have been considered as a 

promising solution to meet increased data centres traffic demands offering high 

throughput and interface density, reduced latency and power consumption. Recently, 

interest in developing WDM data centre interconnect solutions based on a single 

multi-channel laser source has been expressed. This approach enables a more 

compact interface design, when compared to an equivalent design with multiple 

discrete lasers and components. Furthermore, hybrid integration platforms may 

enable designs which combine Q-Dash laser sources with silicon photonics-based 

components, which can greatly reduce the overall footprint and module size within the 

data centre optical interconnects.  

In this chapter, single-polarisation WDM transmission with capacities higher than 400 

Gb/s, 1 Tb/s, 2 Tb/s is demonstrated and the possibility of obtaining capacity greater 

than 4 Tb/s for interconnect applications within and between data centres based on a 

single laser source is shown. The Q-Dash passively mode-locked lasers used in this 

work exhibit the square-shaped emission spectra with a spectral bandwidth in excess 

of 1.7 THz, with FSRs of 82.8, 44.7, 22.7 and 10.2 GHz, and provide a large number 

of carriers. Aggregate capacities of 451.2 Gb/s (1628.2 Gb/s) and 537.6 Gb/s 

(1633.6 Gb/s), using single-polarisation IM/DD SSB OFDM signals, were achieved 

with an 82.8 GHz Q-Dash PMLL. The aggregate capacities obtained with a 44.7 GHz 

Q-Dash PMLL, using IM/DD SSB OFDM signals, were 1.128 Tb/s (4028.2 Gb/s) and 

1.344 Tb/s (4033.6 Gb/s). Furthermore, the aggregate capacity obtained with a 22.7 

GHz Q-Dash PMLL, using IM/DD SSB OFDM signals, was 2.256 Tb/s (8028.2 

Gb/s). Finally, by investigating the performance of a selected number of channels 

from a 10.2 GHz Q-Dash PMLL, we show the possibility to further increase capacity 

up to 4.5 Tb/s (16028.2 Gb/s). The spectral efficiency achieved with the 10.2 GHz 

PMLL was 2.76 bit/s/Hz. Additionally, the RIN of the Q-Dash devices employed was 

determined for individual spectral modes, and for the entire emission spectrum. The 

results obtained show that tolerable levels of RIN were achieved for the desired 

application. Finally, the effect of RIN on the system performance was demonstrated 

by examining the error-vector magnitude values of OFDM subcarriers over the 
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desired frequency range and by comparing the performance of OFDM subcarriers 

obtained with the external cavity laser and the filtered channel from 82.2 GHz Q-Dash 

PMLL. 

The previous chapters have presented results on the investigation of inherent 

properties of various optical multicarrier sources and their performance in IM/DD 

optical systems. OFDM modulation with 16-QAM modulation format has been used to 

enable efficient utilisation of available spectral bandwidth. In the following chapter, 

employment of Nyquist WDM modulation technique and m-QAM modulation formats 

in coherently detected system has been considered to enable high throughput and 

spectral efficiency in short and medium reach optical systems. Externally injected 

gain-switched comb sources and passive mode-locked lasers are used as optical 

multicarrier sources in these systems. 
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Chapter 6 

 

6 Nyquist-WDM Terabit/s Transmission 

Using a Gain-Switched Comb Sources and 

Quantum Dash Mode-Locked Lasers  

 

The directly detected systems based on OFDM and Nyquist WDM modulation 

schemes provide a noticeable increase in spectral efficiency compared to the 

conventional optical systems. However, the full utilisation of the available spectrum is 

only possible when using coherent detection. The requirement to have spectral guard 

bands between optical channels due to the imperfect optical channel filtering at the 

receiver is eliminated by employing a local oscillator to carry out the signal selection. 

Furthermore, advanced modulation schemes in coherently detected systems do not 

require an optical carrier to be transmitted together with the signal, and therefore 

guard bands between carrier and signal are eliminated as well. Coherent detection 

also enables efficient compensation of various system impairments allowing for 

further increase in spectral efficiency.  

The increase in spectral efficiency puts more stringent requirements on frequency 

stability of optical sources. Optical multicarrier sources have been recognised as 

promising candidates to provide constant frequency separation between optical 

channels. Optical frequency comb sources such as electro-optic based combs, Kerr 

microresonator combs and parametric frequency combs have been previously used 

for generation of optical superchannels. In this chapter, gain-switched comb sources 

are used as an alternative approach to generate Tb/s superchannels, with high 

spectral efficiency. Furthermore, a feed-forward heterodyne phase noise reduction 

scheme is used to simultaneously reduce the linewidth of 30 lines from a Q-Dash 

mode-locked laser, enabling coherent WDM data transmission at Tb/s data rates 

using Q-Dash PMLL as a comb source. 
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6.1 Introduction 

 

Interfaces operating at 400 Gb/s or 1 Tb/s are foreseen as the next standards after 

100 Gb/s Ethernet [1-3]. In this context, optical superchannels are promising 

candidates, combining a multitude of sub-channels in a WDM scheme, while each 

sub-channel operates at a moderate symbol rate that complies with currently 

available CMOS driver circuitry. Typically the superchannels use spectrally efficient 

advanced modulation formats such as QPSK or 16-QAM in combination with 

advanced multiplexing schemes such as OFDM [4-6] or Nyquist-WDM [7-10]. The 

performance of these transmission schemes depends heavily on the properties of the 

optical source, in particular on the number of lines, the power per line, the optical 

carrier-to-noise ratio, the optical linewidth (phase noise), and on the relative intensity 

noise. In addition, tunability of emission wavelength and line spacing are important 

features providing flexibility of the transmission scheme. Tb/s superchannel 

transmission has been demonstrated before, using different approaches for realising 

the optical source. These approaches include ensembles of independent lasers [11, 

12], single-laser concepts with sidebands generated by external modulation [13, 14] 

or by Kerr comb generation in optically nonlinear high-Q microresonators [15], and 

fibre-based spectral broadening [5, 9, 16-18]. Arrays of independent lasers offer 

flexibility and do not require filters for spectrally separating the comb lines at a 

transmitter before modulation. However, the achievable spectral efficiency is limited 

by the relative drift of the individual emission wavelengths and the associated 

required spectral guard bands. For modulator-based comb sources, the number of 

comb lines is generally limited by the achievable modulation depth [13] unless 

complex arrangements of cascaded modulators with synchronised driving signals are 

used [14, 19]. Moreover, if large numbers of lines are to be generated, the power of 

the comb lines is limited by the power handling capacity and by the insertion loss of 

the modulator. Kerr comb sources can provide a large numbers of lines, but require 

sophisticated pumping schemes and the line spacing is inherently tied to the free 

spectral range of the underlying resonator. Broadband frequency combs for Tb/s 

superchannels can also be generated by solid-state mode-locked lasers in 

combination with highly nonlinear fibres [5, 9, 20], or multi-stage parametric mixers 

[16-18]. However, both approaches require strong optical pumps and large interaction 

lengths in delicately arranged sequences of specialised optical fibres. Therefore, 

integration density is limited. While this might be acceptable when considering the 

ultra-high data rates achieved with these sources — several tens of terabit/s — the 
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associated higher power consumption is not very well suited for point-to-point links 

that require only a limited number of comb lines (order of 10) to form a terabit/s 

superchannel.  

An alternative technique to generate broadband frequency combs for Tb/s 

superchannels is by using semiconductor mode-locked lasers, which are a compact, 

low-cost, energy-efficient optical multicarrier sources. As shown in Chapter 5, single-

section Q-Dash passive mode-locked lasers are able to deliver several tens of comb 

lines each with decent optical power while being driven simply by a constant current 

of the order of 100 mA [21]. However, the spectral modes of Q-Dash PMLL generally 

exhibit strong phase noise and broad optical linewidths, typically of the order of 10-20 

MHz [22, 23]. As a consequence, WDM data transmission using these combs has 

been restricted to direct detection schemes [24] and DQPSK with high symbol rates 

and aggregate data rates of up to 504 Gb/s [25], whereas fully coherent transmission 

has been impeded by excessive phase noise up to now. Reduction the optical 

linewidth of Q-Dash PMLL can be achieved by optical injection using a narrow-

linewidth master laser, but it also changes the internal dynamics of the slave that 

distorts the comb envelope and reduces the usable number of lines [26], thereby 

limiting its utility within broadband WDM systems. Digital approaches, using feed-

forward schemes, have been proposed to reduce the influence of excessive phase 

noise in either the transmitter laser or local oscillator laser in coherent receivers [27, 

28]. Therefore, these digital schemes could be employed to permit the use of Q-Dash 

PMLL in coherent systems. An analogue equivalent has recently been shown to 

reduce the phase noise for multiple comb lines simultaneously by using a feed-

forward heterodyne scheme [29]. However, the viability of this concept for high-speed 

coherent data transmission has not been shown before. 

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that gain-switched comb sources can be used as 

an alternative approach to generate Tb/s superchannels. These devices exploit 

injection locking of a gain-switched laser diode and feature an electrically tuneable 

free spectral range [30], an electrically tuneable centre wavelength [31], good spectral 

flatness, high OCNR, low RIN and low optical linewidth. A coherent detection 

employing such a comb source has been reported in [32, 33], where it is used to 

transmit several channels operating at 10 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s, respectively, in a 

passive optical network. The spectral efficiency in these experiments amounted to 

1 bit/s/Hz and 2 bit/s/Hz, respectively. Here, six distinct Tb/s superchannel 

experiments using PDM QPSK and 16-QAM in combination with Nyquist pulse 
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shaping for efficient use of the available bandwidth are presented. Transmission over 

various distances of SSMF has been tested. An aggregate data rate (net data rate) of 

1.296 Tb/s (1.074 Tb/s) after transmission over 150 km of SSMF in a spectral 

bandwidth of 166.5 GHz is achieved. This corresponds to a (net) spectral efficiency of 

7.8 bit/s/Hz (6.5 bit/s/Hz). When combining 16-QAM on strong carriers and QPSK 

modulation on the weaker carriers, the aggregate data rate (net data rate) can be 

boosted to 2.112 Tb/s (1.839 Tb/s) and transmitted over 300 km using a bandwidth of 

300 GHz. 

Furthermore, in a separate experiment, the analogue FFH scheme [29] is used to 

simultaneously reduce the linewidth of 30 lines from a Q-Dash PMLL with 42 GHz 

FSR. The resulting lines are used for coherent WDM data transmission at Tb/s data 

rates. This approach has permitted the use of coherent detection with a 

semiconductor Q-Dash PMLL. 

 

6.2 Gain Switched Comb Source 

 

Figure 6.1(a) shows the experimental setup of the GSCS. Gain switching is achieved 

by driving a DFB slave laser diode with a large sinusoidal signal (24 dBm) at a 

frequency that corresponds to the desired line spacing, in combination with a DC bias 

current of approximately four times the threshold current (Ith  12.5 mA). 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Setup schematic of the GSCS. A frequency comb is generated by gain 
switching of the DFB slave laser. The line spacing is determined by the frequency of the RF 
drive signal. By injecting light from the master laser to the slave laser via a circulator, the 
low linewidth and RIN of the master laser are transferred to the comb lines. (b-d) Comb 
spectra with a line spacing of (b) 20 GHz, (c) 18.5 GHz, and (d) 12.5 GHz (RBW 20 MHz). 
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Additionally, a master laser (Agilent N7711A) injects continuous-wave light into the 

slave laser via a polarisation controller and an optical circulator. The master laser 

establishes coherence between subsequent pulses and transfers its characteristically 

low optical linewidth (80 kHz) to the individual modes of the comb [33, 34], and 

reduces the RIN of the comb modes [35]. The comb’s centre wavelength can be 

tuned by simultaneously adjusting the emission wavelength of the master laser and 

the temperature of the DFB slave. The polarisation controller is used to align the 

polarisation state of the injected light with that of the slave laser mode. By carefully 

selecting the wavelength detuning and the injected power, long-term (during several 

days) operational stability of the GSCS can be achieved. The GSCS operates without 

automated feedback control, and without need for manual adjustment of detuning and 

polarisation. In those experiments, the injection power is set to approximately 7 dBm, 

and the slave laser is temperature-controlled at 25 °C.  

The GSCS with three different line spacings, 20 GHz, 18.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz is 

investigated, by appropriately changing the frequency of the RF synthesizer. The 

respective GSCS spectra are depicted in Figure 6.1(b)–(d). The power levels 

correspond to the actual power of the comb measured at position “Comb output” in 

Figure 6.1(a). The total power in all three cases amounts to +3.5 dBm. The origin of 

the noise floor in the GSCS spectra is discussed in [36], where the trade-off between 

flatness and high-frequency FM noise was elaborated. The injected gain switched 

comb generation depends highly on the injection conditions, namely the optical 

injection power and the wavelength detuning between the master and slave laser. By 

carefully choosing these conditions, optical combs with different noise properties can 

be generated due to the various interactions between the injecting signal and the 

photons generated in the slave cavity. Two sets of conditions were chosen in [36], 

which enabled generation of “low noise” and “flat” combs. Here, “flat combs” are 

considered [36], accepting the noise penalty in favour of a higher number of sub-

channels and hence higher aggregate data rates.  

Note that the optical bandwidth of all three combs in Figure 6.1(b)–(d) is the same. 

The bandwidth is dictated by the intrinsic dynamics of photons and electrons within 

the slave laser. Choosing a smaller line spacing will yield a larger number of lines. 

With respect to the possible number and the power of carriers, the GSCS competes 

with frequency combs generated with a single electro-optic modulator. The main 

advantage of the GSCS is its inherent stability without any bias control. Even the 

polarisation of the master laser is uncritical once it is set, because a slight polarisation 
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change results in a minor reduction of the locking range only. The temperature control 

of the master laser would be required anyway for the laser in a modulator-based 

comb generator. Note that the current setup for comb generation comprises discrete 

components. Further cost and complexity reduction as well as a stability improvement 

can be obtained by a monolithic integration of master and slave lasers [37]. 

 

6.2.1 Superchannel Generation and Characterisation  

 

For a given line spacing, superchannel capacity is dictated by two parameters: First, 

the number of carriers that can be derived from the comb source, which defines the 

number of sub-channels, and second, the power levels and OCNR of the respective 

carriers that determine the modulation formats to be used on each sub-channel 

provided that the carrier linewidth is sufficiently low. As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the 

comb line power is highest in the centre of the GSCS spectrum and decreases 

towards the periphery. In practical transmission systems, however, equal power 

distribution among all involved sub-channels is desired. This requires attenuation of 

the centre comb lines relative to the power of the outer ones, and subsequent 

amplification to overcome insertion and modulation losses of the transmitter. The 

associated ASE noise limits the performance of the entire superchannel and is hence 

a crucial parameter when designing comb-based transmission systems. In the 

following experiments, the goal is to maximise superchannel performance for a given 

transmission system, and to investigate the trade-off between spectral efficiency and 

transmission reach for the case of the GSCS. 

The experimental setup to emulate a superchannel transmitter and receiver is 

depicted in Figure 6.2. A programmable filter (Finisar WS) is used to equalise the 

power in the comb lines and to reject outer comb lines that feature too little power for 

sufficient modulation. The comb lines are then dis-interleaved into two sets of sub-

carriers (odd and even). For the 20 GHz and 18.5 GHz line spacing, the dis-

interleaving can be directly performed by the programmable filter, while for the 

12.5 GHz comb, a commercially available interleaver (Optoplex) is used. The two sets 

of sub-carriers are amplified by two nominally identical EDFA operated in constant 

output power mode set to 16 dBm. Note that the equalisation of the comb results in a 

reduction of the input power to these amplifiers. This limits the flattening of the comb 

lines as stronger equalisation requires higher amplification afterwards, and hence 
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more ASE noise is added to the comb lines. While this has a negative effect on the 

OCNR of the carriers, it helps to ensure comparable input power levels for the 

transmission EDFA and at the receiver input, so that the various transmission 

experiments can be compared.  

The two sub-carrier sets are then independently modulated using an IQ modulator 

driven by band-limited Nyquist pulses that are generated by a proprietary multi-format 

transmitter (Nyquist-Tx) [8, 38]. Polarisation division multiplexing is emulated by 

splitting the combined outputs of the two Nyquist-Tx into two paths, which are 

recombined after different delays to form two orthogonal polarisation states in a 

SSMF. The insets show exemplary optical spectra, RBW=0.01 nm, of the separate 

sub-carrier sets and the combined Tb/s data stream for the case of the 20 GHz comb 

and 18 GBd QPSK modulation. When using the waveshaper for dis-interleaving and 

flattening, the crosstalk, i. e., the ratio of the power of a comb line at its allocated 

waveshaper output port and the residual power of the same comb line at the other 

output port is actually a function of the attenuation supplied to this particular comb 

line. A correlation between crosstalk attenuation and the performance of the sub-

channels have not been observed, and hence the results are not limited by crosstalk 

effects. This finding is in accordance to the one reported in [39], where a SNR penalty 

of less than 1 dB is predicted for observed levels of crosstalk. 

 

Figure 6.2. Schematic of the GSCS Tb/s super-channel transmitter and coherent receiver. 
Insets show the optical spectra measured using a 0.01 nm resolution bandwidth. The 
presented constellation diagrams are obtained using an ECL as a carrier, and serve as 

reference measurements.  

The superchannels were either sent directly to the receiver for back-to-back 

characterisation, or transmitted over up to four spans of 75 km SSMF with an EDFA 

before each span. The launch power into the transmission fibres has been set to 

approximately –3 dBm per sub-channel, providing a good compromise between 

nonlinear signal impairments and noise. An ECL specified with a linewidth less than 
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100 kHz is a local oscillator. The signals were analysed using an optical modulation 

analyser (Agilent N4391A) and with offline processing. Digital signal processing at the 

receiver include digital brick-wall filtering, polarisation demultiplexing, dispersion 

compensation, and adaptive equalisation before evaluating the BER and the error 

vector magnitude (EVMm) of each sub-channel individually. The EVM subscript “m” 

indicates the normalisation of the EVM to the maximum power of the longest ideal 

constellation vector [40] (see Appendix B).  

As a performance measure of the system, both modulation paths are tested 

individually with a narrow-linewidth ECL that is comparable to the ECL used as local 

oscillator. With 18 GBd modulation an average EVMm of 10.5 % and 9.8 % for QPSK 

and 16-QAM is achieved, respectively, while an average EVMm of 8.5 % and 7.5 % is 

obtained for 12 GBd modulation, respectively. The dependence of the performance 

on symbol rate is attributed to the limited bandwidth of the anti-aliasing filters after 

digital-to-analog conversion.  

Assuming that the signal is impaired by additive white Gaussian noise only, a direct 

relation from the EVMm to the BER can be established [40, 41]. Here, this 

assumption is not perfectly fulfilled as the constellations show a small signature of 

phase noise. This behaviour is also observed for the reference measurements with an 

ECL (see insets in Figure 6.2), and this can be attributed to the transmitter hardware 

rather than to the linewidth of the optical source. Nevertheless, the results are 

presented using the EVMm metric, since for the QPSK experiments a high-enough 

number of errors within the length of one recording have not been accumulated. For 

the 16-QAM experiments both the EVMm and the BER are presented. One can see 

that the EVMm slightly overestimates the signal quality, which is attributed to the 

small phase error introduced by the transmitter hardware as well as the fact that the 

EVMm measurement is non-data-aided while the relation in [41] assumes a data-

aided measurement of the EVMm. 

 

6.2.2 Experimental results 

 

6.2.2.1 Experimental Parameters and Comparison of Superchannels  

 

The six different superchannel architectures investigated are based on three different 

line spacings, 20 GHz, 18.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz, and two different modulation formats, 
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QPSK and 16-QAM. The results of all six experiments are summarised in Table 6.1. 

For each superchannel the maximum number of comb lines is taken, each carrying a 

Nyquist-WDM sub-channel. Comb lines that were too weak for the respective 

modulation format are suppressed by the equalisation filter (equaliser “Eq.” in Figure 

6.2) prior to recording the data presented here. For the superchannels that were 

derived from the 20 GHz and the 18.5 GHz comb, a symbol rate of 18 GBd is used 

and hence have a sub-channel line rate of 72 Gb/s for PDM-QPSK modulation and 

144 Gb/s for PDM-16-QAM. A symbol rate of 12 GBd was used for the superchannels 

based on the 12.5 GHz comb leading to a sub-channel line rate of 48 Gb/s and 

96 Gb/s for the two modulation formats employed. For all symbol rates, the clock rate 

of the digital-to-analog converters of the Nyquist-Tx was kept constant at 24 GHz, 

while the oversampling factor q for generating the sinc-shaped output pulses was 

adapted to q = 4/3 for 18 GBd and q = 2 for 12 GBd.  

Line 
spac. 
[GHz] 

Modulation 
format 

No. of 
sub-ch. 

Sub-ch. 
line rate 
[Gb/s] 

Aggr.  
data rate 

[Tb/s] 

Occupied 
bandwidth 

[GHz] 

Net aggr. 
data rate 

[Tb/s] 

Net SE 
[bit/s/Hz] 

(transm. dist.) 

20 PDM-QPSK 13 072 0.936 260 0.870 3.3 (300 km) 
PDM-16-

QAM 
08 144 1.152 160 1.034 6.5 (150 km) 

18.5 PDM-QPSK 15 072 1.080 277.5 1.004 3.6 (300 km) 
PDM-16-

QAM 
09 144 1.296 166.5 1.074 6.5 (150 km) 

12.5 PDM-QPSK 24 048 1.152 300 1.071 3.6 (300 km) 
PDM-QPSK  
 /PDM-16-

QAM 

4 / 20 048 / 96 2.112 300 1.839 6.1 (300 km) 

Table 6.1. Summary of all superchannels 

In Table 6.1, the aggregate data rate is obtained by multiplication of the number of 

sub-channels with the sub-channel line rate, and the bandwidth of the superchannel 

is given by the product of sub-channel number with the comb line spacing. For 

calculating the net aggregate data rate one needs to take into account the overhead 

for forward error correction. FEC schemes with 7% overhead can cope with BER of 

up to 4.5 × 10-3 [42], a requirement which was fulfilled for all B2B experiments. For 

some transmission experiments, this BER threshold is exceeded as discussed in the 

subsequent sections. In these cases, some of the sub-channels require more 

advanced FEC codes with a larger overhead of, e.g. 20%, having a higher BER limit 

of, e.g., 1.5 × 10-2 [43]. The net aggregate data rate for each superchannel after the 

longest tested transmission distance is calculated by taking into account the 

respective overhead for each sub-channel individually. The net SE is then calculated 

from the ratio of the net aggregate data rate and the occupied bandwidth. In the 
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parenthesis, the actual fibre transmission distance over which this spectral efficiency 

has been achieved is indicated. 

 

6.2.2.2 Terabit/s Superchannels with an 18.5 GHz Comb 

 

For the highest spectral efficiency the Nyquist-Tx is operated at a symbol rate of 

18 GBd and comb line spacing is 18.5 GHz (see spectrum of Figure 6.1(c)). A total of 

15 lines are selected using the equalisation filter and the spectrum is flattened to the 

level of the weakest carrier. Figure 6.3(a) shows the spectrum of the superchannel 

using PDM-QPSK modulation with a total aggregate data rate of 1.08 Tb/s, measured 

in a resolution bandwidth of 0.01 nm. For each sub-channel the measured EVMm, 

averaged over both polarisations, is presented in Figure 6.3(b) for the B2B case and 

for transmission distances of 75 km, 150 km, 225 km, and 300 km. The transmission 

lengths are distinguished by different symbols, colours, and by an offset in the 

horizontal direction. Note that an insufficient number of errors was accumulated in the 

recorded number of 4,500,000 bits for evaluating the BER reliably. Therefore it can be 

concluded that the BER of all sub-channels are clearly below the threshold for FEC 

with 7% overhead, given by a BER of 4.5 × 10-3, which corresponds to an EVMm of 

38.3% [40, 41]. Hence, the net superchannel capacity of 1.004 Tb/s in a bandwidth of 

278 GHz is obtained, corresponding to a net spectral efficiency of 3.6 bit/s/Hz. 

Selected constellations diagrams of the B2B-experiments are displayed in Figure 

6.3(c). Two sub-channels are compared, one at the edge and one at the centre of the 

superchannel spectrum, and similar performance is obtained for both polarisations. 

The bandwidth requirement can be reduced by a factor of two when upgrading the 

system from QPSK to 16-QAM signalling. This doubles the data rate per channel but 

requires a higher OSNR. To satisfy this requirement, the equalisation power level for 

flattening the comb is increased, i.e., the average attenuation is decreased, which 

leads to carriers with a higher power. However, fewer comb lines contain the required 

power, hence the number of sub-channels is reduced from 15 to 9. Because a higher 

power level is input to the EDFA, the amplification and the ASE contribution is lower, 

leading to a larger OCNR. Additionally, the smaller attenuation results in a reduced 

crosstalk of the waveshaper (see Section 6.3). Spectrum, EVMm and measured BER 

are presented in Figure 6.3(d)–(f). For B2B and short transmission distances, the 

BER stays below the standard FEC limit for 7% overhead. For a transmission 

distance of 150 km, seven of the nine sub-channels exceed the BER mark for 
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standard FEC, and implementations with larger overhead, i.e., 20% overhead, 

become necessary. The remaining two sub-channels fall below the FEC threshold 

with 7% overhead even after transmission over 150 km. The aggregate data rate of 

this superchannel amounts to 1.296 Tb/s, corresponding to a (net) spectral efficiency 

of 7.8 bit/s/Hz (6.5 bit/s/Hz). 

 

Figure 6.3. Spectra, signal quality and constellations for superchannel transmission with an 
18.5 GHz comb. Left column for QPSK, right column for 16-QAM. (a) Spectrum of the 

superchannel derived from a 18.5 GHz comb with 18 GBd PDM-QPSK modulation (RBW 
0.01 nm). The sub-channel number increases with carrier frequency. (b) Measured EVMm 

for each sub-channel and transmission over different distances. (c) Measured constellation 
diagrams for sub-channels 1 and 8 of the PDM-QPSK experiment. (d) Spectrum of the 

superchannel derived from a 18.5 GHz comb with 18 GBd PDM-16-QAM (RBW 0.01 nm). (e-
f) Measured EVMm and BER for each sub-channel and transmission over different 

distances. (g) Measured constellation diagrams for sub-channel 8 of the PDM-16-QAM 
experiment. 
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This is among the highest values achieved for 16-QAM in terabit/s superchannels. In 

Figure 6.3(g) the constellation diagram of the central sub-channel 8 in two 

polarisations is shown. Note that the smaller noise clouds as compared to 

Figure 6.3(c) (QPSK) for the same sub-channel is a direct consequence of the higher 

power level of the flattened comb lines in the 16-QAM case, which yields a higher 

OSNR of all sub-channels. 

 

6.2.2.3 Terabit/s Superchannels with a 20 GHz Comb 

 

A more robust superchannel can be generated by increasing the guard band. 

Therefore, the line spacing of the comb is increased to 20 GHz (see spectrum in 

Figure 6.1(b)), while keeping the same symbol rate at the Nyquist-Tx. Again, 15 comb 

lines are selected, 13 of which are flattened to the same power level as in the 

18.5 GHz experiment for better comparison. The outermost carriers do not reach this 

power level and hence their performance drops below that of the inner 13 carriers. 

This can be seen in the spectrum as well as in the EVMm results for QPSK 

modulation shown in Figure 6.4(a) and (b). Taking into account the inner 13 sub-

channels, the superchannel aggregate data rate amounts to 0.936 Tb/s, with a (net) 

spectral efficiency of 3.6 bit/s/Hz (3.3 bit/s/Hz).  

Selected constellations diagrams of the B2B experiments are displayed in 

Figure 6.4(c). Two sub-channels are compared, one at the edge of the comb (sub-

channel 1, also representative for sub-channel 15), and the central sub-channel 8 

(representative for sub-channels 2 to 14). Sub-channels 1 and 15 suffer from low 

carrier power and therefore from a small OCNR. However, the central sub-channels 2 

to 14 have an EVMm which is slightly better than that of the corresponding sub-

channels of the 18.5 GHz experiment. This can be attributed to the larger guard band 

that reduces inter-channel interference originating from imperfect Nyquist pulse 

shaping.  

This fact becomes even more evident when comparing the 16-QAM 20 GHz comb 

experiment (Figure 6.4(d)–(f)) with the 18.5 GHz comb experiment in Figure 6.3(d)–

(f). In this case, 6 (2) sub-channels are better than the 7% (20%) FEC limit after 

150 km of fibre transmission. The aggregate data rate amounts to 1.152 Tb/s. The 

(net) spectral efficiency amounts to 7.2 bit/s/Hz (6.5 bit/s/Hz). These results must be 

compared to the case of the 18.5 GHz comb and illustrate the trade-off between 
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superchannel capacity and reach: For a comparable capacity, 9 sub-channels are 

used, but only 2 (7) were better than the 7% (20%) FEC limit after transmission over 

150 km. Therefore, it can be concluded that transmission with the 20 GHz comb has 

the larger capacity for a reach. 

 

Figure 6.4. Spectra, signal quality and constellations for superchannel transmission with a 
20 GHz comb. Left column for QPSK, right column for 16-QAM. (a) Spectrum of the 

superchannel derived from a 20 GHz comb with 18 GBd PDM-QPSK modulation (RBW 
0.01 nm). The sub-channel number increases with carrier frequency. (b) Measured EVMm 

for each sub-channel and transmission over different distances. (c) Measured constellation 
diagrams for sub-channels 1 and 8 of the PDM-QPSK experiment. (d) Spectrum of the 

superchannel derived from a 20 GHz comb with 18 GBd PDM-16-QAM (RBW 0.01 nm). (e-f) 
Measured EVMm and BER for each sub-channel and transmission over different distances. 
(g) Measured constellation diagrams for sub-channel 8 of the PDM-16-QAM experiment. 

In Figure 6.4(g), the constellation diagram of the central sub-channel 8 in two 

polarisations is showed. The smaller noise clouds as compared to Figure 6.4(c) 
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(QPSK) for the same sub-channel follow from the higher power level of the flattened 

comb (see Figure 6.3(c) and (g)). 

 

6.2.2.4 Terabit/s Superchannels with a 12.5 GHz Comb 

 

In a last set of experiments, the tuneability of the GSCS is utilised by adapting the line 

spacing and centre frequency to the 12.5 GHz ITU-grid (see spectrum in Figure 

6.1(d)). This enables the use of a commercial fixed interleaver to separate odd and 

even sub-carriers. The interleaver exhibits an excellent extinction of the odd carriers 

in the path of the even carriers, and vice versa. The programmable filter is then used 

for equalisation only. 

For the QPSK experiments, the same equalisation level as for the 18.5 GHz and the 

20 GHz comb is used, while reducing the symbol rate to 12 GBd. This leads to 24 

sub-channels with EVMm values well below the 7% FEC limit (see Figure 6.5(a) for 

the superchannel spectrum and Figure 6.5(b) for the EVMm results). The four 

outermost channels do not reach the power level which was used for flattening, and 

hence show performance degradation. The aggregate capacity of this superchannel 

is 1.152 Tb/s, and the (net) spectral efficiency amounts to 3.8 bit/s/Hz (3.6 bit/s/Hz). 

Figure 6.5(c) shows selected constellation diagrams for the QPSK experiment in the 

B2B case. The constellation diagrams represent peripheral (example: sub-channel 1) 

and central sub-channels (example: sub-channel 12), respectively. 

Finally, the superchannel aggregate line rate is boosted to 2.112 Tb/s by increasing 

the equalisation level and by admitting the weak outer comb lines, too. This enables 

16-QAM modulation on 20 sub-channels in the centre, while 4 of the outer sub-

channels still enable QPSK operation below the 7% FEC threshold, see Figure 5(d)–

(f). The aggregate net data rate amounts to 1.839 Tb/s with a net spectral efficiency 

of 6.1 bit/s/Hz for transmission over 300 km. Figure 6.5(g) shows the PDM-16-QAM 

constellation diagram of a central 16-QAM sub-channel. 

Comparing the performance of the individual sub-channels for both superchannels 

with the 12.5 GHz GSCS it is possible to observe a slight reduction of the EVMm and 

the BER with increasing sub-channel number. This performance dependence on the 

sub-channel number seems to be correlated with the variations of the OCNR of the 

comb lines as shown in Figure 6.1(d). Note that, also the 18.5 GHz GSCS exhibits 

strong variations of the OCNR, but they do not seem to be correlated with the 
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respective EVMm. In contrast to operation at a symbol rate of 12 GBd, the cut-off 

frequency of the anti-aliasing filters becomes effective at the present symbol rate of 

18 GBd (as explained in Section 6.3), and this dominates the OCNR-related 

performance degradation. 

 

Figure 6.5. Spectra, signal quality and constellations for superchannel transmission with a 
12.5 GHz comb. Left column for QPSK, right column for mixed QPSK / 16-QAM. (a) 

Spectrum of the superchannel derived from a 12.5 GHz comb with 12 GBd PDM-QPSK 
modulation (RBW 0.01 nm). The sub-channel number increases with carrier frequency. (b) 

Measured EVMm for each sub-channel and transmission over different distances. (c) 
Constellation diagrams for the sub-channels 1 and 12. (d) Spectrum of the superchannel 

derived from a 12.5 GHz comb with 12 GBd PDM-16-QAM (RBW 0.01 nm). (e-f) Measured 
EVMm and BER for 12 GBd PDM-16-QAM on the inner comb lines (white background) and 

PDM-QPSK on the outer lines (green background), again for different propagation 
distances. (g) Measured constellation diagrams for sub-channel 12 of the PDM-QPSK / 

PDM-16-QAM experiment. 
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6.2.3   Comparison with Previous Tb/s Experiments using Chip-Scale   

   Comb Sources 

 

For chip-scale integration of a Tb/s transmitter module using an optical frequency 

comb source it is desirable to co-integrate the comb source together with filters and 

modulators. In this section a comparison of comb generation concepts that have the 

potential for chip-scale integration, and were already used for Tb/s superchannel 

transmission, is presented.  

Besides the GSCS, several coherent terabit/s data transmission schemes employing 

other frequency comb generator were previously demonstrated. Some 

demonstrations use electro-optic modulators that can, for example, be integrated on a 

silicon-on-insulator chip [13]. Other techniques employ Kerr frequency comb 

generation in a nonlinear high-Q silicon nitride microresonator [15]. Table 6.2 

summarises key parameters of these experiments, and compares them with the 

GSCS data. In lines 1 – 6 of the table, the results obtained from the same setup as 

shown in Figure 6.2 are summarised, using the same pulse shape and an identical 

symbol rate, namely Nyquist-WDM with a symbol rate of 18 GBd. In all these 

experiments, aggregate data rates of 1 Tb/s or more were achieved, using up to 20 

spectral lines. The specified data relate only to those comb lines that were actually 

used for Tb/s transmission.  

For all these comb sources, a line spacing of the order of 20 GHz was used, which 

allows both an easy dis-interleaving and a high spectral efficiency. For a data rate in 

the terabit range, either a PDM-QPSK format was used with 13 to 20 comb lines, or a 

PDM-16-QAM format with 8 or 9 lines. The GSCS shows very good comb uniformity 

at an acceptable average power level. With respect to the OCNR, the GSCS shows 

the good uniformity, but its average value is smaller than for the other two 

approaches. It has to be noted that all three comb sources listed in Table 6.2, lines 1 

to 6, are not yet fully optimised. Further steps towards a hybrid or even a monolithic 

integration are currently being investigated, and performance improvements are to be 

expected for all comb generation concepts. For the case of the GSCS it is possible to 

monolithically integrate two lasers, where the master laser synchronises the slave 

laser by injecting light at the back facet of the slave, while the comb is collected from 

its front facet. This removes the need for a circulator and a polarisation controller as 

in Figure 6.1. 
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 Comb generator 
type 

FSR 
[GHz] 

Number  
of carriers 

Aggregate 
data rate 

[Tb/s] 

Ref. 

1 GSCS 20 0013 0.936 

This 
work 

2 GSCS 20 0008 1.152 

3 GSCS 18.5 0015 1.080 

4 GSCS 18.5 0009 1.296 

5 Kerr comb 25 0020 1.440 [15] 

6 SOH modulator 25 0009 1.152 [13] 

7 Casc. LiNbO3 Mod 6.48 0020 01.2 [14] 

8 2 PM in RFS 25 0112 11.2 [6] 

9 Parametric comb 6.25 1520 31.8 [18] 

10 MLL+HNLF 12.5 0325 32.5 [9] 

Table 6.2. Comparison of frequency comb generators for Tb/s data transmission 

The SOH comb generator is a promising approach, since it also allows for easy 

adjustment of centre frequency and line spacing of the comb. Moreover, the 

underlying modulators feature very low Vπ and can thus generate a reasonably large 

number of comb lines with moderate RF driving powers. It has been shown in [13] 

that a dual-drive SOH modulator can be used to generate a flat comb with seven lines 

within 2 dB, whereas the data transmission results listed here still stem from a single-

drive modulator. As with any modulator-based approach it is possible to achieve a 

higher number of lines either by cascading multiple modulators [14] or by placing the 

modulator(s) into a loop [6]. Lines 7 and 8 of Table 6.2 show the results obtained for 

frequency comb generation based on cascaded modulators. The former experiment 

relies on a multi-core transmission fibre and demonstrates net data rates of 1.12 Tb/s 

per core by using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. The latter experiment 

used two cascaded phase modulators in a recirculating frequency shifter and shows 

transmission of an OFDM data stream over 640 km SSMF with a net capacity of 

10 Tb/s.  

The Kerr frequency comb listed in Table 6.2 suffers from large line-to-line power 

variations, which limit the number of available channels and hence the achievable 

data rate. In the future, this limitation can be overcome by generating so-called soliton 

combs. Soliton combs have recently been demonstrated with crystalline resonators 

[44], and evidence of soliton combs has been also found in silicon-nitride resonators 

[45]. Further advances in fabrication processes will also help in reducing the pump 

power. 

The GSCS as well as the silicon-organic hybrid modulator-based comb generators 

present tuneable line spacing, which is fixed for Kerr frequency combs by design. On 
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the other hand, Kerr frequency combs can be very broad, and spectral line spacings 

can be in the order of hundreds of GHz, a range that is not easily accessible with 

other approaches. 

For comparison, lines 8 to 10 of Table 6.2 give reference data on experiments that 

achieved multi-Tb/s data transmission. For the cases of lines 9 and 10, the 

experiments were conducted using parametric comb generators that exploit Kerr 

nonlinearities in optical fibres, as shown in [18] and [9] respectively. Using two 

interleaved 12.5 GHz combs generated by multi-stage parametric mixing, data 

transmission on 77 carriers was demonstrated. Extrapolating the performance of 

these carriers to the ensemble of 1520 carriers, a total data rate of 31.8 Tb/s was 

estimated. Previously, transmission of 32.5 Tb/s was demonstrated using 325 carriers 

generated by a solid state mode-locked laser along with spectral broadening in a 

highly nonlinear fibre. These experiments demonstrate the immense potential of 

parametric frequency comb generation in conventional systems consisting of discrete 

elements. Transferring this performance to chip-scale systems could, e.g., be 

achieved by using soliton Kerr frequency combs [45, 46]. 

 

6.3 Q-Dash Passive Mode-Locked Laser Source 

 

6.3.1  FFH phase noise reduction for a 42 GHz Q-Dash PMLL  

 

As shown in the previous section, a variety of optical comb sources can be used to 

provide Tb/s transmission. All above mentioned optical multicarrier sources exhibit 

low phase noise and linewidth, which is the enabling criterion for their utilisation in 

coherent systems. Although semiconductor mode-locked lasers provide several tens 

of comb lines with decent optical power per line, which potentially can be utilised for 

Tb/s superchannel generation, up to now WDM data transmission using these combs 

has been restricted to direct detection schemes. This is because the spectral modes 

of semiconductor MLL generally exhibit strong phase noise and broad optical 

linewidths, typically of the order of tens of MHz.  

The coherent detection using Q-Dash PMLL is enabled with feed-forward heterodyne 

phase noise reduction scheme. The as-cleaved Q-Dash PMLL used in this work has 

a total length of 980 µm, corresponding to repetition frequencies, hence channel 

mode spacings, of 42 GHz. The active region consists of six layers of InAs quantum 
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dashes emitting at 1550 nm, separated by InGaAsP barriers in a dash-in-a-barrier 

design [47]. A buried ridge waveguide of 1.25 µm width confines the optical mode. 

Feedback is provided by the cleaved end facets of the Q-Dash PMLL. The Q-Dash 

PMLL is biased at a constant current of 338 mA, which is optimised for a narrow RF 

beatnote, i.e., 16 kHz, with minimal side peaks. The combination of large optical 

linewidth and a narrowband RF beatnote indicates a high correlation of the comb 

line’s phases [48-51]. The output spectrum is depicted in Figure 6.6(a). Optical 

spectrum of the 42 GHz comb features a 3-dB bandwidth close to 1.4 THz and an 

average output power of 10 dBm. The FFH phase noise reduction scheme is 

illustrated in Figure 6.6(b). A small percentage of the power of the comb is tapped, 

and a single line is filtered out with field strength     0 expS S S SE t E j t j t   , 

frequency / 2S Sf    and phase noise  S t . The filtered signal is amplified and 

mixed with a narrow-linewidth local oscillator laser (Koheras) 

    0 expLO LO LO LOE t E j t j t   , with frequency / 2LO LOf   , that is tuned to an 

offset of 8 GHzS LOf f   from the comb line. The electrical signal at the output of the 

band-pass filter is given as: 

                                  0 0 cosS LO S LO S LOi t RE E t t t       .        (6.1) 

where R is the responsivity of the balanced photodetector. The beat signal is fed to a 

Mach-Zehnder modulator that is biased at zero transmission point. If the field strength 

of Q-Dash PMLL is given as      0 cos
N

n n n

n N

E t E t t 


  , where index n 

represents mode number from the Q-Dash PMLL, the output signal of the MZM is 

given as:  
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Figure 6.6. Setup for feed-forward heterodyne phase noise reduction. (a) Optical spectrum 
of the 42 GHz comb. (b) Experimental setup. (c) The upper sidemode (green line) exhibits 
reduced phase noise while the lower sidemode (red line) features enhanced phase noise. 

(d) Optical spectrum of the output from the FFH-scheme showing pairs of lines surrounding 
the suppressed comb line. (e) Result of the heterodyne optical linewidth measurement for 

the original comb lines (orange) and the lines with reduced phase noise at the output of 
the FFH-scheme (green). Line # 0 corresponds to the comb line that is mixed with the offset 

LO and is used to generate the MZM drive signal. 

From Eq. 6.2, it can be seen that the signal from the output of the MZM contains two 

sidemodes at ±8 GHz while suppressing the original comb line, which is illustrated in 

Figure 6.6(c). Furthermore, it is shown in Eq. 6.2 that the upper sidemode (green 

lines in Figure 6.6(c) and (d)) exhibits reduced phase noise, whilst the lower 

sidemode (red lines in Figure 6.6(c) and (d)) exhibits increased phase noise [29]. 

Note that other offset frequencies could be chosen, too. In this setup 8 GHz 

represented the best trade-off between a high offset to allow separating the two 

sidebands and a low offset to not run into bandwidth limitations of the equipment. The 

optical linewidth reduction is confirmed through a direct measurement (see Figure 

6.6(e)). The measurement was performed by beating each line with a narrow-

linewidth laser and evaluating the width of the beat signal with a RF spectrum 

analyser, after the optical signal was detected by fast photodiode [52]. The FFH 

scheme reduces the optical linewidth for all 30 modes that have been tested. For the 

centre modes, the resulting linewidth is below 1 MHz, which is sufficiently low for 

applications in coherent data transmission with current digital signal processing. 

Typical linewidth requirements for a QPSK signal, considering a symbol rate of 18 
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GBd, are 3.8 MHz [53] or 7.4 MHz [54], depending on the complexity of the receiver 

implementation. 

 

6.3.2  Coherent Terabit Data Transmission Employing FFH Phase-Noise  

  Reduction  

 

After FFH phase noise reduction, the frequency comb exhibits pairs of lines that 

correspond to the upper and lower modulation sidemode, as shown in Figure 6.6(c). 

For data transmission the upper sidemodes (green lines) which feature the reduced 

phase noise are used. Figure 6.7(a) shows an experimental setup of the WDM data 

transmission testbed used. The upper sidemodes are filtered and dis-interleaved into 

odd and even carriers using a Finisar WS while the lower sidemodes are suppressed. 

After dis-interleaving, the even and odd carriers are modulated with 18 GBd sinc-

shaped QPSK signals using a pseudo-random bit sequence of length 211-1. The 

signals are combined and either tested in a B2B configuration, or amplified and sent 

through a 75 km of SSMF. The receiver comprises filters, a pre-amplifier and an 

optical modulation analyser (OMA, Keysight N4391A) that uses a coherent detection 

scheme with an ECL as LO. The quality of the received signal is evaluated using the 

signal offline processing which includes digital brick-wall filtering, dispersion 

compensation, and adaptive equalisation before evaluating the BER. Figure 6.7(b) 

shows constellation diagrams with and without using the FFH scheme for the case of 

line # 0. The reduction of the phase error can be seen clearly. 

Figure 6.7(c) shows the dis-interleaved comb spectra. The suppression of the lower, 

unwanted sidemode was achieved by narrowing the bandwidth of the programmed 

filters, which unfortunately also leads to an additional attenuation for some of the 

carriers due to the inherent interpolation of the filter shape in the WS, where each 

pixel covers a frequency range of about 5 GHz. By replacing the MZM in the FFH 

scheme with an IQ modulator driven as a frequency shifter, only a single sidemode 

would be generated. The spectrum of the modulated comb is depicted in Figure 

6.7(d) for the B2B case. It comprises 30 channels, which corresponds to a data rate 

of 1.08 Tb/s. The average OSNR of the channels at the receiver (input to the 0.6nm 

filter) is 26.4 dB for the B2B case and 25.0 dB after 75 km fibre transmission. BER 

results for B2B and 75 km are depicted in Figure 6.7(e). For B2B, all 30 channels are 

below the BER threshold for a standard 7% FEC, corresponding to a net data rate of 
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1 Tb/s. After transmission, the channel 14 exceeds the FEC limit, resulting in 29 

channels within the 7% FEC limit. This corresponds to a net data rate of 0.971 Tb/s 

after transmission. The data rate could be doubled with polarisation multiplexing, 

which could not be tested in these experiments due to limited availability of hardware. 

Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that FFH phase-noise reduction can be used 

to simultaneously reduce the optical linewidth of a multitude of optical lines that are 

derived from one semiconductor Q-Dash PMLL, thereby enabling coherent data 

transmission experiment using a frequency comb from a Q-Dash PMLL. 

 

Figure 6.7. Setup for WDM data transmission and measured results. (a) Experimental 
setup. (b) Constellation diagrams obtained with and without the FFH-scheme. (c) Spectra of 
odd (top) and even (bottom) comb lines after dis-interleaving. (d) Optical spectrum of the 

30 data channels. (e) BER results for 30 channels when applying the FFH-scheme.  

 

6.4 Conclusion 

 

In summary, it is shown that GSCSs are well suited for Tb/s superchannel generation. 

Six different superchannel architectures with different carrier spacings and modulation 

formats are investigated, and their performance for transmission over different 

distances is evaluated. The highest (net) spectral efficiency of 7.8 bit/s/Hz 

(6.5 bit/s/Hz) is obtained for a GSCS with a carrier spacing of 18.5 GHz using 18 GBd 

PDM-16-QAM, transmitted over 150 km. The data capacity transmitted over 300 km 

of SSMF can be increased to 2.112 Tb/s (1.839 Tb/s) by reducing the line spacing 

along with the symbol rate and by adapting the modulation format to the OSNR 

performance of the respective sub-channel. Finally, a comparison between optical 
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frequency comb sources that are suitable for terabit/s superchannel systems, and 

could be hybridly or monolithically integrated into a chip-scale transmitter module, is 

presented. 

Furthermore, a FFH scheme that enables simultaneous optical linewidth reduction of 

a multitude of comb lines derived from a Q-Dash PMLL is presented. The scheme 

enables the coherent transmission experiment using Q-Dash PMLL as an optical 

source, even though this optical multicarrier source exhibit linewidth higher than 10 

MHz. Net data rates of nearly 1 Tb/s could be achieved within the limits of standard 

FEC. 
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Chapter 7 

 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

 

The increasing number of broadband connections causes continuous growth of total 

IP traffic. Starting from the 1980’s, the capacity of commercial optical systems has 

increased more than five orders of magnitude. For more than three decades the 

capacities of installed optical systems exceeded the network traffic requirements, 

mainly due to the extraordinary scalability of WDM technology that has been 

successfully used to expand capacity in optical systems and meet increasing 

bandwidth requirements since the early 1990’s. Nevertheless, the rapid growth of 

network traffic driven by media-rich applications such as on–demand HDTV, Voice 

over IP, video conferencing, social networking and online gaming, inverted this 

situation and current trends show faster growing network traffic than system capacity.  

To cope with this problem and enable faster growing system capacity, optical 

coherent communications were revived, which triggered the employment of advanced 

modulation formats. Very efficient utilisation of the available spectral bandwidth was 

enabled with the introduction of OFDM and Nyquist WDM modulation techniques in 

optical communication systems. Since guard bands in highly spectrally efficient 

systems are minimised, a strict requirements on the performance of optical sources, 

especially frequency stability, has been created. Promising solutions are optical 

multicarrier sources which simultaneously generate multiple phase correlated optical 

carriers.  

In this thesis, a number of optical multicarrier sources have been presented and 

analysed, with special focus on semiconductor mode-locked lasers and gain-switched 

comb sources. High capacity and spectrally efficient optical systems for short and 

medium reach applications (from 3 km up to 300 km), based on optical frequency 

combs as optical sources, advanced modulation formats (m-QAM) and modulation 

techniques (OFDM and Nyquist WDM) have been proposed and presented. Also, 
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certain optoelectronic devices (i.e. SOA) and techniques (FFH linewidth reduction 

scheme) have been utilised to enable the desired system performance. 

 

Optical Multicarrier based Access Optical Networks and Data Centre 

Interconnects   

The characterisation of the semiconductor MLL, the electro-optical modulation based 

comb source and the externally injected GSCS is given in Chapter 3. Also, their 

performance in B2B IM/DD OFDM systems is analysed experimentally and verified by 

simulations. RIN and OCNR have been recognised as limiting parameters for the 

system performance. Optical multicarrier sources should have RIN lower that -110 

dB/Hz and OCNR higher than 35 dB to assure decent system performance. 

In Chapter 4, an optical access network employing semiconductor MLL as an optical 

source and SSB-OFDM modulation is proposed. Furthermore, an SOA is 

characterised and used to simultaneously amplify ten OFDM channels. Furthermore, 

the performance comparison with an EDFA shows that a ~4 dB penalty is incurred 

when the SOA is used at the maximum received power, though there is negligible 

extra penalty when operating at the 7% FEC limit.   

Chapter 5 demonstrates Tb/s optical interconnect solutions based on Q-Dash PMLL 

sources and SSB-OFDM modulation. High capacity WDM optical links for 

interconnect applications within and between data centres are presented. Along with 

detailed characterisation of Q-Dash passively mode-locked lasers, the effect of RIN 

on the system performance is investigated. The maximum spectral efficiency 

achieved was 2.76 bit/s/Hz (single polarisation). 

 

Optical Multicarrier Based Tb/s Coherently Detected Medium Reach Systems 

Finally, a demonstration of Tb/s superchannel architectures using gain-switched 

comb sources in a coherently detected system is presented in Chapter 6. Six different 

superchannel architectures with different carrier spacings and modulation formats are 

investigated, and their performance for transmission over different distances is 

evaluated. Spectral efficiencies up to 7.8 bit/s/Hz are obtained using polarisation 

division multiplexed 16-QAM format. Capacities up to 2.112 Tb/s and transmission up 

to 300 km of SSMF have been reported.  
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Furthermore, a feed-forward heterodyne phase noise reduction scheme that enables 

simultaneous optical linewidth reduction of 30 comb lines derived from a Q-Dash 

PMLL is proposed. The scheme enables high capacity transmission experiments with 

coherent detection using Q-Dash PMLL as an optical source, even though this optical 

multicarrier source exhibits linewidth higher than 10 MHz. Tb/s data rates have been 

achieved within the limits of standard FEC scheme. 

 

7.2 Future work 

 

Potential future work would be focused on the further investigation of single laser 

based data centre optical interconnects. The first goal of future work would be to 

increase the data rate per channel (wavelength) up to 50 Gb/s. This can be achieved, 

for example, using 25 GBaud 4 pulse-amplitude modulation (4-PAM) modulation 

format with IM/DD modulation-detection scheme using the Q-Dash PMLL as an 

optical multicarrier source. The system performance would need to be characterised 

in terms of RIN and OCNR, and compared to the case when OOK NRZ and OFDM 

modulation formats are used instead.  

Furthermore, prototypes of fully integrated optical interconnect transmitters and 

receivers (as depicted in Chapter 5) could be manufactured, characterised and 

implemented in IM/DD and coherent systems. The fully integrated solution would be 

realised on silicon substrate, with flip-chip optical source made from III-V materials. 

Ring resonators could be used either to filter a desired channel or to perform filtering 

and modulation simultaneously. That will depend on the intended modulation formats 

to be used. At the receiver side, which also could be realised using silicon technology, 

commercially available flip-chip photodiodes would probably be used due to their 

reliable performance, as these components are previously tested and verified. The 

projected bandwidth of the chip is ~ 30 GHz. 

Also, field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) implementation of transmitter and 

receiver hardware for the generation of various modulation formats could form part of 

the plans for future work. FPGA based hardware solution allows transmitter design 

flexibility and real-time information about the energy consumption of the electronic 

circuitry. Efficient power consumption management is the one of the major 

requirements for data centre interconnects. Therefore, the power consumption 

reduction enabled by the full integration of transmitter and receiver should be followed 
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by power efficient design of electronics for the signal generation and detection, and 

DSP algorithms.   

Finally, photonic integration of the gain-switched comb source with demultiplexer is 

currently in the process. Further characterisation of the integrated optical frequency 

comb and its implementation in coherently detected systems is currently being 

planned. 
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Appendix B 
 

B.1. Error Vector Magnitude 
 

Advanced modulation formats such as PSK and QAM which use the phase of the 

optical carrier to encode the data, require a quality metric that is different than for 

OOK signals. Firstly, BER and Q-factor calculations which are often used for the 

performance characterisation of the OOK based systems, do not offer the information 

about the phase error but only total error of the received signal. Secondly, in the 

laboratory experiments most receivers employ offline digital signal processing at 

much reduced clock rates [1, 2]. For reliable estimation of BER, a certain number of 

bits is required. For example, it is clear that a system that specifies a BER better than 

10-9 must be tested by transmitting significantly more than 109 bits in order to get an 

accurate and repeatable measurement [3]. Therefore, reliable BER estimation using 

offline DSP is a very time consuming process. Hence a faster and reliable quality 

metric is needed, in particular when characterising multicarrier systems [1, 2]. 

It is well known that the complex field of a QAM signal can be represented using a 

constellation diagram, and an ideal constellation for square 16-QAM modulation 

format is shown in Figure B.1.1. The constellation of the received signal usually 

deviates from the ideal constellation. The level of deviation can be characterised 

using the error vector magnitude. The deviation between received signal vector RE  

and transmitted (ideal) signal vector IE  is denoted as an error vector errE . Two 

definitions of EVM can be found in the literature. The first one uses the longest ideal 

constellation vector 
,maxIE  for the normalisation. Another definition uses average 

power 
2

,I avgE  of all symbol vectors within the constellation for the normalisation. 

When 
,maxIE  is used for the normalisation, then the EVMmax is defined by a root mean 

square of errE  for a number N of randomly transmitted data [1, 2]: 

     max

,max

err

I

EVM
E


                                     (B.1.1) 
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Figure B.1.1. Constellation diagram and error vector for 16-QAM signal.  

The definition based on the normalisation using the average power of all symbol 

vectors within the constellation is related to the later one by the modulation format 

dependent factor k: 

     maxavgEVM k EVM                                            (B.1.2) 

where 

2

,max2

2

,

I

I avg

E
k

E
  and  

2
2

, ,

1

1 N

I avg I i

i

E E
M 

  . 

The values of factor k for certain modulation formats are given in Table B.1.1 [1, 2]:     

Modulation 
format 

BPSK QPSK 8PSK 16-QAM 32QAM 64QAM 

k
2
 1 1 1 9/5 17/10 7/3 

Table B.1.1. Values of factor k for certain modulation formats. 

In this thesis, EVMavg is used for the system performance characterisation in Chapter 

5, whilst EVMmax is used in Chapter 6. 

BER and Q-factor can be estimated using EVM as outlined in [1, 2]. 
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